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Abstract
In this investigation, mononuclear and polynuclear complexes of Re(I) combined
with aryl tetrazole ligands, such as 2-(1H-tetrazol-5-yl)pyridine, were synthesised
and their photophysical and electrochemical properties were investigated. The
new structural motifs were reformed utilising larger ligands, such as 4′-[6-(1H-
tetrazol-5-yl)pyridin-3-yl]-2,2′:6′,2′′-terpyridine, and their properties were studied
along with the ability to sensitise Ln3+ emission.
Two simple aryl tetrazoles, 5-phenyl-1H-tetrazole and 2-(1H-tetrazol-5-yl)-
pyridine, and their alkylated derivatives were found to form five interesting com-
plexes when combined with [Re(CO)5X] (X = Cl, Br). Two complexes were
structurally analogous to literature Re(I) diimine complexes of the type fac-
[Re(CO)3(N
∧N)X] (N∧N = 1,10-phenanthroline), however, the pyridyl-tetrazole
chelated the metal centre in place of the diimine ligand. A ”propeller” type dinu-
clear complex was synthesised, in which two Re(I) centres were bridged by three
tetrazolato ligands, and a labile dinuclear complex was also formed, in which
two Re(I) centres were bridged by a tetrazolato ligand and two Br− ligands. A
unique triangular metallacalix[3]arene was synthesised, in which three Re(I) cen-
tres behaved as corners of a triangle and three pyridyl-tetrazolato ligand behaved
as the edges. The complexes which were structurally similar to Re(I) diimine
complexes, of the type [Re(CO)3(N
∧N)X], have similar photophysical and elecro-
chemical properties (λmax = 570 nm). The triangular matallacalix[3]arene dis-
plays particularly interesting photophysical and electrochemical behaviour, where
the emission band (λmax = 490 nm) is significantly blue-shifted in comparison to
most reported neutral Re(I) complexes, and three reversible oxidation peaks ap-
pear in the cyclic voltammogram.
The extension of the aryl tetrazole ligands to include terpyridine moieties was suc-
cessful in forming 4′-[4-(1H-tetrazol-5-yl)phenyl]-2,2′:6′,2′′-terpyridine, 4′-[6-(1H-
tetrazol-5-yl)pyridin-3-yl]-2,2′:6′,2′′-terpyridine, and their alkylated derivatives.
These ligands displayed photophysical absorption and emission properties in so-
lution that change with the degree of acidity, which appears to be related to
protonation of the tetrazolate and terpyridine moieties.
The synthesis of Re(I) complexes with tetrazole functionalised terpyridines suc-
i
cessfully formed three target complexes. Two mononuclear complexes were syn-
thesised in which the tetrazole functionalised terpyridine was utilised as the an-
cillary ligand, these structures were similar to previously reported Re(I) tetra-
zolato complexes of the form [Re(CO)3(N
∧N)L] (L = tetrazolate).1 A triangular
metallacalix[3]arene of Re(I) was also formed which was structurally similar to
the aforementioned triangular assembly. The mononculear complexes displayed
photophysical and electrochemical properties similar to previously reported Re(I)
tetrazolato complexes, with emission from the triplet charge transfer excited state
centred at ca. 580 nm.2 The triangular Re(I) complex, synthesised with a tetra-
zole functionalised terpyridine, displayed a red-shifted emission (λem = 510 nm)
in comparison to the previously mentioned metallacalix[3]arene, however, the
quantum yield and lifetime had improved significantly which was attributed to a
reduction of the non-radiative decay rate.
The Re(I) complexes of tetrazole functionalised terpyridines successfully sensi-
tised Eu3+ and Yb3+ via energy transfer from the triplet excited state, except in
one case of sensitisation of Yb3+ by the mononuclear Re(I) complex containing
a 2-(5-tetrazolato)pyridine moiety. The sensitisation rate and efficiency were ob-
tained by comparison of the lifetime decay of the complex in the presence of Gd3+
to Eu3+ or Yb3+. Interestingly, the mononuclear complexes displayed more effi-
cient sensitisation of Eu3+ (φEnT = 0.26 to 0.38), than Yb
3+ (φEnT = 0 to 0.30).
It was noted that the triangular Re(I) complex was the most efficient sensitiser
of both lanthanides with a quantum efficiency greater than 0.90 in both cases.
This investigation documents novel structural motifs, including a peculiar metal-
lacalix[3]arene, formed with a tetrazolate ligand which displays intense, near-blue,
luminescence. This novel complex, when combined with Ln3+ cations, also gives
the most efficient sensitisation of Yb3+ reported by a Re(I) complex and the first
report of efficient sensitisation of Eu3+ by a Re(I) complex.
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Commonly used Abbreviations
and Symbols
τ Emission lifetime
φ Quantum yield
λ Peak wavelength
ε Molar absorptivity
B3LYP Becke 3 exchange with Lee, Yang, Parr
correlation functional
ca. circa/approximately
CAM-B3LYP Coulomb attenuated method B3LYP
C6mim[FAP] 1-hexyl-3-methylimidizolium
tris(pentafluoroethyl)trifluorophosphate
bipy 2,2-bipyridine
CDCl3 Deuterated chloroform
DCM Dichloromethane
dec. Decomposition
DFT Density functional theory
DMSO Dimethylsulphoxide
eV Electron volt
Epf Potential of peak in forward scan
Ep Half wave potential
Epr Potential of peak in return scan
EnT Energy transfer
ES Excited state
Fc Ferrocene
Fc/Fc+ Ferrocene/Ferrocenium+ couple
FRET Fo¨rster resonance energy transfer
GS Ground state
v
HF Hartree Fock
HOMO Highest occupied molecular orbital
ipf Peak current of forward scan
ipr Peak current of return scan
IC Internal Conversion
IL Intra-ligand
IR Infra-red
ISC Inter-system crossing
J Coupling constant (NMR)
kEnT Energy transfer rate
knr Non-radiative decay rate constant
kr Radiative decay rate constant
LED Light emitting device
LLCT Ligand to ligand charge transfer
LMCT Ligand to metal charge transfer
LUMO Lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
MC Metal centred
MLCT Metal to Ligand Charge Transfer
MLLCT Metal-ligand to ligand charge transfer
NIR Near infra-red
NMR Nuclear magnetic resonance
phen 1,10-phenanthroline
r.t. Room temperature
RTIL Room temperature ionic liquid
SALC Symmetry adapted linear combination
TBAPF6 Tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate
TCSPC Time correlated single photon counting
TDDFT Time dependent density functional theory
VR Vibrational relaxation
vi
Commonly used abbreviations of
compounds
BrPyCHO
NCPhCHO
NCPyCHO
HTzPh
HTzPy
HTzPyCHO
HTzPhCHO
tBuTzPh
tBuTzPy
MeTzPyCHO
tBuTzPhCHO
BrPyTpy
NCTzPhTpy
vii
NCPyTpy
HTzPhTpy
HTzPyTpy
MeTzPhTpy
MeTzPyTpy
tBuTzPhTpy
tBuTzPyTpy
viii
[Re(tBuTzPy)Cl]
[Re(tBuTzPy)Br]
[Re(MeTzPyCHO)Cl]
[Re(MeTzPyTpy)Cl]
[Re-TzPhCHO]
[Re-TzPyCHO]
[Re-TzPhTpy]
ix
[Re-TzPyTpy]
[Re2(
tBuTzPh)Br2]
[HNEt3][Re2(TzPh)3]
[Re2(TzPh)3]
−
[Re-TzpPy-Re]+
[Re2TzPhCN]
+
[ReTzPy]3
x
[ReTzPyTpy]3
xi
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Luminescent metal complexes
Photophysical studies of metal complexes, such as those of Re(I), Ir(III), Ru(II),
Au(I), Pt(II), and Ln3+cations, have garnered a great deal of attention in scien-
tific literature. The research focus into such complexes is due to their potential
applications in light emitting devices,3–5 cellular labelling,6–14 sensors,15–18 pho-
tovoltaics,19 photocatalysts,20–24 and energy transfer applications.25–35
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.1: Example of luminescent complexes: a) Re(I). b) Ru(II). c)Ir(III).
In the case of d-metal complexes, such as those shown in Figure 1.1, the photo-
physical properties (ε, λabs, λem, φ, and τ) are tunable by chemical modification of
the coordinated ligands.36 The modifications of the ligands also leads to physical
and chemical property changes.37,38 Complexes which contain Ln3+ cations, how-
ever, have emission spectra largely independent of the chemical environment due
to the ”inner core” nature of the 4f electrons. Research into transition metal and
lanthanide complexes therefore attempt to optimise their properties for specific
applications.39
1
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1.2 Luminescent Re(I) complexes
Among the d-metals utilised in luminescent studies, Re(I) diimine type complexes
have recieved a great deal of attention since their photophysical properties were
explicated in 1974.40–43 Of the photophysically active Re(I) complexes, many are
of the form fac-[Re(CO)3(N
∧N)L]0/+ (Figure 1.2a) with some exceptions forming
other coordination modes (Figure 1.2b).44,45
(a) (b)
Figure 1.2: Example of different coordination modes of Re(I) complexes. a)
facial coordination of CO ligands. b) meridional coordination of a
terpyridine ligand.44
In a photophysical study of the coordination modes illustrated in Figure 1.2, it
was found that the complex in Figure 1.2a displayed luminescence in solution.
However, the complex shown in Figure 1.2b did not. The change in the photo-
physical properties was found to be dependent on the structure of the complex,44
and due to the luminescence properties of Re(I) complexes with facially coordi-
nated CO ligands, such as the complex shown in Figure 1.2a, many photophysical
investigations of Re(I) utilise this structural motif.
The relationship between structural and photophysical properties has resulted in
studies of Re(I) complexes that may be used as sensors to external stimuli.46–48
Figure 1.3: Example Re(I) diimine complex utilised for as a pH dependent
probe.49
Zaccheroni et al. synthesised a complex sensitive to pH changes in solution (Fig-
ure 1.3), and it was found that at low pH (2.5) the complex displayed an emission
at 648 nm with low quantum yield (φ = 0.0002) and very short lifetime (τ = 0.5
ns). As the pH was increased (up to 8) the emission blue-shifted (λem = 625
nm) and the quantum yield and lifetime increased (φ = 0.002, τ = 7 ns). It was
2
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concluded that at low pH the carboxylic acid was protonated, and at higher pH
the carboxylic acid would be deprotonated and a negative charge would be placed
on the bipyridine ligand. This negative charge increased the energy necessary to
transfer an electron from the Re(I) centre to the bipyridine ligand resulting in
the blue-shift of emission wavelength and increase in quantum yield and lifetime.
This was confirmed when an analogous complex, where an ester moiety was used
in place of the carboxylic acid, did not show any variation in luminescence under
the same conditions.49
The relationship between structural and photophysical properties of Re(I) com-
plexes has also been studied in light emittting device (LED) applications.10,50–53
In studies of vacuum sublimable Re(I) complexes in LEDs, the target complex
must be stable to thermal deposition and display targeted photophysical char-
acteristics. Several investigations have obtained complexes of Re(I) with high
electroluminescence performance.54,55
(a) (b)
Figure 1.4: Example Re(I) complexes utilised for vacuum sublimation into
luminescent devices. a) Orange red LED.56 b) Sky-blue LED.57
Figure 1.4a illustrates one of the first complexes investigated in this area.56 This
complex has an emission maximum at 606 nm in DCM solution and 573 nm in the
constructed LED. It was concluded this blue-shift in emission wavelength was a
result of the rigidochromic effect. The device formed with this complex exhibited
a low turn on voltage of 3 V, maximum efficiency of 0.09 % photons/electrons,
and power efficiency of 0.2 lm/W.56 The blue-shift caused by the rigidochromic
effect assists in the formation of blue coloured devices, and a recent investigation
obtained blue emitting vacuum sublimable Re(I) complexes.57 The synthesised
isocyanoborate complex shown in Figure 1.4b displayed emission wavelengths
of 538 nm in solution and 515 nm in the constructed device. The emission of
this complex in solution is blue-shifted in comparison to typical Re(I) diimine
complex, which was attributed to the pi accepting strength of the isocyanoborate
ligand. This complex exhibited high electroluminescence performance with a turn
on voltage of 5.5 V, maximum quantum efficiency of 3.7 %, and power efficiency
of 5.3 lm/W.
The ability to modify physical properties of Re(I) complexes while maintaining
3
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luminescence has been exploited in biological imaging applications.58–61. The ap-
plication of Re(I) complexes in biological imaging is promoted by a few important
photophysical properties. These complexes typically have large Stokes shift, long
emission lifetime, and are considered photostable in comparison to organic labels,
which are often prone to photobleaching during analysis. Large Stokes shifts and
long emission lifetime allows better contrast of the label with scattered light and
autofluorescence of endogenous species.62–69
Figure 1.5: Example Re(I) complex utilised in cellular imaging studies, where
R = H, CH2OH and R
′ = H, PhSO−3 .
4
Coogan et al. synthesised a library of Re(I) complexes, with an example shown in
Figure 1.5 for studying cellular uptake, toxicity and luminescence in Spironucleus
vortens, a parasitic flagellate. It was found that the complexes retained their
photophysical properties when incubated in cells, however the different structures
varied in their photostability and toxicity in cells. Thus it was concluded that
the toxicity of Re(I) complexes, and their emission properties in cells, would vary
with the coordinated ligands.
The research into luminescent Re(I) complexes suggests that they may have the
potential for application, and further investigations attempt to manipulate the
relevant properties of the complexes. Literature reports of multinuclear complexes
of Re(I) are quite scarce in comparison to investigations involving mononuclear
complexes. Hence, the work in this thesis will attempt to broaden the research
into the synthesis and properties of multinuclear Re(I) complexes.
4
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1.3 Photophysical properties of d-metal com-
plexes
1.3.1 Fundamental concepts of electronic transitions
The absorption of light by a molecule dissolved in solution is described by the
Beer-Lambert law, Equation 1.1,
I = I0 × 10bc (1.1)
where I is the intensity of the transmitted radiation (at a given wavelength),
I0 is the intensity of the incoming radiation (at the given wavelength),  is the
molar absorptivity coefficient, b is the optical path, and c is the concentration.
The molar absorptivity coefficient () describes the propensity for a compound
to absorb a specific wavelength of light.
The absorption of light of appropriate energy excites a molecule to an electroni-
cally excited state. From this excited state, the molecule can undergo a chemical
reaction or a photophysical process such as emission or non-radiative decay. In
this study, only radiative and non-radiative decay processes are considered. The
decay constants are given as kr and knr, respectively. The overall decay rate of
the species from the excited state will therefore be a sum of the decay rates, and
the lifetime of the excited state (τ) will be the inverse of the sum of these rates,
as shown in Equation 1.2.
τ =
1
kr + knr
(1.2)
The quantum yield of emission (φ) is described in Equation 1.3.
φ =
number of emitted photons
number of absorbed photons
(1.3)
The quantum yield is therefore a proportion of the rate of radiative decay to the
overall decay from the excited state as shown in Equation 1.4 and 1.5, and the
rate of non-radiative decay can be described similarly in Equation 1.6
φ =
kr
kr + knr
(1.4)
φ = krτ (1.5)
(1− φ) = knrτ (1.6)
5
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1.3.2 Selection rules for electronic transitions
The probability of an electronic transition occurring is governed by selection rules,
which are based on electronic wavefunction symmetry, overlap, and multiplicity
of states. Based on these selection rules, a transition is considered to be forbidden
or allowed. These selection rules apply for excitation and emission transitions.
The LaPorte selection rule applies to centrosymmetric molecules and states that
transitions between states of the same parity are forbidden. This selection rule can
be relaxed by asymmetric vibrations of the molecule, which remove the centre
of inversion. This processes is termed ”vibronic coupling”. As a consequence,
forbidden transitions may be observed, such as d-d transitions in octahedral metal
complexes.
The spin selection rule states that transitions that include a change in spin mul-
tiplicity are forbidden. However, in the case of complexes with heavy atoms, the
spin selection rule can be relaxed. In the presence of heavy atoms the magnetic
moment vector produced from the orbit and the spin of the electron are no longer
isolated, resulting in what is known as spin-orbit coupling (SOC). Strong SOC
favours the mixing of states with different multiplicity, and transitions between
these two states becomes more probable.
1.3.3 The fate of the excited state
Upon absorption of a photon, a molecule will typically be in an upper vibrational
level of an electronically excited state, in accordance with the Franck-Condon
principle. The most rapid occurring event is vibrational relaxation, where vibra-
tional energy gained in the electronic transition is redistributed and the molecule
moves to the lowest vibrational level of the electronic excited state. This is illus-
trated in Figure 1.6 as a dashed arrow labelled VR.70
Non-radiative decay between electronically excited states is separated into two
types. A transition between states of the same spin multiplicity is known as
internal conversion, this is shown in Figure 1.6 as a dashed line between the S2 and
S1 states labelled IC. A non-radiative transition between states of different spin
multiplicities is known as inter-system crossing, this is illustrated in Figure 1.6 as
a transition from S1 to T1 labelled ISC. ISC is considered a forbidden transition
as it violates the spin selection rule.70,71
Non-radiative decay is governed by the overlap of the lowest vibrational level of
the electronically excited state with the vibrational levels of the ground state.
The overlap of these levels is related to the energy gap between the excited state
and the ground state. This relationship of energy and non-radiative decay is
6
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Figure 1.6: Jablonski diagram illustrating the processes of absorption (A),
vibrational relaxation (VR), internal conversion (IC), inter-system
crossing (ISC), fluorescence (F), and phosphorescence (P). F and
P are shown with radiative and non-radiative processes as solid
and dashed arrows, respectively.
commonly known as the energy gap law, and it is shown in Equation 1.7
knr = Ae
−α∆E (1.7)
where knr is the rate of non-radiative decay, A is the pre-exponent coefficient, α
is a proportionality constant, and ∆E is the energy gap between the two states.
Equation 1.7 basically states that the greater the energy gap between the two
states, the slower the non-radiative decay rate.36
Along with non-radiative decay pathways, such as those described above, an
excited state can also transition to the ground state by the spontaneous emission
of a photon. This process is termed radiative decay, and radiative transitions can
be separated into two types. Transitions involving no change in spin are described
as fluorescence and are shown as F in Figure 1.6. A radiative transition involving
a change in spin is described as phosphorescence, shown as P in Figure 1.6. In
heavy metal complexes such as Re(I) the presence of the heavy metal induces
spin-orbit coupling, relaxing the spin selection rule.70,71
Due to the relaxation processes of the excited species after absorption of a photon,
the emitted photon is typically of longer wavelength, or lower energy, than that of
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the absorbed photon. This difference between measured absorption wavelength
and emission wavelength is known as the Stokes shift.
1.3.4 Energy transfer
To add further to the fate of the excited state of a molecule, it is possible that
the excited state will relax to the ground state by transfer of energy to another
species.
Figure 1.7: Representation of energy transfer mechanisms adapted from
Balzani et al.70 Where two species ”A” and ”B”, are undergoing
energy transfer through Fo¨rster resonance energy transfer (FRET)
or Dexter energy transfer.
Energy transfer can be classified as coulombic (Fo¨rster) energy transfer and ex-
change (Dexter) energy transfer, which are illustrated in Figure 1.7. The overall
rate of energy transfer between two excited states is potentially a combination of
both contributions.
Fo¨rster resonance energy transfer is considered a long range mechanism and does
not require the entities to be in physical contact, i.e bound together.70
kFen = 8.8× 10−25
K2φ
n4r6ABτ
JF (1.8)
JF =
∫
F (v)ε(v)/v4dv∫
F (v)dv
(1.9)
The above equations describe the rate of FRET to be inversely dependent to the
separation between the species to the sixth power r6AB and the Fo¨rster overlap
(JF ). The Fo¨rster overlap is considered to be the term of major significance, and
is primarily a function of the overlap of the emission spectrum of the donor and
the absorption spectrum of the acceptor. Other terms K2, φ, n, and τ relate
to the dipole dipole interaction (2
3
for random orientation), quantum yield of
the donor, refractive index, distance between donor-acceptor, and lifetime of the
donor, respectively.
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The exchange mechanism (Dexter) can be considered as a two-electron transfer
process between the donor and the acceptor. In this process one electron is
transferred from the LUMO of the donor to the LUMO of the acceptor, and one
electron is transferred from the HOMO of the acceptor to the HOMO of the
donor.70
kDen =
4pi2
h
(Hen)2JD (1.10)
JD =
∫
F (v)ε(v)dv∫
F (v)dv
∫
ε(v)dv
(1.11)
In the Dexter energy transfer mechanism, the rate of energy transfer (kDen) relates
to the overlap of the electronic wavefunctions of the donor and acceptor (Hen)
and the Dexter overlap integral (JD). The Dexter overlap integral relates to
the overlap of the normalised emission spectra of the donor, and the normalised
absorption spectra of the acceptor.70 The wavefunction overlap generally requires
an overlap of orbitals for electron transfer to occur, and this term is dependent
on properties of the system such as two species separated by space or a bridging
ligand.
This mechanism of energy transfer is particularly important in regards to quench-
ing processes. In the case of species where the lowest excited state is a triplet,
collisions with ground state triplet oxygen can quench the excited state via Dex-
ter energy transfer. A comparison of the lifetime and quantum yield in air-
equilibrated/deoxygenated solutions will generally indicate if the complex under-
goes quenching by triplet oxygen. Also detection of emission from 1O2 at 1275
nm is suggestive of this process.72
1.3.5 Electronic structure of Re(I) complexes and related
transitions
The electronic states, such as the excited states and ground state, correspond to
different electronic structures of a particular complex. In the case of a low spin
d6 ”octahedral” complex, such as those of Re(I), a simplified molecular orbital
diagram can be constructed as shown in Figure 1.8.60
If the complex is approximated under octahedral symmetry, the metal centre can
be considered to contribute the 5d, 6s, and 6p orbitals for bonding. These orbitals
are classified according to their symmetry in the octahedral point group as shown
in Figure 1.8. The 5d orbitals are represented by symmetry labels T2g and Eg, the
6s orbital is represented as A1g, and the 6p orbitals are represented as T1u. The
ligand orbitals considered to have σ symmetry, in relation to the metal-ligand
axis, can be represented by the symmetry adapted linear combinations (SALCs)
A1g, Eg, and T1u. The A1g, Eg, and T1u metal orbitals combine with the relevant
9
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ligand SALCs to form the molecular orbitals with a1g, eg, and t1u symmetry as
shown in Figure 1.8. In the case of complexes where the ligands have orbitals of pi
symmetry, in relation to the metal-ligand axis, these orbitals can be represented
with the SALCs T2g, T2u, T1g, and T1u. Of these SALCs, the T2g can combine
with the T2g metal orbitals to form the molecular orbitals t2g and t
∗
2g. This is
shown in Figure 1.8 for the case of a pi∗ accepting ligand.
Figure 1.8 demonstrates a general case of second and third row transition metals,
with pi∗ accepting ligands, which experience a strong crystal field. The e∗g orbitals
are therefore considered higher in energy than the t∗2g orbitals, and the t2g and
t∗2g are the HOMO and LUMO, respectively.
Figure 1.8: Simplified molecular orbital diagram for a Re(I) metal complex
coordinated to 6 equivalent pi accepting ligands. In this case,
formation of important molecular orbitals (eg, e
∗
g, t2g, t
∗
2g) are
illustrated with dashed lines. aNon-bonding pi∗ orbitals (T2u, T1g,
T1u) are excluded for simplicity. MLCT and MC transitions are
noted in blue.
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Figure 1.9: Simplified Jablonski diagram for a Re(I) complex with lowest
MLCT excited state. Adapted from Balzani et al.70 Showing
electron configuration from Figure 1.8 associated with each energy
level. The process of phosphorescence (P) is shown with the rate
of non-radiative decay (knr) and radiative decay (kr). VR and the
LLCT excited state are omitted for simplicity.
The absorption of a photon can induce different types of transitions within a
Re(I) complex, these transitions are related to the arrangement of electrons in the
molecular orbital diagram shown in Figure 1.8. The transition of an electron from
the t2g (HOMO), which are predominantly metal in character, to the t
∗
2g (LUMO),
which are antibonding orbitals that are predominantly ligand in character, is
shown in Figure 1.8 by the arrow labelled MLCT. This transition is known as a
metal to ligand charge transfer (MLCT). The excitation of an electron from the
t2g orbitals to the e
∗
g orbitals, which are antibonding orbitals of the metal-ligand σ
bond, is shown in Figure 1.8 as an arrow labelled MC. This transition is known as
a metal centred (MC) transition. A further possible transition occurs primarily
on the ligands themselves, and is known as an intra-ligand (IL) transition, these
are analogous to pi − pi∗ transitions.
If the surrounding ligands are not all equivalent, it is also possible that ligand-
to-ligand charge transfer (LLCT) transitions can also occur. The LLCT, not
illustrated in Figure 1.8 or Figure 1.9, is considered to be a transition of an elec-
tron from the occupied pi orbitals of a ligand to the pi∗ orbitals of a different ligand.
This type of transition has been studied rigorously in Re(I) complexes,73–78 and
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it is possible that the LLCT can mix with the MLCT to form a metal-ligand-
to-ligand (MLLCT) excited state. Different diimine and ancillary ligands can
change the energy of the LLCT such that it can be the lowest excited state.79
In a simplified representation, shown in the Jablonski diagram in Figure 1.9, the
absorption of a photon can excite a Re(I) complex to the 1MLCT, 1IL, or 1MC
state, depending on its energy.60,70,75 The complex then relaxes to the lowest
excited state (1MLCT) via vibrational relaxation and internal conversion in ac-
cordance with Kasha’s rule. Due to the presence of the heavy atom (Re(I)) the
character of the 1MLCT and 3MLCT states mix and the complex transitions to
the 3MLCT excited state via inter-system crossing. The complex then decays
to the ground state (1GS) radiatively and non-radiatively, with rates kr and knr
respectively.37,70,71,80
1.3.6 Modulation of photophysical properties of Re(I) com-
plexes
To obtain specific photophysical characteristics, the energy of the transitions
must be altered. In complexes of Re(I), the MLCT transition is usually modified
because it is typically the lowest excited state. This transition can simplistically
be described as simultaneous reduction of the diimine ligand and oxidation of the
Re(I) centre, as these are the localisations of the LUMO and HOMO, respectively.
Thus modifications to the complex which alter the energy of these processes will
change the character of the MLCT transition.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.10: a) fac-[Re(phenRR′)(CO)3R′′] where R and R′ represent
substituted organic group shown in Table 1.1.81 b)
fac-[Re(bpy)(CO)3L] where L represents an ancillary ligand
shown in Table 1.2.36
The complexes displayed in Figure 1.10 are representative examples of structural
modifications where changes to the groups labelled R and L alter the energy of
the reduction (Figure 1.10a) and oxidation (Figure 1.10b) processes. As seen in
Figure 1.10a, the diimine ligand can be altered by changing the substituents R and
R′. Alterations of the electron donating strength of these substituents changes
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the required energy for reduction of the diimine ligand. Table 1.1 demonstrates
that, as the electron donating strength of the ligand substituents increases, in the
order Cl < H < CH3, the emission wavelength decreases. This illustrates that the
increase of the electron density of the diimine ligand destabilises the pi∗ orbitals,
and increases the energy of the MLCT transition.
Table 1.1: Photophysical properties of Re(I) complexes
fac-[Re(phenRR′)(CO)3R′′]a (Figure 1.10a).81
R R′ λem (nm) φ τ (µs) kr (s−1) knr (s−1)
H Cl 524 0.78 1.5 5.2× 105 1.5× 105
H H 508 0.77 8.6 9.0× 104 2.7× 104
H CH3 510 0.83 20.2 4.1× 104 8.4× 103
CH3 CH3 493 0.56 30.9 1.81× 104 1.4× 104
The energy requirement of the Re(I)/Re(II) oxidation can be altered by changes
to the ancillary ligand (Figure 1.10b), and will be influenced by the presence of
electron donating groups on the ancillary ligand. Table 1.2 demonstrates that as
the electron donating strength of the ancillary ligand decreases, in the order Cl−
> 4-NH2Py > Py > CH3CN, the emission wavelength decreases.
Table 1.2: Photophysical properties of Re(I) complexes fac-[Re(bpy)(CO)3L]
(Figure 1.10b).36
L λem (nm) φ τ (ns) kr (s
−1) knr (s−1)
Cl− 622 0.005 51 9.79× 104 1.95× 107
4-NH2Py 597 0.052 129 4.06× 105 7.34× 106
Py 558 0.16 669 2.36× 105 1.26× 106
CH3CN 536 0.41 1201 3.43× 105 4.90× 105
This illustrates that reducing the electron donation strength of the ligand sta-
bilises the HOMO, and increases the energy of the MLCT transition. In this
case, when decreasing the electron donating strength of the ancillary ligand, the
quantum yield and lifetime increase. The calculated non-radiative decay rates
(Table 1.2) decrease linearly with the increase of the transition energy. This
relationship of knr and energy is in accordance with the energy gap law.
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1.4 Multinuclear metal complexes
1.4.1 Multinuclear d-d complexes
Research into multinuclear transition metal complexes have demonstrated that
the photophysical, chemical, electrochemical, and magnetic properties can be
much different than the mononuclear analogues or subunits.82–103 The photo-
physical properties of such complexes are of particular interest, as differences in
excited state energies can lead to partial or complete energy transfer to a preferred
emissive species. This has been reported in a variety of heterometallic complexes
where different rates of energy transfer lead to various emission wavelengths and
efficiencies.104–108
An example of one such heterometallic multinuclear complex is shown in Fig-
ure 1.11d. This species was formed from luminescent subunits of Pt(II), Ir(III),
and Au(III). Modification of the structure, by different combinations of the metal
centres, leads to a change in the rate of energy transfer via Fo¨rster and Dexter
mechanisms. The mononuclear complexes displayed emission properties typical
for the respective metal centres; the Au(III) complex displayed an emission at
λem = 484− 591 nm with a lifetime of τ = 120 ns, the Pt(II) complex displayed
an emission at λem = 586 nm a lifetime of τ = 570 ns, and the Ir(III) complex
displayed an emission at λem = 523 nm a lifetime of τ = 880 ns. In the dinuclear
complexes of Au(III), with Pt(II) (Figure 1.11a) or Ir(III) (Figure 1.11b), emis-
sion from Au(III) is not detectable, and these complexes displayed photophysical
properties similar to the mononuclear complex of the paired metal centre. This
indicated that energy transfer to the paired metal centre occurs rapidly. The din-
uclear complex of Pt(II) and Ir(III), Figure 1.11c, gave an emission profile with
contributions of both metal centres, having an emission band at 577 nm with a
shoulder at 520 nm. Comparison of the lifetime of this profile gave a biexponen-
tial decay at 520 nm of 560 and 25 ns. The contribution with a lifetime of 25
ns, corresponding to emission from Ir(III), was dramatically lower than that of
the mononuclear Ir(III) complex. This suggested energy transfer was occurring
from Ir(III) to Pt(II). A similar observation was also made with the trinuclear
species, which displayed a broad emission band centred at 520 nm. This emis-
sion exhibited a biexponential lifetime with components of 670 and 42 ns. It was
rationalised that the excited state of Au(III) was rapidly transferring energy to
Pt(II) and Ir(III), and the excited state of Ir(III) was also undergoing energy
transfer to Pt(II). Calculations of the rate of energy transfer using the Ir(III)
emission lifetime resulted in an approximate rate of kEnT = 4× 107 s−1. Estima-
tions of energy transfer rates indicated that the Ir(III) → Pt(II) energy transfer
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was occurring primarily through an exchange (Dexter) mechanism.109,110
(a) (b) (c)
(d)
Figure 1.11: Heterotrimetallic complexes of Ir(III), Au(III), and Pt(II)
studied for energy transfer mechanisms.109 a) Dinuclear complex
of Pt(II) and Au(III). b) Dinuclear complex of Ir(III) and
Au(III). c) Dinuclear complex of Ir(III) and Pt(II). d) Trinuclear
complex of Ir(III), Au(III), and Pt(II).
1.4.2 Multinuclear Re(I) complexes
Investigations into energy transfer mechanisms are not limited to polymetallic
complexes. Homometallic complexes where the metal centres are considered non-
equivalent have also been studied.2,111
In an example of such research performed by Tapolsky, Duesing, and Meyer, in-
tramolecular energy transfer in dinuclear Re(I) complexes was studied. In this
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.12: Dinuclear Re(I) complexes containing Re(bpy) and
Re((CO2Et)2·bpy) moieties utilised for bridge mediated energy
transfer studies.111a) Bridged by 4,4′-bipyridine. b) Bridged by
3,3′-dimethyl-4,4′-bipyridine.
research, two Re(I) moieties, Re(bpy) and Re((CO2Et)2·bpy), were bridged by
bipyridine ligands with different substituents. The formation of non-symmetrical
molecules, such as those seen in Figure 1.12, leads to a difference in energy of the
two localised excited states. It was observed that bridging the two metal centres
with a 4,4′-bipyridine ligand (Figure 1.12a) would facilitate rapid and efficient
energy transfer to the lowest localised MLCT excited state. This was determined
by emission resemblant of that from the Re((CO2Et)2·bpy) excited state, along
with a transient absorption feature characteristic of such a state. This was fur-
ther confirmed by the absence of a transient absorption feature characteristic of
an excited state localised on Re(bpy). When 3,3′-dimethyl-4,4′-bipyridine was
used as a bridging ligand, the rate of energy transfer was reduced. This was
determined by analysis of the transient absorption spectrum where features cor-
responding to excited states localised on both Re(bpy) and Re((CO2Et)2·bpy)
are present. This was further suggested by the transient absorption spectrum
where the feature corresponding to the Re(bpy) excited state persists after 315
ns, when the Re((CO2Et)2·bpy) excited state has decayed. The emission spectrum
also appeared superimposable with that of a solution containing both mononu-
clear derivatives, and biexponential decay rates could be fit with characteristic
lifetimes of the mononuclear derivatives. The reduction of energy transfer, which
results in these photophysical properties, was concluded to be a result of a re-
duction in conjugation across the bridging ligand. This was suggested to be a
result of methyl substituents making a coplanar arrangement less energetically
favourable, which would decrease the exchange interactions that facilitate energy
transfer.106,111,112
Although energy transfer mechanisms are an interesting area of research, the
photophysical properties of multinuclear Re(I) complexes have also been studied
in regards to potential applications. Dinuclear Re(I) complexes, such as those
shown in Figure 1.13, have indicated possible applications in light emitting devices
due to high luminescence performance.55
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.13: Dinuclear Re(I) complexes utilised as dopants in phosphorescent
OLEDs. a) 547 nm emission with quantum efficiency of 5.9 %.
b) 620 nm emission with quantum efficiency of 9.8 %.55
The complex in Figure 1.13a displayed emission at 547 nm with quantum yield
and lifetime of 0.53 and 5.3 µs, respectively in degassed toluene. The complex
in Figure 1.13b displayed emission at 620 nm with quantum yield and lifetime
of 0.002 and 20 ns, respectively under the same conditions. The photophysical
properties of these complexes were also measured in the solid state, finding that
the complex shown in Figure 1.13a displayed an increase of non-radiative decay
rate when moving from in solution to the solid state. However, the complex
shown in Figure 1.13b displayed the opposite trend, where the non-radiative de-
cay rate reduced significantly from 4.99 × 107 to 2.4 × 105. This suggested that
the relatively bulky Br− ligands distorted the coordination sphere and caused the
complex (1.13b) to be labile in solution, which quenched the photophysical perfor-
mance. The complex displayed in Figure 1.13b displayed a substantial increase
in luminescence in the solid state, attributed to aggregation induced emission,
which is a unique property that does not appear in general to be displayed by
mononuclear Re(I) complexes.113,114 When measuring these complexes in devices,
it was found that Figure 1.13b displayed a high efficiency of 9.8 % even though
the photophysical properties in solution were poor. This increased performance
was attributed to the large polarisability of the Br− groups, and its good charge
transport properties.55
1.4.3 Multinuclear d-f complexes
Research into energy transfer mechanisms of luminescent complexes is not re-
stricted to d-d complexes. Obtaining Ln3+ emission from multinuclear d-f com-
plexes is an interesting area of investigation, as the ability to excite the transition
metal MLCT at wavelengths in the visible region implies there are potential bi-
ological applications.115–117
In the investigation of energy transfer in d-f metal complexes, the efficiency and
rate of energy transfer from the d-metal to a lanthanide can be approximated
by measurements of the residual emission of the d-metal complex, as illustrated
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by Van Veggel and Faulkner.118,119 The rate of energy transfer (kEnT ) and the
quantum efficiency of energy tranfer (φEnT ) can be calculated according to Equa-
tion 5.5 and Equation 5.6, respectively:
kEnT = 1/τq − 1/τu (1.12)
φEnT = 1− τq/τu (1.13)
where τq is the decay lifetime in the presence of a quenching Ln
3+ cation, and τu
is the decay lifetime in the absence of a quencher, which is assumed to be very
similar to that of the analogous Gd3+ or Lu3+ complex under the same conditions.
Figure 1.14: Structural representation of white-light emitting assmbly. The
emission of white light comes from a combination of a
blue-emitting Ir(III) complex and a red-emitting Eu3+
complex.120
Investigations into sensitisation of NIR Ln3+ species (Ln = Nd, Yb, Er, Pr) have
involved complexes of Ru(II), Re(I), Os(II), Pt(II), Cr(III), Co(III), Zn(II), and
Ir(III).115,117,120–132
3MLCT → Ln3+ energy transfer to visible emitting Ln3+ cations (Ln = Tb, Eu)
is more difficult to achieve because the lowest excited states of Eu3+ and Tb3+
are relatively higher in energy (17,500 cm−1 and 20,500 cm−1). Tb3+ sensitisation
has not been reported in a d-f metal complex, however complexes of Pt(II) and
Ir(III) are typically used to sensitise Eu3+ because they can readily be formed
with excited states of energy > 20,000 cm−1 for sensitising Eu3+.115,120,123,133–139
In an investigation of Eu3+ sensitisation by an Ir(III) complex, De Cola et al.
synthesised the compound represented in Figure 1.14. The comparison of the
emission lifetime of Ir(III) in the multinuclear complex (τ = 480 ns) to the
analogous monomuclear subunits (τ = 1400 ns), demonstrated that the emission
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from Ir(III) was quenched in the presence of Eu3+. Excitation of the assembly
at 400 nm, where only excitation to the MLCT occurs, yielded emission from
Eu3+ illustrating further that 3MLCT → Eu3+ energy transfer was sensitising
emission from Eu3+. The presence of residual blue emission from the Ir(III)
moiety along with red emission from Eu3+ resulted in white light emitted from a
single complex.120
Although investigations into d-f complexes can be performed with the entire range
of emissive Ln3+ cations, studies which involve Re(I) complexes primarily focus
on the sensitisation of NIR emitting lanthanides. This is because most Re(I)
complexes have excited states much lower in energy than that required for optimal
sensitisation of Eu3+ (20,000 cm−1) and Tb3+ (22,900 cm−1).133,140 In addition,
the investigations of Ln3+ sensitisation by Re(I) complexes are relatively sparse
in comparison to cases utilising Ir(III) or Pt(II).128,129,141–145
Figure 1.15: Example Re(I) complex for sensitisation of Yb3+ and Nd3+.124
In the research of Re(I) sensitised Ln3+ luminescence, the largest contributions
are made by Faulkner, Pope, and Ward. In one such investigation, a bimetallic
complex which covalently links a Re(I) centre and a Ln3+ cation (Ln = Nd, Yb)
such as that shown in Figure 1.15 was formed. The investigation of this complex
demonstrated that in the case of Yb3+ the sensitisation process can be difficult
to elucidate, as the lifetime of the 3MLCT lifetime reduced from 11.4 ns to 8.1 ns
in the presence of Yb3+. Conversely the reduction of the 3MLCT lifetime from
11.4 ns to 5.2 ns in the presence of Nd3+ demonstrated direct involvement of the
3MLCT in the sensitisation process of Nd3+, and the energy transfer rate and
efficiency could be quantified as 3.32× 107 s−1 and 0.32, respectively.124
This investigation was pursued further, where a similar set of complexes to that
shown in Figure 1.15 were formed, where two lanthanides were present with one
Re(I) centre along with a shorter spacer between the Ln3+ and the Re(I) cen-
tre.141. In this study the 3MLCT was implicated in the sensitisation process of
Yb3+, giving a rate and efficiency of energy transfer of τEnT = 1.13× 108 s−1 and
φEnT = 0.62 which was surprising in light of the previous result. The conclusion
of this research was that the structure as a whole is as important a factor in
sensitisation as the relative energies of the excited states.
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.16: Structure of pseudorotaxane utilised for anion templated
assembly for Yb3+ sensitisation.146 a) Re(I) macrocycle. b) Yb3+
containing template.
The most efficient report of the sensitisation of Yb3+ by a Re(I) complex utilised
an anion-templated assmebly of a Yb3+-Re(I) [2]pseudorotaxane (Figure 1.16).146
In this report the energy transfer rate constant and quantum efficiency of 1.35×
107 s−1 and 0.74, respectively, were obtained. These results demonstrated that
close proximity of the donor and acceptor contributed to the rapid rate constant.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.17: Re(I) complexes utilised for sensitisation of Yb3+ and Nd3+.147 a)
Complex with close proximity of energy donor and acceptor. b)
Complex with greater separation of energy donor and acceptor.
The relationship of structure to sensitisation efficiency has also been explored by
other groups. In such an example, shown in Figure 1.17a, it was found that the
lifetime of the 3MLCT emission decreased from 120 ns in solution without any
Ln3+ cation present, and 40 ns in solution in the presence of Yb3+. Although
it may have been optimal to compare to the complex formed in the presence of
Gd3+ or Lu3+, a rate and efficiency of energy transfer of kEnT = 1.6×107 s−1 and
φEnT = 0.67 were obtained.
147 The complex in Figure 1.17a was compared to an
analogous complex, Figure 1.17b, which places the Ln3+ cation more distant from
the MLCT excited state. It was found that the complex shown in Figure 1.17b
had an energy transfer rate and efficiency of kEnT = 9.8×106 s−1 and φEnT = 0.25.
This demonstrates that increasing the spacing between the donor and acceptor
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in d-f complexes also affects the rate and efficiency of energy transfer.
Although there is precedence in literature for the sensitisation of Eu3+ by other
transition metals,115 no literature reports of sensitisation of Eu3+ via the 3MLCT
of a Re(I) complex were found. In this investigation, obtaining a sufficiently
blue-shifted emission of a Re(I) complex may facilitate energy transfer to Eu3+.
Further, investigations of the sensitisation of Ln3+ cations by Re(I) complexes
has very few examples of multinuclear complexes, or those with extended ligand
conjugation between the donor and acceptor, this area requires further investi-
gation to include such multinuclear sensitisers and those with highly conjugated
ligands.
1.5 Tetrazolato complexes
Figure 1.18: Structural example of a tetrazole type molecule. Where R can be
substituted for various functional groups.
Tetrazoles contain an aromatic ring comprised of four nitrogen atoms and one
carbon atom in a structure similar to that shown in Figure 1.18. This type of
ligand can potentially bind to a metal centre in various ways and be functionalised
quite readily. Tetrazoles can also be synthesised quite expediently for a variety
of applications including biological research.148–164
The coordination chemistry of tetrazoles has been researched in conjugation with
Ir(III), Ru(II), Cu(I), Pt(II), and Ln3+ complexes, where it can be utilised as
an ancillary ligand, chelating ligand, or bridging ligand between multiple metal
centres.12,165–201
(a) (b)
Figure 1.19: Example Cu(I) tetrazolato complexes investigated for
photophysical applications.192
An example of such an investigation utilised
2-(2-tert-butyl-2H -tetrazol-5-yl)pyridine as a chelating ligand for copper. This
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led to the formation of complexes such as those shown in Figure 1.19. The
photophysical properties of these complexes were poor in solution. However, at
77 K, in KBr pellets, and in PMMA films the heteroleptic complexes containing
the tetrazole ligand (Figure 1.19b) displayed intense emission (φ up to 45 %)
with long lived luminescence (τ ≈ 20µs). It was concluded that, although poorly
emissive in solution, such complexes could be utilised in light emitting devices
due to their high photophysical performance in the solid state.
Recently, our research group has expanded the investigations of tetrazolato com-
plexes to include Re(I). In these investigations the tetrazolato ligand is shown to
enable the modulation of luminescence properties.1 The optical imaging appli-
cations of Re(I) tetrazolato complexes have demonstrated the first case of phos-
phorescent labelling of lipid droplets.202 Further, in situ changes to the chemical
environment can lead to significant changes to the photophysical properties of
the complexes.196
(a) (b)
Figure 1.20: Representation of alteration to ancillary ligand to change
emission properties of Re(I) complexes.1,196 a) Emission at 571
nm. b) Emission at 536 nm.
In the study of complexes such as those shown in Figure 1.20, the addition of
a methyl group would place a positive charge on the tetrazolate ligand. The
presence of this positive charge increased the energy of the MLCT transition by
stabilising the HOMO of the complexes. It was also shown that this change in
photophysical properties could also be achieved by the reversible addition of a
proton.196
Our research into the use of tetrazoles as briding ligands between Re(I) diimine
complexes has also indicated that the conjugation across an aryl tetrazole will
facilitate energy transfer.2 In the research of the dinuclear Re(I) tetrazolato com-
plexes shown in Figure 1.21, the photophysical properties of cationic and neutral
mononuclear analogues were investigated. It was shown that the dinuclear com-
plexes displayed superimposable emission profiles where the emission wavelength
was in between the blue-shifted cationic and red-shifted neutral analogues. This
was suggestive that the tetrazole ligand was facilitating energy transfer to the
lowest excited state.
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.21: Dinuclear Re(I) tetrazolato complexes which displayed
superimposable emission profiles λem = 558 nm.
2
As the research into Re(I) tetrazolato complexes still appears to be in its infancy,
this area can be extended to investigate the role of the tetrazole ligand as a chelat-
ing ligand, and as a conjugated spacer between Re(I) complexes and lanthanides,
to determine how well such a ligand facilitates energy transfer to a Ln3+ cation.
1.6 Computational Quantum Mechanics
Computational chemistry can assist in understanding the photophysical proper-
ties of metal complexes. The ability to relate theoretic transitions between elec-
tronic states to experimental absorption spectra enables the ability to describe
electronic properties of these complexes rigorously.
As part of this investigation into the photophysical properties of these compounds,
Density Functional Theory (DFT) and Time-Dependant Density Functional The-
ory (TD-DFT), will be utilized to understand the electronic properties and energy
levels of the discussed molecules.
1.6.1 Theoretical Background
Computational chemistry is centred around solving the Schroedinger equation
(Equation 1.14) for a molecule in space and time experiencing some external
influence.
HˆΨ = EΨ (1.14)
The wavefunction Ψ describes the particle’s properties, the Hamiltonian opera-
tor Hˆ holds terms related to kinetic and potential energy of a particle, and E
describes the energy of the system as a scalar quantity.
Exact solutions to the Schroedinger equation can only be obtained for relatively
simple systems such as a particle in a box or on a string, or the hydrogen atom. It
is not yet possible to solve the Schroedinger equation exactly for many electron
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systems, as a result considerable efforts have been made to find approximate
solutions to it.
The Hamiltonian operator Hˆ, can be separated into the following set, where for
brevity each term is reported in atomic units203,204
Hˆ = Tˆe + TˆN + Vˆee + VˆNN + VˆeN . (1.15)
For a system with N electrons and M nuclei, the terms in Equation 1.15 are: the
electron kinetic energy term (Tˆe), the nuclei kinetic energy term (TˆN), the poten-
tial energy term or electron-electron interaction (Vˆee), the potential energy term
for nuclei nuclei interaction (VˆNN), and the potential energy term for electron-
nuclei interaction (VˆeN).
The first approximation that is normally made to solve (Equation 1.14) was pro-
posed by Born and Oppenheimer, and it assumes that the time scale of electronic
relaxation is much faster than the motion of the nuclei. Hence the electrons are
assumed to be always in their ground state and the nuclei are treated as classical
particles. The kinetic energy of the nuclei term TˆN can therefore be neglected, and
the potential energy term for the nuclei-nuclei interaction VˆNN can be considered
a constant value, and the Hamiltonian simplifies to Equation 1.16.
Hˆelec = Tˆe + Vˆee + VˆeN (1.16)
Where the terms are described as follows.
Tˆe = −1
2
N∑
i=1
52i (1.17)
Vˆee = −
N∑
i=1
N∑
j 6=i
1
rij
(1.18)
VˆeN = −
N∑
i=1
M∑
A=1
ZA
riA
(1.19)
52i is the laplace operator for the kinetic energy of electron i, rij, riA, and rAB
are the distances between electrons i and j, electron i and nucleus A, and nuclei
A and B, respectively. ZA is the charge of nucleus A, and mA is the mass of
nucleus A, all given in atomic units.
Now that the electronic Hamiltonian is described an approximate solution to
the Schroedinger equation for the electronic wavefunction, Equation 1.14, can be
obtained.
HˆelecΨelec = EΨelec (1.20)
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For a many-electron system it is not yet possible to solve Equation 1.16 exactly
because the mathematical form of the wavefunction is unknown and many theories
have been developed to find approximate solutions. One of such methods is the
Hartree-Fock theory.
1.6.2 Molecular Orbitals and the Hartree-Fock Approxi-
mation
Due to the inability to exactly solve the Schroedinger equation, the Hartree-Fock
(HF) method allows the approximate solution of the wavefunction and energy of
a many body problem at a stationary point. It employs the variational principal
to be able to progressively iterate to a minimal energy point.
In the variational principal, it is stated that the energy expectation value of any
wavefunction will always be greater than or equal to that of the true ground
state wavefunction. Thus an initial guess is made for the wavefunction, and then
an iterative approach is used to obtain a better solutions to Equation 1.16 by
minimising the energy of the system as a function of Ψ. This iterative process
continues until the differences in the calculated energies differs by an amount less
than the threshold for such a computation, and then a stationary point has been
found.
The electron-electron interaction that makes exact solutions to the wavefunction
difficult to obtain becomes simplified in the case of the HF approximation, and
the N-electron wavefunction is approximated by a Slater Determinant of N one-
electron spin-orbit wavefunctions. These spin-orbit wavefunctions comprise of a
spatial orbital and one of two spins.
χ(r) = φ(r)σ(s), σ = α, β (1.21)
The variational method is utilised to determine the optimal Slater determinant
of the set of spin-orbitals. The Hartree-Fock equations are quite complicated to
solve, however they result in a Fock operator which is analogous to the Hamilto-
nian operator but for one electron, and takes into account the different effects on
the electrons in the system. It is shown in Equation 1.22
fˆχi = εiχi (1.22)
Where εi is the energy of the orbital and fˆ is the Fock operator. The Fock
operator takes into account the effects on the electron and can be separated as
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follows in Equation 1.23
fˆi = H
core +
N∑
j=1
{Jj −Kj} (1.23)
in this case the core Hamiltonian operator Hcore corresponds to the motion of a
single electron moving in the presence of a single nuclei shown in Equation 1.24
Hcore(i) = −1
2
52i −
M∑
A=1
ZA
riA
(1.24)
Of the two remaining operators in Equation 1.23, Jj corresponds to the coulomb
operator and corresponds to an electron i in a average potential of another elec-
tron j. The term Kj corresponds to the exchange term, which arises due to the
interaction of spins of the two electrons and has a non-zero value when consider-
ing two electrons of the same spin, and is zero when two electrons have opposite
spin.
In this way, each electron is considered to move in a static field comprising of all
the nuclei and all other electrons. Thus a solution for this electron will then affect
the solutions obtained for the other electrons as they are solved in turn. Hence
this becomes an iterative approach to the solution of the electronic wavefunctions.
1.6.3 Density Functional Theory and Kohn-Sham equa-
tions
Density Functional Theory (DFT) is an approach to computational chemistry
that has been of great interest since the 1980s and 90s.205,206 This approach to
obtain the properties of a system assumes that these properties can be calculated
based on the electronic density because of the relationship between the overall
electronic density and the total electronic energy. Where the Hartree-Fock theory
calculates the full N-electron wavefunction, DFT only attempts to calculate the
overall electronic density distribution. A major breakthrough in DFT came from
Hohenberg and Kohn207 where it was shown that the ground-state energy and
other system properties were defined by the electron density. In this case it is
expressed as the energy E, is a unique functional of the electron density ρ(r).208
The energy functional is written as a sum of two terms.
E [ρ(r)] =
∫
Vext(r)ρ(r)dr + F [ρ(r)] (1.25)
Where the first term is due to the interaction of the electrons with an external
potential Vext(r) such as the nuclei, and F [ρ(r)] is the sum of the kinetic energy
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of the electrons and their inter-electronic interactions.
In DFT the number of electrons in the system is constrained as in Equation 1.26
N =
∫
ρ(r)dr (1.26)
The total electron density is then obtained as the sum of the square moduli of a
set of one-electron orbitals.
ρ(r) =
N∑
i=1
|ψi(r)|2 (1.27)
The difficulty with solving Equation 1.25 is that the function F [ρ(r)] is unknown.
Kohn and Sham209 suggested that it should be written as the sum of three terms,
Equation 1.28.
F [ρ(r)] = EKE [ρ(r)] + EH [ρ(r)] + EXC [ρ(r)] (1.28)
where EKE [ρ(r)] is the kinetic energy, EH [ρ(r)] is the electron-electron Coulom-
bic energy, and EXC [ρ(r)] contains terms for exchange and correlation, which is
unknown.
EKE [ρ(r)] is the kinetic energy of a system of electrons neglecting their interac-
tion.
EKE [ρ(r)] =
N∑
i=1
∫
ψi(r)
(
−5
2
2
)
ψi(r)dr (1.29)
EH [ρ(r)] is known as the Hartree electrostatic energy. It arises from the in-
teraction of two electron charge densities which are summed over all possible
two-density interactions.
EH [ρ(r)] =
1
2
∫ ∫ ρ(r1)ρ(r2)
|r1 − r2| dr1dr2 (1.30)
combining these terms for the energy of the system along with the electron density
the Kohn-Sham Equations result:
{
−5
2
1
2
−
(
M∑
A=1
ZA
r1A
)
+
∫ ρ(r2)
r12
dr2 + VXC [r1]
}
ψi(r1) = εiψi(r1) (1.31)
In Equation 1.31 the external potential shows an interaction with M nuclei, where
εi are the orbital energies and VXC is the exchange-correlation functional. There
are many types of DFT methods in literature, which mostly differ in the way the
exchange and correlation terms are approximated.
The Kohn-Sham equations can be solved via a self-consistent approach, where
an initial guess of the electron density is the input, then a set of orbitals can be
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derived, then the electron density is improved and the iterations are continued
until the results converge, or the difference between initial and calculated terms
varies within a threshold value.
1.6.4 Functionals and Level-of-Theory
When applying DFT, it is necessary to choose a level of theory under which the
calculations are performed, which determines the method of the computations.
Hartree-Fock theory provides an almost exact means of dealing with the exchange
contribution, and hence adding the correlation energy from DFT to that of HF
results in another method for such calculation. Becke210 took this approach and
modified it to form a hybrid functional that incorporates approximations of the
exchange-correlation energies from Hartree-Fock theory and DFT.
The B3LYP functional is often employed in DFT calculations due to the success it
has in predicting the properties of a wide range of chemical systems.211 However,
in some cases such as for extended pi systems, and for charge transfer transitions
in TDDFT it is sub-optimal.212,213 To address such discrepancies, the coulomb
attenuated method CAM-B3LYP attempts to differ the way the exchange energy
is approximated for these cases.214 For this reason, CAM-B3LYP is the chosen
level of theory for computational evaluation in this thesis unless otherwise stated.
1.6.5 Basis Sets
A basis set is a collection of functions that are used to describe the electronic den-
sity. Although it would be optimal to use Slater-type functions,these functions
are difficult to implement and for systems larger than a few atoms sometimes im-
possible to integrate. Plane wave (PW) basis sets can also be utilised to describe
electronic density.
Commonly, the substitution of Gaussian functions is often implemented to de-
scribe atomic orbitals. Generally these functions are of the form shown in Equa-
tion 1.6.5
xaybzc exp(−αr2) (1.32)
where α describes the radial extent of the function, and the order of these
functions is described by order = a + b + c. and functions can be zeroth-order,
first order, etc.
An advantage of using Gaussian type functions is that they are mathematically
more convenient. However, there are also some problems with employing Gaus-
sian functions. The major disadvantage is that a single Gaussian function cannot
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approximate the electron density of isolated atoms as well as a Slater function
can. However, it has been shown that an atomic orbital can be represented by a
linear combination of Gaussian functions. Thus an atomic orbital has the form
shown in Equation 1.33
φµ =
L∑
i=1
diµφi(αiµ) (1.33)
where diµ is the coefficient of the single Gaussian function φi with exponent αiµ.
L is the number of Gaussian functions to make up the orbital. It is accepted that
at least three Gaussian type functions are sufficient to properly represent a Slater
type orbital215
Due to these limitations the accuracy of the calculations depends on the number
of Gaussian functions used in the calculation. A minimal basis set has the smallest
number of functions to describe the filled orbitals of an atom. The double zeta
basis set doubles the number of functions of that in the minimal basis set. In the
use of PW basis sets the more functions used gives more accurate results, which
is not necessarily true for basis sets comprised of Gaussian type orbitals.
The inclusion of additional functions to the basis set such as polarisation functions
and diffuse functions enable deflection of the electron cloud and proper description
on electron density that may be far from the nucleus.
Thus the selection of basis sets is important for computational chemistry, in
this investigation, due to the consistency needed with previously published re-
sults,1,2,189,196,216 and consistency across the calculations, the basis sets used will
be the 6-311G**, which includes polarisation functions for light atoms, and the
SDDAll pseudo-potential will be used for the metal centre.
1.6.6 Time-Dependent Density Functional Theory
As for the case of the time dependent Schroedinger equation 1.34, a time de-
pendent perturbation must be included in the calculation. In the application of
TD-DFT the time dependent perturbation is applied to the Kohn-Sham treat-
ment.
HˆΨ(r, t) = ih¯
∂
∂t
Ψ(r, t) (1.34)
The foundations of TD-DFT were made by Runge and Gross in 1984.217 Where
the calculation of differences in the ground-state and excited-state energies were
possible without evaluation of the excited state itself. The properties of the
excited state can be obtained from the derivatives of the energy of the ground
state under such a perturbation.
In this thesis TD-DFT will be utilised to obtain the absorption spectra of molecules,
and identify the orbitals involved in the transition, and compare this to the ex-
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perimental data to understand the transitions within the compounds.
1.7 This investigation and scope
In the review of literature relating to Re(I) complexes, tetrazole containing com-
plexes, multinuclear complexes, and lanthanide complexes, an area of interest has
been identified. The research into mononuclear and multinuclear Re(I) tetrazolato
complexes have not utilised a tetrazole as a chelating ligand. Thus, attempting
to form such structures and investigating their properties may suggest areas of
potential applications. There are also no reports of Re(I) tetrazolato complexes
sensitising Ln3+ luminescence, thus comparison of the performance of Re(I) tetra-
zolato complexes to previously investigated complexes is important to grow this
area of research. There have also been no reports of Re(I) sensitised emission
from Eu3+, and probing this area may lead to interesting results.
This investigation will expand on previous photophysical, electrochemical, com-
putational, and strucutral research into Re(I) tetrazolato complexes. The pri-
mary goals are to obtain multinuclear Re(I) complexes where a tetrazole ligand
is chelating the metal centre, and to attempt to sensitise Ln3+ luminescence by
forming multinuclear Re(I)-Ln3+ complexes.
Chapter 2 investigates the combination of Re(I) with the tetrazole containing
compounds shown in Figure 1.22, with the intention of forming mononuclear and
multinuclear complexes of Re(I) with such ligands, and to probe their photphys-
ical properties.
Figure 1.22: Structures of target ligands in Chapter 2.
The complexes obtained utilising these ligands display diverse structural motifs
and electronic properties. An interesting result of this initial investigation is
that one such combination of gives a neutral, trinuclear, triangular type struc-
ture. This complex displays the shortest wavelenght emission from a neutral
Re(I) complex known (λmax = 490 nm). This complex also displays interesting
electrochemical properties with a progression of three reversible oxidation peaks.
The results of Chapter 2 showed that the tetrazole ligand could be utilised as a
chelating ligand for Re(I) complexes in a variety of modes. Chapter 3 attempts to
form tetrazole functionalised 4′-ary-2,2′:6′,2′′-terpyridines as shown in Figure 1.23.
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Figure 1.23: Structures of target ligands in Chapter 3.
The synthesised ligands were photphysically characterised and their sensitivity
to the addition of acid and base are investigated.
After successful synthesis of aryl-tetrazole functionalised terpyridines in Chap-
ter 3. These ligands were utilised to form complexes of Re(I) similar to those
reported in Chapter 2. Three of the intended complexes were successfully syn-
thesised, including an analogous complex of the triangular structure abtained in
Chapter 2. The photophysical and electrochemical properties of the complexes
are reported in Chapter 4.
The final chapter investigates the ability of the synthesised ligands in Chapter 3
and complexes from Chapter 4 to sensitize lanthanide luminescence. It is found
that all of the aforementioned compounds sensitise the lanthanides Eu3+ and
Yb3+. Each of the target complexes successfully sensitize the lanthanides, it is
particularly interesting that the complexes are able to sensitise Eu3+ from the
3MLLCT excited state, which has not been reported in literature before. Also
the triangular complex appears to efficiently sensitise both Yb3+ and Eu3+ with
quantum efficiency above 0.90.
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Chapter 2
Ligand modulated structural
diversity
2.1 Introduction
In previous research efforts, the photophysical properties of mononuclear Re(I)
tetrazolato complexes were investigated. In these complexes, the Re(I) centres
were chelated by bidentate 1,10-phenanthroline (phen) or 2,2’-bipyridine (bipy)
ligands, and the tetrazolato anion was utilised as the ancillary ligand.1 The library
of investigated Re(I) tetrazolato complexes are represented in Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: Mononuclear Re(I) tetrazolato complexes utilising aryl tetrazolato
anions as the ancillary ligand.1
The investigation into these Re(I) complexes illustrated that their photophysical
properties were tunable via chemical modification of the tetrazole containing lig-
and. This property promoted a subsequent investigation into the inclusion of a
second Re(I) centre to determine what effect this would have on the photophysical
and electrochemical behaviour.2 The two dinuclear species in this investigation
are shown in Figure 2.2.
The investigation into [Re-TzpPy-Re]+ and [Re2-TzPhCN]
+ demonstrated
that the tetrazolato bridging ligands could facilitate coupling between the two
attached metal centres. The tetrazole moiety could offer unique binding modes
such as that shown for [Re2-TzPhCN]
+, where two Re(I) centres are directly
attached to the tetrazole ring.
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Figure 2.2: Structures of previously investigated dinuclear Re(I) complexes
bridged by tetrazolato ligands.2
2.2 Chapter goal
Figure 2.3: Structures of target ligands in this investigation.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.4: Structures of target complexes in this investigation, illustrating
differences in charge, ancillary ligand, and ligated atom. a)
Complexes with alkylated aryl-tetrazoles as chelating ligands. b)
Complexes with aryl-tetrazolates as chelating ligands.
Photophysical studies of transition metal complexes utilising aryl-tetrazoles as
chelating ligands are relatively scarce, and such investigations are restricted to
complexes of Cu(I), Ir(III), Pt(II), and Ru(II).180,181,189,190,192–194,198,218–223 The
exclusion of Re(I) complexes in these studies has prompted this investigation,
which will utilise aryl-tetrazoles as chelating ligands in mono and multi-nuclear
Re(I) complexes. The two aryl tetrazoles and their alkylated derivatives that will
be used are represented in Figure 2.3. These tetrazoles will be combined with
[Re(CO)5X] (X = Cl, Br) in order to synthesise the proposed Re(I) complexes
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shown in Figure 2.4. This investigation will also attempt to form a cyclometal-
lated complex of Re(I) by utilising tBuTzPh as a bidentate chelating ligand.
2.3 Synthesis of aryl-tetrazole ligands
2.3.1 Aryl-tetrazole synthesis
HTzPh and HTzPy were synthesised following a literature procedure, shown in
Figure 2.5, where an aryl nitrile was combined with sodium azide to yield the
desired products.148
Figure 2.5: Reaction scheme for the synthesis of HTzPh and HTzPy.
The synthesised species, HTzPh and HTzPy, were characterised by IR, 1H-
NMR, and 13C-NMR spectroscopy. The presence of IR bands at 1602 cm−1 and
3420 cm−1 corresponding to tetrazole C=N and NH bonds, respectively, suggests
formation of the tetrazole. The lack of a nitrile band at 2230 cm−1 is indicative
of the absence of starting material.
The 1H-NMR spectra of HTzPh and HTzPy in DMSO-d6 are consistent with
previous reports of these compounds,152,224–226 and both display a characteristic
resonance in the 13C-NMR spectrum at ca. 155 ppm for the C5 atom. Studies of
aryl-tetrazoles and substituted aryl-tetrazoles by Butler suggest that this value
signifies protonation at the N1 position.224,227
2.3.2 Alkylated tetrazole synthesis
The synthesised aryl tetrazoles were subsequently alkylated with a tert-butyl
group. This group was selected to ensure that the tetrazole ring would be steri-
cally hindered from binding to the Re(I) centre as an ancillary ligand. Alkylation
at the N1 position was not expected due to being less favored by the presence of
the aromatic ring and bulkiness of the tert-butyl group.
The synthesis scheme for alkylating HTzPh and HTzPy is shown in Figure 2.6.
Figure 2.6: Reaction scheme for the synthesis of tBuTzPh and tBuTzPy.
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The alkylation of HTzPh and HTzPy was performed by the addition of the
starting materials to a solution of tert-butanol in the presence of trifluoroacetic
and sulfuric acid. This procedure has been reported in literature for the high
selectivity of substitution of a tetrazole at the N2 position.190,228
IR spectroscopy of the alkylated tetrazoles tBuTzPh and tBuTzPy displayed
a characteristic tetrazole C=N stretch at 1603 cm−1 and lack of tetrazole NH
stretch. The 1H-NMR spectra for tBuTzPh and tBuTzPy in CDCl3 are consis-
tent with the proposed structures and display characteristic CH3 singlet peaks
appearing at 1.80 ppm, integrating to 9 protons. Three characteristic peaks are
identified in the 13C-NMR spectra of tBuTzPh and tBuTzPy. Signals at 30
ppm and 64 ppm are indicative of the presence of the tert-butyl group, and a
signal at 165 ppm is indicative that the tert-butyl group is attached at the N2
position of the tetrazole moiety.224,227 These spectra are consistent with literature
reports of these compounds.190,225,229,230
2.4 Synthesis of Re(I) complexes
2.4.1 Synthesis of Re(I) complex with tBuTzPy
The first synthesised complexes [Re(tBuTzPy)Cl] and [Re(tBuTzPy)Br] were
formed from the addition of tBuTzPy with [Re(CO)5X] (X= Cl, Br) in toluene,
and stirred at reflux (Figure 2.7).
Figure 2.7: Reaction scheme for the synthesis of [Re(tBuTzPy)X].
In the case of [Re(tBuTzPy)Cl], the product was readily obtained pure in high
yield (99 %) after filtration and washing. However, [Re(tBuTzPy)Br] was im-
pure after filtration, and required chromatographic separation for a final yield of
84 %.
The IR spectra for both complexes display characteristic carbonyl stretching
peaks at ca. 2013 (A′(1)), 1923 (A′(2)), and 1875 (A′′) cm−1, similar to those of
reported Re(I) diimine complexes.1,2,43
The 1H-NMR spectra for these complexes are superimposable, with signals corre-
sponding to the pyridyl hydrogen atoms at 9.09, 8.29, 8.12, and 7.62 ppm, and a
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signal corresponding to CH3 at 1.88 ppm. The
13C-NMR spectra for these com-
plexes are also similar, with peaks at 196.5, 194.7, and 188.5 ppm corresponding
to the carbonyl ligands. The characteristic C5 resonance at 166.1 ppm is also
present, indicating co-planarity between the aryl and tetrazole rings is favoured,
suggestive of chelation. There are also 7 remaining 13C resonances corresponding
to the chelating ligand, with significant peaks at 68.4 and 29.2 ppm corresponding
to (CCH3) and (CCH3), respectively.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.8: X-Ray crystal structures of [Re(tBuTzPy)X], displacement
ellipsoids drawn at 50 % probability. H atoms and solvent
molecules are omitted for clarity. a)[Re(tBuTzPy)Cl].
b)[Re(tBuTzPy)Br].
[Re(tBuTzPy)Cl] and [Re(tBuTzPy)Br] crystallise in monoclinic space groups
P21/n and P21/c, respectively (Figure 2.8). In both structures the Re(I) centre
is in a slightly distorted octahedral geometry and the metal centre is chelated by
the tetrazole ligand at the N(py) and N4(tz) positions. The carbonyl ligands are
in the facial configuration and both structures appear virtually identical.
2.4.2 Synthesis of Re(I) complex using tBuTzPh
The next complex was formed by the combination of the ligand tBuTzPh with
[Re(CO)5Br] in toluene and stirred at reflux. The reaction did not produce a
cyclometallated structure as proposed. The actual product was determined by
crystallographic analysis (Figure 2.10), as bulk purification did not lead to a pure
product.
This complex crystallises in the monoclinic space group P21/n, and illustrates
that there are two Re(I) metal centres bridged by the tetrazole ligand at the N4
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Figure 2.9: Reaction scheme for the synthesis of [Re2(
tBuTzPh)Br2].
Figure 2.10: X-Ray crystal structure of [Re2(
tBuTzPh)Br2], where
displacement ellipsoids are drawn at 50 % probability. H atoms
and solvent molecules are omitted for clarity.
and N3 positions. The tert-butyl group has moved from the N2 to the N1 position.
This compound could not be characterised further due to the inability to obtain
it pure. This type of structure has been observed with diazine complexes of Re(I)
in literature.54,113,231–236
2.4.3 Synthesis of Re(I) complex with HTzPh
The interesting result obtaining [Re2(
tBuTzPh)Br2] prompted interest into
the reaction of HTzPh with [Re(CO)5X] (X = Cl, Br), as shown in Figure
2.11. The product of this synthesis, [HNEt3][Re2(TzPh)3] (also referred to as
[Re2(TzPh)3]
−), was a triethylammonium salt of a negatively charged dinuclear
complex. This synthesis required the use of [Re(CO)5Br] in lieu of [Re(CO)5Cl]
as a reagent, due to inability to isolate a product when using the latter.
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Figure 2.11: Reaction scheme for the synthesis of [HNEt3][Re2(TzPh)3].
(a) (b)
Figure 2.12: X-Ray crystal structure of [HNEt3][Re2(TzPh)3], with
displacement ellipsoids drawn at 50 % probability. H atoms,
counter-ions, and solvent molecules are omitted for clarity. a)
view along pseudo C2 axis. b) View along pseudo C3 axis.
The structure of this complex was initially determined by crystallographic anal-
ysis and the crystal structure is shown in Figure 2.12. This complex crystallises
in the monoclinic space group C2/c. It can be seen that the metal centres are
bridged by three tetrazole ligands via the N2 and N3 atoms. The assembly pos-
sesses a C3 type rotation axis running through the two Re(I) centres and appears
in a ”propeller” arrangement seen down this axis. The CO ligands are seen to be
in a facial conformation and the complex is in a pseudo D3h point group. This
type of structure has been observed in thiobenzoate complexes of manganese,
rhenium, molybdenum, and tungsten.237,238
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The IR spectrum for this complex has significant peaks at 2024 and 1901 cm−1 for
the carbonyl stretching frequencies. These frequencies correspond to the facial
CO stretches. A peak at 1603 cm−1 confirms the presence of the tetrazole.
The 1H-NMR spectrum for this complex matches the determined structure. Mul-
tiplets at 8.15 and 7.53 ppm, with integration ratios of 6 to 9 respectively, cor-
respond to the phenyl protons. Signals at 3.42 and 1.39 ppm with integration
ratios of 6 and 9 protons, respectively, correspond to the ethyl protons on the
triethylammonium cation. The 13C-NMR spectrum display a signal at 196.6 ppm
for the CO ligands, suggestive that the carbonyl ligands are equavalent.
2.4.4 Synthesis of Re(I) complex with HTzPy
The reaction of HTzPy with [Re(CO)5X] (X = Cl, Br), as shown in Figure 2.13,
gave a neutral complex that contains three Re(I) centres and three ligands in a
triangluar arrangement, as determined by X-Ray crystallography (Figure 2.14).
Figure 2.13: Reaction scheme for the synthesis of [ReTzPy]3.
The complex crystallises in the monoclinic space group P21/n (Figure 2.14). The
metal centres are arranged in a triangular type system bridged by three TzPy−
anions, and the ligands appear in a ”partial cone” type conformation (syn, syn,
anti), where one of the TzPy− ligands is oriented on the opposite side to the
other two.239 The three CO ligands on each Re(I) centre are arranged in a facial
configuration. The aromatic region of the 1H-NMR spectrum is shown in Fig-
ure 2.15, and the three doublets at 9.28, 9.23, and 9.13 ppm with integration of
1 are indicative of three non-equivalent TzPy− environments. The other signals
are convoluted, however, the overall integration of the aromatic region corre-
sponds to 12 protons in agreement with three TzPy− identities. The 13C-NMR
spectrum for this complex also confirms three unique TzPy− systems, revealed
by signals at 166.8, 166.6, and 165.0 ppm corresponding to the three tetrazolic
C5. There are overlapping peaks in the 198 - 192 ppm region of which only 6
could be clearly distinguished. This is consistent with the presence of multiple
[Re(CO)3] cores. The IR spectrum has peaks at 2027 1916, and 1887 cm
−1 which
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.14: X-Ray crystal structure of [ReTzPy]3, with thermal ellipsoids
drawn at 50 % probability. H atoms and solvent molecules are
omitted for clarity. a) View of cavity. b) Side view of crystal
structure.
Figure 2.15: 1H-NMR spectrum of [ReTzPy]3 in CDCl3.
are the stretching modes of the facial CO groups. The significant CO stretching
frequency at 2027 cm−1 is suggestive of a reduction in electron density on the
metal centres with respect to other reported neutral Re(I) complexes bound to
diimine ligands.
There have been multiple reports in literature of supramolecular motifs of Re(I)
forming molecular polyhedra.18,240–245 However the synthesis of [ReTzPy]3 ap-
pears to be a facile synthetic route to a photo-stable complex with a uniquely
metallacalix[3]arene type structure, of which there is only one other known report
by Coogan.246
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2.5 Photophysical and computational investiga-
tion
2.5.1 Absorption and computational results
A summary of the photophysical properties of the complexes is reported in Table
2.1
Table 2.1: Summary of the photophysical properties of dilute (10−5 M) DCM
solutions of the reported complexes.
Absorption Emission, 298 K Emission, 77 K
Complex
λmax(10
4ε) λmax τ
a τ b φa φb λem τ
[nm] [M−1cm−1] [nm] [ns] [ns] [nm] [µs]
[Re(tBuTzPy)Cl] 271(2.90) 574 167 291 0.033 0.077 510 5.81
353(0.45)
[Re(tBuTzPy)Br] 268(2.48) 568 177 323 0.024 0.058 508 6.28
358(0.31)
[Re2(TzPh)3]
− 253(6.85) -c -c -c -c -c 474 4.30
312(0.60)
[ReTzPy]3 252(5.26) 498 135 244 0.030 0.060 466 4.99
283(3.88)
310(2.01)
aAir-equilibrated solution, bdeoxygenated solution.
cEmission of [Re2(TzPh)3]
− at r.t. in solution was too weak to be accurately
measured. Quantum yield values measured against an air-equilibrated aqueous
solution of [Ru(bpy)3]Cl2 (φ = 0.028).
The absorption spectra of [Re(tBuTzPy)Cl] and [Re(tBuTzPy)Br] are shown
in Figure 2.16. These absorption profiles appear very similar, as is expected
considering the similarity of the structures. Both spectra have a high energy
absorption band at ca. 270 nm, corresponding to the intra-ligand pi-pi∗ transition.
There is also a peak at lower energy for each complex at 355 nm corresponding
to the admixture of a metal-to-ligand charge transfer (from Re(I) to t BuTzPy)
and ligand-to-ligand charge transfer (halide to tBuTzPy), as tpyically reported
for Re(I) diimine complexes.247
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Figure 2.16: Absorption spectra of dilute (10−5 M) DCM solutions of
[Re(tBuTzPy)Cl] and [Re(tBuTzPy)Br].
Figure 2.17: Simulated absorption spectra of [Re(tBuTzPy)Cl] and
[Re(tBuTzPy)Br]. Limited to the 250 nm to 800 nm range.
Impulses correspond to transitions listed in Table 2.2.
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Figure 2.18: Simulated orbitals for [Re(tBuTzPy)Br] corresponding to
transitions listed in Table 2.2. Orbitals are spaced vertically
relative to their energy and the HOMO-LUMO gap has been
reduced for clarity.
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Table 2.2: Table of overall transitions with oscillator strength ≥ 0.05. Limited
to the 250 nm to 800 nm range.
Species Wavelength Intensity Levels Character Assignment
[Re(tBuTzPy)Cl] 317.83 0.14 HOMO−1 → LUMO 90 % MLLCT
260.18 0.05 HOMO−1 → LUMO+1 29 % MLLCT
HOMO−1 → LUMO+4 25 % MLLCT + MC
[Re(tBuTzPy)Br] 322.82 0.12 HOMO−1 → LUMO 91 % MLLCT
263.23 0.05 HOMO−1 → LUMO+1 33 % MLLCT
HOMO−1 → LUMO+4 23 % MLLCT + MC
252.61 0.11 HOMO−2 → LUMO+3 29 % MLLCT + MC
HOMO−1 → LUMO+1 16 % MLLCT
The simulated absorption spectra for complexes [Re(tBuTzPy)Cl] and
[Re(tBuTzPy)Br] can be found in Figure 2.17, with relevant transitions listed
in Table 2.2. The simulated orbital contours are located in Figure 2.18. Fig-
ure 2.18 contains only the simulated orbitals for [Re(tBuTzPy)Br]; the orbitals
for [Re(tBuTzPy)Cl] are virtually identical, thus only one set is displayed.
The simulated spectra for [Re(tBuTzPy)Cl] and [Re(tBuTzPy)Br] indicate
that transitions of lowest energy (ca. 320 nm) primarily involve the HOMO−N
(N = 1, 2) and LUMO+M (M = 0, 1). From Figure 2.18, these transitions are
seen to be an admixture of MLCT and LLCT transitions, confirming the MLLCT
assignment given for the absorption spectrum.
Further to this, the HOMO−N (N = 3 - 5) are localised on the tBuTzPy ligand.
These orbitals are involved in transitions of higher energy than 250 nm and
suggests that these transitions display IL character.
The absorption spectrum of [HNEt3][Re2(TzPh)3] is shown in Figure 2.19 and
displays a high energy band at ca. 253 nm that corresponds to the intra-ligand
pi-pi∗ transition. There is also a peak of lower energy that appears to be partially
hidden behind the pi-pi∗ transition at ca. 312 nm. This peak possibly corre-
sponds to involvement of a metal-to-ligand charge transfer transition, from Re(I)
to TzPh−.
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Figure 2.19: Absorption spectrum of a dilute (10−5 M) DCM solution of
[Re2(TzPh)3]
−.
Figure 2.20: Simulated absorption spectrum for [Re2(TzPh)3]
−. Limited to
the 250 nm to 800 nm range. Impulses correspond to transitions
listed in Table 2.3.
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Figure 2.21: Simulated orbitals for [Re2(TzPh)3]
− corresponding to
transitions listed in Table 2.3. Orbitals are spaced vertically
relative to their energy and the HOMO-LUMO spacing has been
reduced for clarity.
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Table 2.3: Table of overall transitions with oscillator strength ≥ 0.05. Limited
to the 250 nm to 800 nm range.
Species Wavelength Intensity Levels Character Assignment
[Re2(TzPh)3]
− 299.99 0.12 HOMO−1 → LUMO+1 47 % MLLCT
HOMO → LUMO 47 % MLLCT
298.82 0.15 HOMO−1 → LUMO+4 41 % MLLCT
HOMO → LUMO+3 41 % MLLCT
293.87 0.10 HOMO → LUMO+2 98 % MLLCT
278.62 0.08 HOMO−4 → LUMO+3 43 % MLLCT
HOMO−3 → LUMO+3 23 % MLLCT
HOMO−2 → LUMO+4 23 % MLLCT
The simulated absorption spectra for [Re2(TzPh)3]
− can be found in Figure 2.20,
the relevant transitions are found in Table 2.3, and the simulated orbitals are
located in Figure 2.21. The simulation for this complex was performed differently
than other complexes due to the inability to optimise the geometry under the same
conditions. Symmetry restrictions were used for the molecule and looser cutoffs
were used to determine the minimised structure.
The impulses of highest oscillator strength involve transitions from HOMO−N
(N = 0 - 2), primarily localised on the Re(I) centres and CO ligands, to the
LUMO+M (M = 0 - 4), localised on the TzPh− species. Figure 2.21 dis-
plays representative orbitals showing that the transitions are of MLLCT char-
acter, suggesting that the transitions observed in the absorption spectrum of
[Re2(TzPh)3]
− are likely to be of MLLCT character. This assignment appears
to contradict that given to the experimental absorption spectrum, however, the
restrictions used in the simulations may have yielded results that do not reflect
the experiment well.
The absorption spectrum of [ReTzPy]3 is shown in Figure 2.22 and has a high
energy absorption band at ca. 252 nm assigned to the intra-ligand pi-pi∗ transition.
There are also a series of peaks that appear as shoulders on the tail of this pi-
pi∗ transition at 283, 310, and 340-350 nm. It is difficult to deconvolute these
peaks however they are tentatively attributed as a mixture of a set of MLLCT
transitions that involve each of the Re(I) centres and the TzPy− ligands.
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Figure 2.22: Absorption spectrum of a dilute (10−5 M) DCM solution of
[ReTzPy]3.
Figure 2.23: Simulated absorption spectrum of [ReTzPy]3. Limited to the
250 nm to 800 nm range. Impulses correspond to transitions
listed in Table 2.4.
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Figure 2.24: Simulated orbitals for [ReTzPy]3 corresponding to transitions
listed in Table 2.4. Orbitals are spaced vertically relative to their
energy and the HOMO-LUMO spacing has been reduced for
clarity.
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Table 2.4: Table of overall transitions with oscillator strength ≥ 0.05. Limited
to the 250 nm to 800 nm range.
Species Wavelength Intensity Levels Character Assignment
[ReTzPy]3 290.28 0.10 HOMO−2 → LUMO 25 % MLLCT
HOMO−2 → LUMO+2 13 % MLLCT
287.23 0.08 HOMO−4 → LUMO+1 16 % MLLCT
HOMO−5 → LUMO+1 14 % MLLCT
HOMO−3 → LUMO+1 13 % MLLCT
HOMO−6 → LUMO+2 13 % MLLCT
280.19 0.14 HOMO−7 → LUMO+1 16 % MLLCT
HOMO → LUMO+6 15 % MLLCT+IL
257.17 0.30 HOMO−10 → LUMO 12 % MLLCT+IL
HOMO → LUMO 15 % MLLCT
The simulated absorption spectrum for [ReTzPy]3 can be found in Figure 2.23
and high oscillator strength (≥ 0.05) transitions are found in Table 2.4. Rep-
resentative orbital contours are located in Figure 2.24. [ReTzPy]3 has many
convoluted transitions that contribute to the overall absorption spectrum. The
lower energy transitions ≤ 287 nm appear to be primarily MLLCT in character.
Moving to higher energy transitions, the HOMO−N (N = 9 - 12) are localised
on the TzPy− ligands, and the LUMO+M (M = 6 - 12) correspond to orbitals
that are partly localised on the metal centre and TzPy− ligands. Thus some of
the higher energy transitions may display IL character (280.19 and 257.17 nm).
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2.5.2 Emission properties of the complexes
Figure 2.25: Emission spectra of dilute (10−5 M) DCM solutions of
[Re(tBuTzPy)Cl] and [Re(tBuTzPy)Br] excited at 350 nm.
The emission of both [Re(tBuTzPy)Cl] and [Re(tBuTzPy)Br] appear similar,
as shown in Figure 2.25, with peak maxima at 574 and 568 nm, respectively. The
emission bands are broad and structureless indicating that the transitions are
MLLCT in nature. The phosphorescent nature of the emission is supported by
the change in lifetime and quantum yield when moving from air-equilibrated to
deoxygenated solutions. The quantum yield and lifetime of [Re(tBuTzPy)Cl]
and [Re(tBuTzPy)Br] are similar to that of previously reported Re(I) diimine
complexes.
The emission of [Re2(TzPh)3]
− at r.t. in solution is too weak to be distinguish-
able from the baseline and is not reported.
The emission of [ReTzPy]3 appears in Figure 2.26 with a single peak maximum
at 498 nm. The emission band is broad and structureless indicating the transition
is primarily MLLCT in nature. The assignment of phosphorescent emission is
supported by the change in lifetime and quantum yield upon deoxygenation of
the solution. The emission of this complex, at 498 nm, is significantly blue-
shifted with respect to previously reported complexes and literature examples
of neutral Re(I) complexes. In-fact, this complex to the best of our knowledge
is the most blue emitting neutral Re(I) complex reported in literature to date.
It can be compared to the only other photophysically characterised triangle of
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Figure 2.26: Emission spectrum of a dilute (10−5 M) DCM solution of
[ReTzPy]3 excited at 310 nm.
Figure 2.27: Structural representation of [ReTpyO]3
246.
Re(I), [ReTpyO]3, reported by Coogan with emission wavelength at 557 nm.
246
The blueshift of the MLLCT transition for [ReTzPy]3 is possibly caused by a
reduction of electron density on the Re(I) centre, this is suggested by a relatively
higher CO stretching frequency at 2027 cm−1 in comparison to 2016 cm−1 for
[ReTpyO]3.
Table 2.5: Decay constants in deoxygenated solution.
Complex kr[10
5s−1] knr[105s−1]
[ReTzPy]3 2.45 38.52
[ReTpyO]3 0.86 453.68
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Comparing the overall photophysical performance of [ReTzPy]3 and [ReTpyO]3
indicates that the major difference is a reduction in the value of the non-radiative
decay constant by a factor of almost 12. [ReTzPy]3 has a more rigid structure
than [ReTpyO]3 which would reduce knr by removing vibrational modes of re-
laxation, and the higher energy gap would also reduce the non-radiative decay
rate according to the energy gap law.
Figure 2.28: Emission spectra of complexes at 77 K. Excitations of 350 nm for
[Re(tBuTzPy)Cl] and [Re(tBuTzPy)Br], and 310 nm for
[Re2(TzPh)3]
− and [ReTzPy]3.
Emission of these complexes at 77 K is shown in Figure 2.28. All complexes,
except [Re2(TzPh)3]
−, display a blue-shift relative to their solution state emis-
sion, this is ascribed to rigidochromism typical to transitions of CT character.
The emission of [Re(tBuTzPy)Cl] and [Re(tBuTzPy)Br] is blue-shifted to 510
nm, while remaining broad and structureless, suggestive that the transition is of
MLLCT character. The lifetime of this emission elongates to 5.81 µs and 6.28 µs
for [Re(tBuTzPy)Cl] and [Re(tBuTzPy)Br], respectively.
Contrary to measurements of dilute solution, the emission of [Re2(TzPh)3]
−
at 77 K, shown in Figure 2.28, can be measured. The structured emission is
indicative of IL character. The lifetime of this emission is detectable at 4.30 µs.
The emission for [ReTzPy]3 blueshifts to 466 nm, remaining broad and struc-
tureless, as seen in Figure 2.28, and the decay lifetime increases to 4.99 µs when
frozen in rigid matrix at 77 K . This is consistent with a transition primarily
MLLCT in character.
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2.6 Electrochemical investigation
The electrochemical behaviour of the complexes was investigated using cyclic
voltammetry, and a summary of the data can be found in Table 2.6. Peak mid-
points, or maxima if peaks are irreversible, are listed as Ep and peak to peak
separations are given as ∆Epp.
Table 2.6: Summary of electrochemical data for ca. 10 mmol/L solutions of
complexes in C6mim[FAP]. Potentials are relative to
ferrocene/ferrocinium+ couple.
Complex Oxidation Reduction
Ep vs Fc/Fc
+ (V) ∆Epp (mV) Ep vs Fc/Fc
+ (V) ∆Epp (mV)
[Re(tBu-TzPy)Cl] 1.04 -a -1.89 110
[Re(tBu-TzPy)Br] 1.03 -a -1.88 110
[Re2(TzPh)3]
− 1.10 80 -1.62 -a
[ReTzPy]3 1.21, 1.32, 1.47 87, 86, 90 - -
aCould not be obtained due to irreversible nature.
The voltammograms were recorded from solutions of the complexes dissolved
in the ionic liquid 1-hexyl-3-methylimidazolium tris-(pentafluoroethyl) trifluo-
rophosphate, [C6mim][FAP. The advantages for this type of analysis have been
previously described.2,248
The voltammograms for the oxidation and reduction regions of [Re(tBuTzPy)Cl],
[Re(tBuTzPy)Br], and [Re2(TzPh)3]
− are shown in Figure 2.29 and Fig-
ure 2.30, respectively.
The oxidation peaks for [Re(tBuTzPy)Cl] and [Re(tBuTzPy)Br] are at 1.04
and 1.03 V, respectively, and have no reversible character. From investigations
involving other mononuclear Re(I) complexes,249 this peak is attributed to ox-
idation occurring on the Re(I) centre as Re(I) → Re(II) + e−. The lack of re-
versibility indicates that any follow up chemistry occuring to these complexes is
quite fast on the electrochemical timescale of 100 mVs−1. The fact that these
oxidation peaks are very close to each other is in agreement with their compo-
sitional and structural similarity. The reduction peaks for [Re(tBuTzPy)Cl]
and [Re(tBuTzPy)Br] can be seen at -1.89 and -1.88 V, respectively, and have
minimal reversible character shown by the small height of the back peak current.
This peak is ascribed to a reduction of the alkylated-pyridyl tetrazole ligand. The
peak has slight reversible character, which indicates that the follow up chemistry
after reduction is moderately fast on the electrochemical timescale of 100 mVs−1.
The peak-to-peak separation of 110 mV is in line with a moderately fast elec-
trochemical step in comparison to that of ferrocene of 90 mV, which has very
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Figure 2.29: Oxidation region of voltammograms obtained for ca. 10 mmol/L
solutions of complexes in C6mim[FAP]. Potentials are relative to
Fc/Fc+ couple.
Figure 2.30: Reduction region of voltammograms obtained for ca. 10 mmol/L
solutions of complexes in C6mim[FAP]. Potentials are relative to
Fc/Fc+ couple.
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fast kinetics. The similarities of these complexes demonstrate that there is very
little difference between the complexes when changing from the chlorine to the
bromine group.
[Re2(TzPh)3]
− displays a single peak in the oxidation scan with a mid-point
of 1.10 V, and a peak-to-peak separation of 80 mV. This oxidation peak is re-
versible, indicating fast electrochemical kinetics and that any follow up chemistry
after electrochemical oxidation is relatively slow. It is also the only peak found
within the electrochemical window of [C6mim][FAP]. This is tentatively assigned
to a two electron oxidation of the dinuclear species which has been seen in din-
uclear complexes of Re(I) bridged by 1,2-diazine and halogen atoms.231 To try
to determine if in-fact this was a simultaneous two-electron oxidation, another
CV experiment was run in a much less polar solvent, with the assumption that
the ionic liquid was stabilizing the formation of the cationic species. Thus DCM
was used as the solvent, however there was no additional distinguishable peak
observed in this experiment. This lack of splitting is suggestive of minimal inter-
action between the two Re(I) centres.
The reduction scan for this complex can be seen in Figure 2.30 and has a broad
peak suggesting very slow kinetics, and also appears to be quite irreversible. This
is attributed to the reduction of the phenyl tetrazole ligand.
Figure 2.31: Oxidation region of cyclic voltammogram of [ReTzPy]3 in
C6mim[FAP] referenced to Fc/Fc+. Concentration of
approximately 10 mmolL−1 dependent on solubility.
The oxidation region of the voltammogram for [ReTzPy]3 shows different elec-
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trochemical properties with respect to other complexes and is shown in Figure
2.31. The reduction scan for this complex showed no distinguishable reduction
processes within the electrochemical window.
There are 3 subsequent redox couples in the oxidation region with midpoints
located at 1.21, 1.32, and 1.47 V respectively. Each of the three couples appears
to be reversible and have peak-to-peak separations of 87-90 mV, indicating very
fast kinetics for the electrochemical step.
Comparing this complex to the closest mononucear analogues
[Re-TzpPy] (+1.27 V),2 [Re(tBuTzPy)Cl] (+1.04 V), and
[Re(tBuTzPy)Br] (+1.03 V), the first oxidation potential appears to be at a
much higher potential than that of [Re(tBuTzPy)Cl] and [Re(tBuTzPy)Br],
but at a similar potential to that of [Re-TzpPy]. This indicates that the Re(I)
centres of the trinuclear complex display a reduced electron density relative to
[Re(tBuTzPy)Cl] and [Re(tBuTzPy)Br].
The presence of three oxidation peaks for [ReTzPy]3 suggests that there may be
three formal oxidations of each metal centre Re(I)→ Re(II)+e−. The progression
of the oxidation peaks indicate metal-metal interaction facilitated by the TzPy−
ligand.
The absence of a peak in the reduction scan indicates that the PyTz− ligand
that would be involved in this process is very difficult to reduce. This could be a
contributing factor to the observed blue-shifted emission.
2.7 Conclusion
This chapter has initiated the investigation into diverse multinuclear complexes
formed from the combination of an aryl-tetrazole and [Re(CO)5X]. It can be seen
in Figure 2.32 that small alterations to the ligands give products with diverse
structures.
The combination of tBuTzPy with [Re(CO)5X] results in complexes
[Re(tBuTzPy)Cl] and [Re(tBuTzPy)Br] with structures resembling literature
examples of Re(I) diimine complexes, with electronic properties that are also
similar.
The combination of tBuTzPh with [Re(CO)5X] resulted in a dinuclear complex
where two metal centres are bridged by the two bromide ligands and a tetrazole
ligand; this product could not be obtained pure and the electronic properties were
not investigated.
The combination of HTzPh with [Re(CO)5Br] results in
[HNEt3][Re2(TzPh)3], an anionic propeller type structure which has poor solu-
tion state photophysical properties. The electronic properties showed a reversible
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oxidation peak and irreversible reduction peak.
The combination of HTzPy with [Re(CO)5X] resulted in an unusual, metalla-
calix[3]arene complex which contained three Re(I) centres and three tetrazoles.
This complex has the bluest emission (λmax = 490 nm) of a neutral Re(I) complex
and has a lifetime and quantum yield greater than that of the only previously char-
acterised Re(I) triangular structure. This complex also displays three reversible
oxidation peaks, and no reduction peak could be identified in the electrochemical
window.
Figure 2.32: Abridged set of synthesis schemes in this chapter
These results display that the structure and electronic properties of Re(I) com-
plexes can be readily modified by simple alterations of the ligands, leading to the
idea that if a terpyridine moiety could be attached to the para position of the
aryl-tetrazole, bridging between multiple metal centres may be possible utilising
the structures from this chapter. This may be particularly interesting in the case
of the analogous [ReTzPy]3 complex.
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Chapter 3
Functionalisation of tetrazole
ligands with terpyridine
3.1 Introduction
In a previous investigation into multinuclear complexes, 4-substituted aryl tetra-
zoles were utilised as bridging ligands between two rhenium centres.2 The ligands
were able to bridge between the two metals and facilitate charge delocalisation.
Further to this, Chapter 1 demonstrated that modification of aryl tetrazole lig-
ands resulted in a variety of coordination motifs. A further goal is to expand
these investigations to utilise tetrazole containing ligands as a bridge between
rhenium and lanthanides.
Figure 3.1: Structures of target ligands in this chapter.
The terpyridine moiety has a history of investigation into poly-pyridyl species
in the fields of photophysics and catalysis.250–252 It has been widely used in con-
junction with lanthanides as it is a good chelator and sensitiser.253–256 Terpyridine
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ligands, such as those shown in Figure 3.2, have been combined with tetrazoles
for investigations into lanthanide sensitization.173,174
Figure 3.2: Tetrazole functionalised terpyridine utilised for Ln3+
sensitisation.173,174
The terpyridine moiety itself, without the inclusion of a metal centre, also has
uses in the field of photophysical applications as sensors and in luminescent de-
vices.257–260
The target molecules illustrated in Figure 3.1 contain either a phenyl-tetrazole
(HTzPhTpy and tBuTzPhTpy) or a pyridyl tetrazole (HTzPyTpy and
tBuTzPyTpy). This set of ligands is similar to those utilised in Chapter 2, and
when applied to metal complexes, these differences will allow the discrimination
of properties based on the the positions of multiple chelation sites. As terpyridine
containing molecules have multiple potential applications, this chapter will focus
on the synthesis and properties of these ligands themselves.
The synthesised molecules will also be used to form complexes with Re(I), hope-
fully of similar structure to those formed in Chapter 2. If successful, these com-
plexes will then be utilised to bridge a Re(I) centre to a lanthanide cation.
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3.2 Synthesis of aryl-tetrazole functionalised ter-
pyridines
The synthesis and modifications of 4′-aryl-substituted 2,2′:6′,2′′-terpyridines has
been a focused area of investigation due to simple preparation and diverse ap-
plications.261–263 In this chapter, the synthesis outlined by Wang for the facile
assembly of terpyridine ligands from 2-acetylpyridine and the appropriate alde-
hyde will be used.261
3.2.1 Phenyl-tetrazole functionalised terpyridine
To obtain the ligand HTzPhTpy, firstly the precursor nitrile NCPhTpy is syn-
thesised by the combination of cyanobenzaldehyde and 2-acetylpyridine. The
synthesised compound is shown in Figure 3.3. This terpyridine system has been
previously reported and the characterisation data obtained were consistent with
literature.261.
Figure 3.3: Reaction scheme for the formation of NCPhTpy.
The synthesised species was characterised by IR and NMR spectroscopy. The
IR spectrum of NCPhTpy displays a sharp peak at 2225 cm−1, suggesting the
presence of a nitrile group. Further to this, the lack of a carbonyl peak in the
spectrum indicates the absence of starting material.
Figure 3.4: 1H-NMR spectrum of NCPhTpy in CDCl3.
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The 1H-NMR spectrum of NCPhTpy is displayed in Figure 3.4 and the peak as-
signments is also shown. The splitting patterns and peak positions are consistent
with the proposed product. The pair of doublets at 7.98 and 7.79 ppm of integra-
tion ratios 2:2 corresponds to Ho and Hm positions. The convoluted singlet at
8.70 ppm corresponds to H3′,5′ . The overall integration to 14 protons is consistent
with the suggested structure and literature.261 The 13C-NMR spectrum for this
compound also displays 13 peaks in the aromatic region, corresponding to those
expected for the proposed product. A resonance at 112.7 ppm confirms again the
presence of a nitrile group.
Figure 3.5: Reaction scheme for the formation of HTzPhTpy.
(a)
(b)
Figure 3.6: 1H-NMR spectra of species in DMSO-d6. a) HTzPhTpy alone.
b) [Et3NH][TzPhTpy].
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After obtaining NCPhTpy, the synthesis of HTzPhTpy was performed as shown
in Figure 3.5, according to the method proposed by Koguro.148 In this case, due
to the difference from the previously reported HTzPh and HTzPy, the product
is obtained by evaporation of the solvent and subsequent recrystallisations from
water and DCM. This method removes the salts generated in the reaction and
any unreacted NCPhTpy.
HTzPhTpy was characterised by IR, 1H-NMR and 13C-NMR spectroscopy. The
IR spectrum displays a band at 1603 cm−1, corresponding to the C=N stretch
of the tetrazole moiety, and the spectrum was absent of a peak at 2225 cm−1
indicating that there is no nitrile present.
This compound is not very soluble in common polar and non-polar deuterated
solvents and also displays acid-base equilibria. The 1H-NMR spectrum of the
bulk compound is therefore difficult to interpret as the peaks are broad and
overlapping, as seen in Figure 3.6a. The 1H-NMR in DMSO-d6, has broad signals
between 8.80-8.95 ppm, 8.20-8.35 ppm, and 7.67-7.76 ppm with integration ratio
of 6:6:2, respectively, which matches with the expected compound.
Excess triethylamine was added to the solution to promote the formation of the
more soluble triethylammonium tetrazolate salt. The resulting 1H-NMR spec-
trum is shown in Figure 3.6b, and has a similar appearance to that obtained for
NCPhTpy, consistent with the proposed product. The 13C-NMR spectrum for
this compound exhibits 13 signals corresponding to those expected for the pro-
posed product, in particular a resonance at 160.3 ppm corresponding to the C5
position of the tetrazole is suggestive of its formation. The peak present in the
13C-NMR spectrum of NCPhTpy at 112.7 ppm was not observed for HTzPhTpy
and is indicative that the nitrile is no longer present.
3.2.2 Alkylation of HTzPhTpy
Figure 3.7: First attempted reaction scheme for the formation of
tBuTzPhTpy.
To maintain consistency with the previous species tBuTzPh and tBuTzPy syn-
thesised in Chapter 1, a tert-butyl moiety was chosen as an alkylating group.
However, the attempted synthesis of tBuTzPhTpy, as shown in Figure 3.7, was
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unsuccessful. The reaction was therefore altered such that formation of the tetra-
zole would occur first from NCPhCHO. Then, alkylation would follow to produce
tBuTzPhTpy (Figure 3.8).
Figure 3.8: Second attempted reaction scheme for the formation of
tBuTzPhTpy.
The synthesis of HTzPhCHO was performed following the method outlined by
Koguro,148 and the synthesised species was characterised by IR and NMR spec-
troscopy. The characterisation was consistent with literature for this compound.1
The following alkylation method utilising tBuOH along with CF3COOH and
H2SO4 to obtain
tBuTzPhCHO was performed as reported in literature.190 How-
ever, the desired product could not be isolated from this reaction.
As an alkylated form of TzPhTpy− was the target in this synthesis, a methyl
group was then chosen in lieu of the tert-butyl substituent. The synthesis of the
methylated tetrazole is shown in Figure 3.9. The synthesis of MeTzPhTpy was
Figure 3.9: Reaction scheme for the formation of MeTzPhTpy, although
two regioisomers are formed, only the N2 regioisomer is displayed.
carried out in acetonitrile with HTzPhTpy, methyl-iodide, and potassium car-
bonate. This reaction was performed at reflux due to the relatively low solubility
of HTzPhTpy, similarly to literature reports of methylation of tetrazoles.194,264
This reaction yielded both the N1 and N2 regioisomers of the methylated com-
pound in a ratio of ca. 4:6 respectively, which were separated by flash chromatog-
raphy.
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Figure 3.10: 1H-NMR spectrum of MeTzPhTpy in CDCl3. CH2Cl2
corresponds to remaining dichloromethane after
flash-chromatography.
The synthesised product was characterised by IR, 1H-NMR, and 13C-NMR spec-
troscopy. The IR spectrum displays a band at 1601 cm−1 corresponding to tetra-
zole C=N stretch.
The 1H-NMR spectrum for MeTzPhTpy, shown in Figure 3.10, is similar to
that for HTzPhTpy and NCPhTpy in terms of splitting and integration ratio.
The presence of the singlet at 4.42 ppm with an integration ratio of 3, corre-
sponding to the CH3 group, is confirmation of the methylated product. The
13C-NMR spectrum displays 14 signals corresponding to those expected for the
proposed product and specifically the C5 resonance at 165.0 ppm supports an
N2 substituted aryl tetrazole.224,227
3.2.3 Pyridyl-tetrazole functionalised terpyridine
To obtain HTzPyTpy, an analogous reaction path to that shown in Figure 3.5
was attempted. The synthesis first attempted is shown in Figure 3.11.
Due to the relatively high cost of NCPyCHO, the first step in this scheme is to
form it from cheaper precursors. This was achieved via the reaction of BrPyCHO
with a source of cyanide, according to the Rosenmund-von Braun nitrile synthe-
sis.265
The synthesised product NCPyCHO was characterised by IR and NMR spec-
troscopy. The IR spectrum displays the presence of a band at 2237 cm−1, corre-
sponding to a nitrile stretch, and a strong band at 1710 cm−1, corresponding to
the carbonyl stretch of the aldehyde.
The 1H-NMR spectrum has a singlet at 10.19 ppm with integration for 1 proton
corresponding to CHO, and the remaining signals also match those reported
in literature.266 The 13C-NMR spectrum has 7 signals corresponding to those
expected for the proposed product. The presence of a nitrile resonance at 116.5
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Figure 3.11: First reaction scheme attempted for the formation of
HTzPyTpy.
ppm, and carbonyl resonance at 189.1 ppm are suggestive of the product formed.
Subsequent to the substitution of the nitrile is the formation of the terpyridine
moiety NCPyTpy, as seen in Figure 3.11. The product of this reaction, how-
ever, was not what was expected. The evidence in the 1H-NMR and 13C-NMR
spectra of the synthesised compound suggests formation of a terpyridine moiety,
by displaying signals resembling those in Figure 3.4. However, the absence of a
nitrile band the IR spectrum and the presence a carbonyl peak at 1650 cm−1, are
suggestive of conversion of the nitrile to a primary amide.
Figure 3.12: Second reaction scheme attempted for the formation of
HTzPyTpy.
The second reaction scheme to obtain HTzPyTpy is shown in Figure 3.12. In
this scheme, BrPyCHO is prepared, followed by substitution to form NCPyTpy
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and cyclisation to form HTzPyTpy. BrPyTpy was formed following a liter-
ature procedure to synthesise terpyridines from acetyl-pyridine.261 The product
obtained was analysed by IR, 1H-NMR and 13C-NMR spectroscopy and was ab-
sent of carbonyl signals in the IR spectrum, suggestive of no remaining starting
materials. In the 1H-NMR spectrum, shown in Figure 3.13, an integration ratio of
2:1 for peaks H3′,5′ :H(py)2 is consistent with the proposed product. The
13C-NMR
also has 13 signals corresponding to what would be expected for this product.
Figure 3.13: 1H-NMR spectrum of BrPyTpy in CDCl3.
BrPyTpy was then used to substitute the nitrile group onto the molecule as
shown in Figure 3.12. The procedure was followed as previously described for
the synthesis of NCPyCHO. The product that was obtained was analysed by IR
and 1H-NMR. The 1H-NMR spectrum matched the starting material BrPyTpy.
This was an indication that no reaction had occurred, as the substitution to a
nitrile group would be expected to cause a shift in signals for the H(py)2, H(py)4,
and H(py)5 protons. The infra-red spectrum was absent of a signal in the region
of 2230 cm−1 indicating the nitrile group was not present.
To obtain HTzPyTpy, another reaction scheme was followed and is outlined
in Figure 3.14. In this scheme, NCPyCHO is formed first as shown previously
(Figure 3.11). The tetrazole HTzPyCHO was then formed following literature
methods.148
HTzPyCHO was analysed by IR, 1H-NMR, and 13C-NMR spectroscopy. The IR
spectrum for this compound has important signals at 1704 cm−1, corresponding to
the aldehyde group, and 1605 cm−1 for the tetrazole C=N stretch. The 1H-NMR
spectrum for this complex matches the desired product, having a singlet at 10.20
ppm integrating to 1 proton and corresponding to CHO, and a singlet at 9.26
ppm with integration of 1 proton corresponding to H(py)2. Two doublets at 8.50
ppm and 8.42 ppm with integration to 1 proton each correspond to H(py)4,(py)5.
The 13C-NMR spectrum displays 7 signals consistent with the product, with
noteworthy resonances at 191.8 ppm, corresponding to the aldehyde carbon, and
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Figure 3.14: Successful reaction scheme for the formation of HTzPyTpy.
Figure 3.15: 1H-NMR spectrum of [Et3NH][TzPyTpy] in DMSO-d6.
154.6 ppm, corresponding to the C5 tetrazole signal.
The final step to prepare HTzPyTpy, as shown in Figure 3.14, is to form the
terpyridine moiety. HTzPyCHO was combined with 2-acetylpyridine with two
equivalents of KOH, one of which serves to deprotonate the tetrazole.
The product was characterised by IR spectroscopy and showed a signal at 1597
cm−1, corresponding to the tetrazole C=N stretch. The product was also charac-
terised by 1H-NMR spectroscopy. The compound, similarly to HTzPhTpy, also
required the addition of triethylamine to dissolve and resolve the signals. In the
1H-NMR spectrum, displayed in Figure 3.15, a singlet at 9.18 ppm with integra-
tion of 1 proton corresponds to H(py)2. The singlet at 8.79 ppm corresponding to
H3′,5′ overlaps with the doublet corresponding to H6,6′′ , these signals integrated
together have a ratio of 4 protons. The 13C-NMR spectrum displays 14 signals
corresponding to those expected for the proposed product and specifically the C5
resonance at 161.1 ppm corresponding to a deprotonated aryl tetrazole.224,227
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3.2.4 Alkylation of HTzPyTpy
Methylation of HTzPyTpy, shown in Figure 3.16, was then attempted to ob-
tain the desired compound, as performed for MeTzPhTpy. This methylation
was performed by combining HTzPyTpy with potassium carbonate and methyl
iodide in acetonitrile. The product from this reaction was analysed by 1H-NMR
and the signals in the aromatic region of the spectrum were convoluted. However,
it was possible to distinguish sets of signals that correspond to terpyridine signals
similar to those seen in Figure 3.15. There is also the presence of two singlets
at 4.49 ppm and 4.56 ppm, which correspond to the methyl substituents of the
N1 and N2 regioisomers in a ratio of ca. 6:4 respectively. Purification was not
possible due to co-elution of both regioisomers during flash-chromatography.
Figure 3.16: Attempted reaction scheme for the formation of MeTzPyTpy,
although two regioisomers are formed, only the N2 regioisomer is
displayed.
Due to the difficulty in separating the products, the methylation of HTzPyCHO
was performed first and the two regioisomers were separated before formation of
MeTzPyTpy. The synthesis scheme is shown in Figure 3.17.
Figure 3.17: Successful reaction scheme for the formation of MeTzPyTpy.
When synthesising MeTzPyCHO two regioisomers are formed,
however, only the N2 regioisomer is displayed.
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This methylation was performed by combining HTzPyCHO with potassium car-
bonate and methyl iodide in acetonitrile, yileding the N1 and N2 regioisomers
in a ca. 4:6 ratio. The product was purified by flash-chromatography. The N2
regioisomer of MeTzPyCHO was separated and characterised by IR, 1H-NMR,
and 13C-NMR spectroscopy. There were significant peaks in the IR spectrum at
1690 cm−1 corresponding to the carbonyl group and 1595 cm−1 corresponding to
the tetrazole C=N stretch.
The 1H-NMR spectrum displays two noteworthy signals, the singlet at 10.18 ppm
with integration of 1 proton corresponding to CHO and a singlet at 4.48 ppm with
integration of 3 protons corresponding to CH3. The remaining signals are also
consistent with the proposed structure. The 13C-NMR spectrum has 8 signals as
expected for this compound with significant signals at 190.1 ppm for CHO, 164.1
ppm for the C5 carbon, indicative of an N2 substituted aryl tetrazole.
Having isolated the N2 regioisomer of MeTzPyCHO, the terpyidine moiety was
then formed as shown in Figure 3.17. The product MeTzPyTpy was charac-
terised by IR, 1H-NMR, and 13C-NMR spectroscopy. There was a significant peak
in the IR spectrum at 1595 cm−1, corresponding to the tetrazole C=N stretch.
The absence of a carbonyl stretch suggests no starting material remained.
Figure 3.18: 1H-NMR spectrum of MeTzPyTpy in CDCl3.
The 1H-NMR spectrum, as shown in Figure 3.18, has an overall integration of 16
protons. A singlet at 9.26 ppm corresponds to H(py)2, a singlet at 8.79 ppm cor-
responds to H3′,5′, and a singlet at 4.49 ppm corresponds to CH3. The 13C-NMR
spectrum has 15 signals as expected for this compound with significant signals at
164.8 ppm for the C5 tetrazole carbon, also indicative of an N2 substituted aryl
tetrazole, and a signal at 39.9 ppm corresponding to the methyl carbon.
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A summary of the photophysical data in acetonitrile for the four species
HTzPhTpy, HTzPyTpy, MeTzPhTpy, and MeTzPyTpy is shown in Ta-
ble 3.1. The absorption and emission spectra are shown in Figure 3.19. Due to
low solubility of HTzPhTpy and HTzPyTpy, 1 equivalent of triethylamine was
added to promote dissolution.
Table 3.1: Summary of photophysical properties for dilute (10−5 M)
acetonitrile solutions.
Absorption Emission, 298 K
Compound λmax(10
4ε) λem τ φ
a
[nm] [M−1cm−1] [nm] [ns]
HTzPhTpy 295(2.06) 426 2.62 0.7688
253(1.15)
231(1.51)
HTzPyTpy 295(3.32) 400 3.36 0.8524
253(2.31)
230(2.16)
MeTzPhTpy 283(3.93) 356 2.84 0.316
255(2.51)
232(1.66)
MeTzPyTpy 282(2.76) 362 2.76 0.2760
253(2.44)
aQuantum yields measured against an air equilibrated aqueous 1 M H2SO4
solution of quinine sulphate (φ = 0.546).
Each of the compounds display absorption peaks near 220-300 nm, with molar
absorptivity values in the range of allowed pi−pi∗ transitions for organic molecules.
A shoulder also appears on the lower energy transition at 310 nm.
The emission spectra show that the two tetrazole salts, [Et3NH][TzPhTpy] and
[Et3NH][TzPyTpy], exhibit a broad and structureless emission peak at 426 nm
and 400 nm respectively. These compounds are expected to undergo acid/base
equilibria in solution and it is noted that further addition of tetrabutylammonium
hydroxide did not give appreciable changes to the spectra. The emission lifetime
of these two ligands are in the expected range for fluorescence of organic molecules.
The alkylated tetrazole ligands MeTzPhTpy and MeTzPyTpy both exhibit
sharp emission at 356 nm and 362 nm, respectively, similarly ascribed to emission
from a pi − pi∗ excited state. Again, decay lifetime values are consistent with
fluorescence.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.19: Absorption and emission spectra for dilute (10−5 M) acetonitrile
solutions of labelled ligands. a)Absorption spectra. b) Emission
spectra under excitation at 280 nm.
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Comparison between the emission spectra of [Et3NH][TzPhTpy] and
MeTzPhTpy illustrates that the alkylated derivative display a blue-shifted emis-
sion in comparison to the tetrazolate salt. A similar difference is seen for
[Et3NH][TzPyTpy] and MeTzPyTpy. This is tentatively attributed to the
negative charge of the tetrazolate salt destabilising the HOMO orbitals, thus
reducing the energy gap of the emission.
3.4 Modulation of the photophysical properties
in acidic or alkali conditions
The ability of terpyridine containing molecules to behave as luminescent sensors
and the differences observed in the emission spectra of deprotonated tetrazoles,
and their alkylated derivatives, prompted an investigation into the modification
of their photophysical properties with respect to addition of acids or bases.
Due to the more complex acid-base equilibria of HTzPhTpy and HTzPyTpy
involving both the tetrazole and terpyridine groups, the alkylated derivatives
MeTzPhTpy and MeTzPyTpy will be analysed first. For MeTzPhTpy and
MeTzPyTpy, camphorsulphonic acid is added and the progression in absorption
and emission are recorded. For HTzPhTpy and HTzPyTpy camphorsulphonic
acid is added to the solution where 1 equivalent of tetrabutylammonium hydroxide
was added with respect to the analyte.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.20: Absorption and emission spectra of MeTzPhTpy under
progressive addition of acid. Each line represents the addition of
1
3
equivalent of camphorsulphonic acid. a) Absorption spectra.
b) Emission spectra
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.21: Absorption and emission spectra of MeTzPyTpy under
progressive addition of acid. Each line represents the addition of
1
3
equivalent of camphorsulphonic acid. a) Absorption spectra.
b) Emission spectra
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For MeTzPhTpy and MeTzPyTpy, the changes in absorption and emission
spectra under the progressive addition of acid are shown in Figure 3.20 and Fig-
ure 3.21. The progressive addition begins as the black curve. Isosbestic points
appear in the absorption spectra during the addition of acid at 240 nm and 290
nm and the progressions are similar. Importantly, a lower energy transition at
340-350 nm becomes prevalent as acid is progressively added. This is attributed
to protonation of the terpyridine moiety which inhibits rotation of the pyridine
rings. This results in an overall increase in the conjugation of the molecule and
a lower HOMO-LUMO gap. In the case of MeTzPyTpy it was expected that
the pyridyl-tetrazole may be able to be protonated, however, as the trend of
the absorption spectrum of MeTzPyTpy resembles that of MeTzPhTpy, this
species does not appear to contribute to the progression of the spectra.
The emission spectra for these compounds also display similar progression. The
initial emission at 360 nm decreases in intensity, and a peak at 420-480 nm
increases in intensity. The progression of these spectra also suggests that addition
of acid protonates the terpyridine moiety resulting in a lower HOMO-LUMO
gap. The emission spectra of the protonated form of MeTzPyTpy appears
to be blue-shifted relative to the protonated form of MeTzPhTpy. Although
the absorption spectra do not suggest this, there may be some contribution of
protonation at the pyridyl-tetrazole site lowering the HOMO and increasing the
energy gap.
In each case of absorption and emission, the progression of the spectra is reversible
by addition of base.
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Figure 3.22: Simulated absorption spectra of derivatives of [MeTzPhTpy].
Figure 3.23: Simulated absorption spectra for derivatives of [MeTzPyTpy].
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Figure 3.24: Simulated orbitals for derivatives of MeTzPhTpy
corresponding to transitions listed in Table 3.2. Orbitals are
spaced vertically relative to their energy and the HOMO-LUMO
gap has been reduced for clarity.
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Figure 3.25: Simulated orbitals for derivatives of MeTzPhTpy
corresponding to transitions listed in Table 3.2. Orbitals are
spaced vertically relative to their energy and the HOMO-LUMO
gap has been reduced for clarity.
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Table 3.2: Transitions of relatively large oscillator strength, involved in
absorption spectra, for species shown in Figure 3.22 and
Figure 3.23.
Species Wavelength Intensity Levels Character
MeTzPhTpy 281.58 0.516 HOMO → LUMO 79 %
270.25 1.78 HOMO−1 → LUMO 59 %
HOMO → LUMO+1 24 %
MeTzPhTpyH+ 313.09 0.705 HOMO−1 → LUMO 90 %
305.19 1.28 HOMO → LUMO 85 %
MeTzPyTpy 282.84 0.51 HOMO → LUMO 75 %
269.27 1.61 HOMO−1 → LUMO 47 %
HOMO → LUMO+1 30 %
MeTzPyTpyH+ 314.8 0.708 HOMO−1 → LUMO 89 %
294.9 1.36 HOMO → LUMO 81 %
To verify the explanation given, theoretical calculations were performed on the
proposed species in solution. As the progression of absorption and emission spec-
tra appears to follow a single path, and addition of acid beyond 10 equivalents
does not yield significant change, it was expected that only the terpyridine moiety
would be protonated in each case. Hence MeTzPhTpyH+ and MeTzPyTpyH+
were chosen as the protonated derivatives, and the simulated absorption spectra
are found in Figure 3.22 and Figure 3.23.
The simulated spectra display an analogous trend where the lowest energy tran-
sition initially at 260 nm for the neutral species shifts to 310 nm for the proto-
nated system. The theoretical absorbance spectra shown in Figure 3.22 suggest
that this red-shift of the lowest energy transition agrees with the protonation
of the terpyridine moiety to form MeTzPhTpyH+. The agreement between
the experimental and theoretical absorbance spectra progression is also seen for
MeTzPyTpy in Figure 3.23. Table 3.2 gives the lowest energy transitions that
correspond to the simulated absorbance spectra in Figure 3.22, and the relevant
orbitals and their relative energies are displayed in Figure 3.24 and Figure 3.25.
The orbitals for MeTzPyTpy and MeTzPyTpyH+ display a similar change to
those in Figure 3.30 as seen in Figure 3.25. The computational results suggest
that upon protonation of MeTzPhTpy the HOMO and LUMO are stabilised
by 0.58 eV and 1.36 eV respectively. The overall effect of this stabilisation is a
smaller HOMO-LUMO gap.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.26: Absorption and emission spectra of TzPhTpy− under
progressive addition of acid. Each line represents the addition of
1
3
equivalent of camphorsulphonic acid. The orange line
represents the addition of ca. 5 equivalents of acid. a)
Absorption spectra. b) Emission spectra.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.27: Absorption and emission spectra of TzPyTpy− under
progressive addition of acid. Each line represents the addition of
1
3
equivalent of camphorsulphonic acid. The orange line
represents the addition of ca. 10 equivalents of acid. a)
Absorption spectra. b) Emission spectra.
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The progression of absorption and emission profiles under addition of acid for
TzPhTpy− and TzPyTpy− are shown in Figure 3.26 and Figure 3.27, respec-
tively. Two isosbestic points can be identified in the progression of each of the
absorption spectra, Figure 3.26a (295 nm and 240 nm) and Figure 3.27a (290
nm and 230 nm). As acid is added progressively to the solutions, the absorption
peaks at 320 and 235 nm reduce in intensity, and the peaks at 280 and 260 nm
increase in intensity. This trend continues until ca. 2 equivalents of acid have
been added. Under further addition of acid to ca. 5 equivalents, a band at 345 nm
increases in intensity shown for the magenta and orange curves. This band was
observed in the absorption spectra of MeTzPhTpy and MeTzPyTpy implying
protonation at the terpyridine moiety.
Moving to the changes in emission profiles, the emission spectra of TzPhTpy−,
Figure 3.26b, begins with a single peak at 420 nm. As acid is progressively added,
this peak decreases in intensity and a peak at 365 nm increases in intensity until
ca. 2 equivalents of acid has been added. As acid is added further, as seen for
the magenta and orange curves, the peak at 365 nm reduces in intensity and a
peak at 410 nm increases in intensity. Further addition of acid does not appre-
ciably change the emission spectrum. In the emission spectra of TzPyTpy−,
Figure 3.27b, progressive addition of acid causes a reduction in intensity of the
400 nm emission and a new peak at 360 nm develops. Addition of acid beyond
ca. 2 equivalents does not lead to the development of an emission peak at 420
nm as seen for TzPhTpy−.
In each case of absorption and emission, the progression of the spectra is reversible
by addition of an appropriate amount of base.
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Figure 3.28: Simulated absorption spectra for derivatives of HTzPhTpy.
Figure 3.29: Simulated absorption spectra for derivatives of HTzPyTpy.
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Figure 3.30: Simulated orbitals for derivatives of HTzPhTpy corresponding
to transitions listed in Table 3.3. Orbitals are spaced vertically
relative to their energy and the HOMO-LUMO gap has been
reduced for clarity.
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Figure 3.31: Simulated orbitals for derivatives of HTzPyTpy corresponding
to transitions listed in Table 3.3. Orbitals are spaced vertically
relative to their energy and the HOMO-LUMO gap has been
reduced for clarity.
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Table 3.3: Transitions of relatively large oscillator strength involved in
simulated absorption spectra, for species shown in Figure 3.28 and
Figure 3.29.
Species Wavelength Intensity Levels Character
TzPhTpy− 285.85 1.38 HOMO → LUMO 74 %
280.23 0.47 HOMO−1 → LUMO 80 %
TzPhTpyH 347.57 1.09 HOMO → LUMO 85 %
310.94 0.67 HOMO−1 → LUMO 86 %
260.43 0.48 HOMO−1 → LUMO+1 67 %
HTzPhTpy 283.52 0.50 HOMO → LUMO 74 %
270.40 1.77 HOMO−1 → LUMO 60 %
HOMO → LUMO+1 25 %
HTzPhTpyH+ 314.76 0.70 HOMO−1 → LUMO 89 %
296.47 1.35 HOMO → LUMO 84 %
TzPyTpy− 284.04 1.42 HOMO → LUMO 70 %
280.53 0.52 HOMO−1 → LUMO 81 %
TzPyTpyH 336.30 1.13 HOMO → LUMO 83 %
312.21 0.70 HOMO−2 → LUMO 88 %
261.31 0.44 HOMO−2 → LUMO+1 67 %
HTzPyTpy 285.05 0.48 HOMO → LUMO 70 %
269.45 1.56 HOMO−1 → LUMO 42 %
HOMO → LUMO+1 30 %
HTzPyTpyH+ 316.47 0.71 HOMO → LUMO 89 %
287.46 1.43 HOMO−1 → LUMO 80 %
To rationalise the progression of absorption spectra of TzPhTpy− and
TzPyTpy−, theoretical studies have been performed on four hypothesised deriva-
tives of TzPhTpy− and TzPyTpy−. It was assumed that the spectra started
from a fully deprotonated system when 1 equivalent of base was added. This
assumption was validated when addition of strong base (ca. 70 equivalents) to
the prepared solutions did not yield an appreciable change in spectra. It was also
assumed that after addition of sufficient amount of acid, the species would be
protonated at both the tetrazole site and the terpyridine site. Thus the cationic
species HTzPhTpyH+ and HTzPhTpyH+ were modelled. It was expected that
the terpyridine moiety would behave as the strongest base, hence the zwitteri-
onic species (TzPhTpyH and TzPhTpyH) were modelled. Equilibration of the
zwitterionic species with HTzPhTpy and HTzPhTpy was expected, hence these
species were also modelled. In the case of HTzPyTpy, the pyridyl-tetrazole moi-
ety may be protonated at the pyridine site, however, simulation of HTzPyTpy,
which places the proton proximal to the pyridine ring was considered to be suffi-
cient for modelling.
The simulated absorption spectra for each of these species are illustrated in Fig-
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ure 3.28 and Figure 3.29 for the derivatives of HTzPhTpy and HTzPyTpy,
respectively. Table 3.3 lists transitions for each of the species with lower en-
ergy and relatively high oscilator strength, and Figures 3.30 and 3.31 display the
associated orbital contours.
As seen in Figure 3.26a, the initial addition of acid to TzPhTpy− leads to a
blue-shift of the lowest energy transition. Theoretical absorbance spectra shown
in Figure 3.28 suggest that this blue-shift may be a result of the relative abun-
dance of TzPhTpy− which equilibrates with other species in solution. This
blue-shift comes as a results of stabilisation of the frontier orbitals as seen in
Figure 3.31, where the HOMO has been reduced in energy to a greater extent.
Under further addition of acid, beyond ca. 2 equivalents, the peak at 330 nm
becomes prominent. The simulated absorption spectra suggests this may be due
to the formation of and equilibration between HTzPhTpyH+ and TzPhTpyH.
In these two cases, the localisation of a proton at the terpyridine moiety results
in further stabilisation of the frontier orbitals, where relatively greater stabili-
sation of the LUMO occurs. This overall progression is observed similarly for
TzPyTpy−, and the rationalisation is the same as that given for TzPhTpy−.
The progression of emission spectra for HTzPhTpy and HTzPyTpy is more
convoluted and significantly more difficult to precisely rationalise.
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This chapter has extended the ligand library from Chapter 2 to include the tetra-
zole functionalised terpyridines, HTzPhTpy and HTzPyTpy. Their methylated
derivatives MeTzPhTpy and MeTzPyTpy were also successfully synthesised.
The deprotonated ligands TzPhTpy− and TzPyTpy− display high lumines-
cence efficiencies, and each of the synthesised ligands display photophysical prop-
erties in solution that are sensitive to the addition of acids or bases. This implies
that these ligands could also be applied as fluorescent sensors to detect changes
in solutions.
The synthesised ligands will be used to form complexes of Re(I) analogous to
[Re(tBuTzPy)Cl] and [ReTzPy]3, analysed in Chapter 1, and to form new
complexes analogous to literature reports of Re(I) tetrazolato complexes.1,2 These
mononuclear and multinuclear complexes will then be investigated for their ability
to sensitize lanthanides.
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Chapter 4
Terpyridine-functionalised Re(I)
tricarbonyl tetrazolato complexes
4.1 Introduction
Previous investigations of luminescent Re(I) tetrazolato complexes have utilised
aryl tetrazoles as an ancillary ligand, and have demonstrated the modulation
of their photophysical properties by chemical modification of these ligands.1,2,196
Further, the investigation performed in Chapter 2 illustrates that interesting co-
ordination modes are obtainable when combining [Re(CO)5X] (X = Cl, Br) with
tetrazole containing ligands. This chapter will attempt to introduce the tetrazole
functionalised terpyridines synthesised in Chapter 3 to the luminescent motifs
discovered in Chapter 2. Further, the tetrazole functionalised terpyridines will
also be used as ancillary ligands in Re(I) complexes, analogous to those reported
in literature.1
The extension of these Re(I) complexes to include a terpyridine moiety is moti-
vated primarily by their potential ability to bind to, and sensitise, a lanthanide
cation. This chapter focuses on the synthesis and properties of these metal com-
plexes to then determine if they may behave as suitable antennae for lanthanide
sensitisation. The library of complexes were chosen as they will allow us to probe
the relationship between binding site, energy of excited states, and sensitisation
efficiency. The target complexes are shown in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Structures of target complexes in this Chapter.
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4.2 Synthesis of the target complexes
4.2.1 Synthesis of [Re-TzPhTpy] and [Re-TzPyTpy]
The synthesis of [Re-TzPhTpy] and [Re-TzPyTpy], via a previously reported
method,1 utilises the labile intermediate [Re(CO)3(phen)(NCCH3)][SO3CF3] to
encourage ligand substitution, as shown in Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.2: Reaction scheme for the synthesis of [Re-TzPhTpy] and
[Re-TzPyTpy].
[Re-TzPhTpy] and [Re-TzPyTpy] are characterised by IR, 1H-NMR and 13C-
NMR spectroscopy. The IR spectra display peaks at approximately 2022 cm−1
(A′(1)) and 1894 cm−1 (A′(2), A′′) indicative of the facial configuration of the
carbonyl ligands. These values are consistent with previously reported neutral
rhenium tetrazolato complexes.1
Figure 4.3: 1H-NMR spectrum of [Re-TzPhTpy] in CDCl3.
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The 1H-NMR spectrum of [Re-TzPhTpy], as shown in Figure 4.3, displays a
set of signals consistent with the structure. The doublet at 9.47 ppm with an
integration of 2 protons corresponds to Ha,h. A singlet at 8.64 ppm with an
integration of 2 protons corresponds to H3′,5′ and gives a ratio of 1:1 for 1,10-
phenanthroline and aryl-tetrazole functionalised terpyridine. The equivalence of
the Hn and Hn′′ (n = 3 - 6) positions is also indicative that the terpyridine moiety
has not chelated to Re(I). An overall integration to 22 protons is also confirmation
of the given structure. The 13C-NMR spectrum for this compound displays 19
peaks in the aromatic region, corresponding to those expected for the proposed
product. The resonance at 162.9 ppm corresponds to the C5 tetrazolic carbon
and indicates a N2 coordination mode. The signals at 196.7 ppm and 193.7 ppm
correspond to the carbonyl ligands.
Figure 4.4: 1H-NMR spectrum of [Re-TzPyTpy] in CDCl3.
The 1H-NMR spectrum for [Re-TzPyTpy], as shown in Figure 4.4, displays
signals in agreement with the proposed product. Specific signals in a ratio of
2:1:2 are a doublet at 9.50 ppm corresponding to Ha,h, a singlet at 8.99 ppm with
an integration of 1 proton corresponding to H(py)2, and a multiplet from 7.36 ppm
to 7.33 ppm corresponding to H5,5′′ . These signals indicate the presence of 1,10-
phenanthroline and the aryl-tetrazole functionalised terpyridine in a ratio of 1:1,
and the equivalence of the Hn and Hn′′ (n = 3 - 6) positions is also indicative
that the terpyridine moiety has not chelated to Re(I). The overall integration
of the spectrum gives 21 protons consistent with the proposed structure. The
13C-NMR spectrum for this compound also has 19 peaks in the aromatic region,
corresponding to those expected for the proposed product. Specific resonance at
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163.6 ppm for the C5 tetrazolic carbond indicates N2 coordination.
Figure 4.5: X-Ray crystal structure of [Re-TzPhTpy] with displacement
ellipsoids drawn at 50 % probability, H atoms and solvent
molecules are omitted for clarity.
Figure 4.6: X-Ray crystal structure of [Re-TzPyTpy] with displacement
ellipsoids drawn at 50 % probability, H atoms and solvent
molecules are omitted for clarity..
Crystal structures of [Re-TzPhTpy] and [Re-TzPyTpy] were obtained and
are shown in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6, respectively. Both complexes crystallise
in the triclinic space group P1 with Re(I) centres in a slighly distorted octahedral
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geometry. The three carbonyl ligands are in facial configuration and the Re(I)
centre is coordinated to the N2 position of the tetrazole in agreement with the
spectroscopic data. In the case of [Re-TzPhTpy], the angle between the planes
of the tetrazole and terpyridine rings is 2◦ and that of the planes of the tetrazole
and phenyl rings is 18◦. The nitrogen atoms on the appending pyridyl rings are
shown to be anti to the nitrogen on the central pyridyl ring. In the case of
[Re-TzPyTpy], it can be seen that there is some disorder in the planes of each of
the pyridyl rings. In this structure, the nitrogen atoms on the appending pyridyl
rings are configured to have one syn and one anti relative to the central pyridyl
ring.
Other attempts to synthesise [Re-TzPhTpy] and [Re-TzPyTpy] by direct re-
action of HTzPhTpy with [Re(CO)3(phen)Cl] in the presence of triethylamine,
Figure 4.7, which avoids waste of the [Re(CO)3(phen)Cl] starting material were
unsuccessful. Only the starting material [Re(CO)3(phen)Cl] was recovered via
flash chromatography.
In another attempted method, displayed in Figure 4.8, the synthesis of
[Re-TzPhCHO] and [Re-TzPyCHO] was performed first, and then followed
by formation of the terpyridine moiety. The spectroscopic data obtained for
[Re-TzPyCHO] is consistent with literature and the data for [Re-TzPyCHO]
displays similar characteristics with relevant differences for the pyridyl ring.1 Af-
ter forming [Re-TzPhCHO] and [Re-TzPyCHO], they are combined with with
2-acetylpyridine to obtain [Re-TzPhTpy] and [Re-TzPyTpy], respectively.
However, from these reactions only starting materials were recovered.
Figure 4.7: Attempted direct reaction scheme for the synthesis of
[Re-TzPhTpy] and [Re-TzPhTpy].
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Figure 4.8: Second attempted direct reaction scheme for the synthesis of
[Re-TzPhTpy] and [Re-TzPhTpy].
4.2.2 Synthesis of [ReTzPyTpy]3
Figure 4.9: Reaction scheme for the synthesis of [ReTzPyTpy]3.
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The synthesis of [ReTzPyTpy]3 is illustrated in Figure 4.9 and utilises similar
conditions to those for the synthesis of [ReTzPy]3, seen in Chapter 2. The
synthesised species is characterised by IR, 1H-NMR, and 13C-NMR spectroscopy.
Bands in the IR spectrum appear at approximately 2029 and 1901 cm−1 for the
carbonyl stretching modes, and a band at 1605 cm−1 indicates the presence of
the tetrazole C=N stretch.
The 1H-NMR spectrum, as shown in Figure 4.10, is consistent with the proposed
product with three singlets at 9.54 ppm, 9.43 ppm, and 9.33 ppm with an in-
tegration of 1 proton each corresponding to H(py)2 for each of the three unique
TzPyTpy− moieties. The remaining signals are convoluted and cannot be pre-
cisely assigned, however, the overall integration to 39 protons matches with what
is expected for this molecule. This splitting of signals is very similar to that found
for the previously reported [ReTzPy]3 in Chapter 2. The
13C-NMR spectrum
was not obtained as the solubility of this compound was too low in deuterated
solvents and the signals were not resolvable.
Figure 4.10: 1H-NMR spectrum of [ReTzPyTpy]3 in CDCl3.
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4.2.3 Synthesis of [Re(MeTzPyTpy)Cl]
To obtain the complex [Re(MeTzPyTpy)Cl], the synthesis scheme outlined in
Figure 4.11 was attempted.
Figure 4.11: Reaction scheme for the synthesis of [Re(MeTzPyTpy)Cl].
Figure 4.12: 1H-NMR spectrum of the product obtained by the reaction
outlined in Figure 4.11 in CDCl3.
The product of this reaction was only slightly soluble in DMSO. IR analysis of
the product gave bands at 2042, 2025, 1958, 1929, 1897, and 1879 cm−1. This
is indicative of potentially multiple Re(I) centres, and the band at 2042 cm−1 is
indicative of a cationic species. The 1H-NMR spectrum, shown in Figure 4.12,
further suggests the presence of multiple Re(I) complexes. The methyl group at
4.71 ppm with an integration of 3 was taken as the standard to integrate the
aromatic signals. The signals illustrated by a star integrate to 1 relative to the
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methyl group, also highlighted. The sum of all these values with the methyl group
corresponds to 16 protons, which indicates that the ligand is present, however the
protons of the terpyridine moiety are no longer equivalent. This splitting of each
proton into an individual environment suggests that the terpyridine might have
chelated the metal centre. The chelation of rhenium tris-carbonyl species by
terpyridine moieties is supported by multiple reports in literature.44,45,246,267–269
It was not possible to purify the reaction mixture any further.
Figure 4.13: Reaction scheme for the synthesis of [Re(MeTzPyCHO)Cl].
Failing to obtain the pure target compound via the scheme shown in Figure 4.11,
the synthetic route shown in Figure 4.13 was attempted. The synthesised species
[Re(MeTzPyCHO)Cl] is characterised by IR, 1H-NMR and 13C-NMR spec-
troscopy. The presence of sharp peaks in the IR spectrum at approximately 2024
and 1882 cm−1 is indicative of the facial conformation of the carbonyl ligands.
There is also a band at 1618 cm−1, corresponding to the tetrazole C=N stretch.
The presence of the following signals in the 1H-NMR spectrum is indicative of
the desired structure. A singlet at 10.23 ppm corresponds to CHO, a singlet at
9.46 ppm corresponds to H(py)2, and a singlet at 4.62 ppm with integration of 3
corresponds to CH3.
The 13C-NMR spectrum for this compound also displays 8 peaks corresponding
to those expected for the proposed product with specific resonances at 187.0 ppm
for CHO, 42.0 ppm for CH3, and 166.2 ppm for C5, indicating coplanarity of the
tetrazole and pyridyl rings.
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Although the precursor [Re(MeTzPyCHO)Cl] was successfully isolated, the
subsequent reaction to form the terpyridine moiety did not yield the desired
product and only the starting material was recovered.
4.3 Photophysical and computational investiga-
tion
A summary of the photophysical properties of the synthesised complexes in
dichloromethane is shown in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Summary of photophysical properties of dilute (10−5 M) DCM
solutions.
Absorption Emission, 298 K Emission, 77 K
Complex
λmax(10
4ε) λmax τ
a τ b φa φb λem τ
[nm] [M−1cm−1] [nm] [ns] [ns] [nm] [µs]
[Re-TzPhTpy] 278(4.81) 585 266 607 0.018 0.054 532 4.49
360(0.49)
[Re-TzPyTpy] 276(4.23) 583 283 564 0.022 0.053 513 3.97
360(0.39)
[ReTzPyTpy]3 280(8.80) 518 507 2430 0.0782 0.216 475 34.37 (59 %)
325(3.77) 0.92 (41 %)
[Re(MeTzPyCHO)Cl] 288(2.62) 645 33.5 92 -c -c 564 0.48 (88 %)
403(0.37) 0.12 (12 %)
aAir-equilibrated solution, bDeoxygenated solution, cThe emission of
[Re(MeTzPyCHO)Cl] was too weak for accurate quantum yield
determination. Quantum yield values measured against an air-equilibrated
aqueous solution of [Ru(bpy)3]Cl2 (φ = 0.028).
Absorption plots for [Re-TzPhTpy] and [Re-TzPyTpy], Figure 4.14, display
a high energy band at ca. 280 nm. This peak is assigned to the intra-ligand
pi-pi∗ transition that would occur on the phenanthroline and terpyridine moieties.
A peak also appears on the tail of this pi-pi∗ band at 350-450 nm attributed to
MLLCT transitions.
[Re(MeTzPyCHO)Cl] is assigned similarly, showing a pi−pi∗ band at 288 nm and
an MLLCT band appearing at 403 nm. The MLLCT transition for this compound
is red-shifted by 40 nm in comparison to [Re(tBuTzPy)Cl]. In comparison to its
analogous complex synthesised in Chapter 2, [Re(tBuTzPy)Cl], the structural
difference is the presence of an aldehyde group on the chelating ligand. The
aldehyde increases the overall conjugation of the ligand and withdraws electron
density from the pyridyl ring, thereby stabilising the LUMO.
The absorption spectrum of [ReTzPyTpy]3 has a high energy band at ca. 280
nm and a shoulder on the tail of this pi-pi∗ transition appears at ca. 325 nm.
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This lower energy peak is tentatively assigned to a mixing of the intra-ligand
pi-pi∗ transition that would occur on the terpyridine ligand and and MLLCT
transitions. The convolution of the MLLCT with the pi-pi∗ transition is suggestive
that the MLLCT is of higher energy than those of the other complexes. This is
an analogous result to that seen for [ReTzPy]3
Figure 4.14: Absorption spectra of dilute 10−5M DCM solutions of labelled
species.
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Figure 4.15: Simulated absorption spectra for [Re-TzPhTpy] and
[Re-TzPyTpy]. Limited to the 250 nm to 800 nm range.
Impulses correspond to transitions listed in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Simulated transitions with relatively large oscillator strength for
[Re-TzPhTpy] and [Re-TzPyTpy].
Species Wavelength Intensity Levels Character Assignment
[Re-TzPhTpy] 335.00 0.15 HOMO → LUMO 69 % MLLCT(Re → phen)
HOMO−3 → LUMO 27 % MLLCT(Re → phen)
276.03 1.38 HOMO → LUMO+2 38 % MLLCT(Re → TzPhTpy) + IL(TzPhTpy)
HOMO−1 → LUMO+6 21 % MLLCT(Re → (CO))
HOMO−3 → LUMO+2 14 % MLLCT(Re → TzPhTpy) + IL(TzPhTpy)
[Re-TzPyTpy] 332.70 0.15 HOMO → LUMO 81 % MLLCT(Re → phen)
280.54 0.46 HOMO−2 → LUMO+2 80 % IL(TzPyTpy)
275.98 1.54 HOMO → LUMO+2 31 % MLLCT(Re → TzPyTpy) + IL(TzPyTpy)
HOMO−4 → LUMO+2 23 % MLLCT(Re → TzPyTpy) + IL(TzPyTpy)
Figure 4.15 overlays the simulated absorption spectra for [Re-TzPhTpy] and
[Re-TzPyTpy]. The impulses show the relative oscillator strength of the elec-
tronic transitions and their wavelength. Comparing these simulated spectra to the
experimental absorption spectra (Figure 4.14) shows agreement with the shape
and peak positions. Table 4.2 describes each of the impulses seen in Figure 4.15
giving details for each of the transitions, the orbitals involved, and the percentage
character. Contours of each of the orbitals involved in the transitions are also
shown in Figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.16: Simulated orbitals for [Re-TzPyTpy] and [Re-TzPhTpy]
corresponding to transitions listed in Table 4.2. Orbitals are
spaced vertically relative to their energy and the HOMO-LUMO
spacing has been reduced for clarity.
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For both [Re-TzPhTpy] and [Re-TzPyTpy], the lowest energy band at 335
nm involves the transition from the HOMO to the LUMO. From Figure 4.16 it
can be seen that the HOMO is localised on the metal centre and on the tetrazole.
The LUMO is shown to be localised on the phenanthroline ligand. This transition
is characterised as a MLLCT. This is in concordance with previous investigations
into rhenium tetrazolato complexes.1,2 The higher energy band is the result of a
mixture of an MLLCT from Re(I) to TzPhTpy/TzPyTpy and an IL (pi − pi∗)
localised on the terpyridine moiety.
For [Re(TzPyCHO)Cl], the simulated absorption spectrum can be found in
Figure 4.17 and Table 4.3 contains calculated transition data.
Figure 4.17: Simulated absorption spectrum of [Re(MeTzPyCHO)Cl].
Limited to the 250 nm to 800 nm range. Impulses correspond to
transitions listed in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Simulated transitions with relatively large oscillator strength for
[Re(TzPyCHO)Cl].
Species Wavelength Intensity Levels Character Assignment
[Re(MeTzPyCHO)Cl] 352.77 0.113 HOMO−1 → LUMO 91 % MLLCT (Re → TzPyCHO)
262.38 0.423 HOMO−3 → LUMO 27 % MLLCT(Re → TzPyCHO) + IL(TzPyCHO)
HOMO → LUMO+1 24 % MLLCT(Re → TzPyCHO)
HOMO−5 → LUMO 19 % MLLCT(Re → TzPyCHO) + IL(TzPyCHO)
Figure 4.17 agrees with the experimentally obtained absorption spectrum (Fig-
ure 4.14) and displays two prominent bands, the first at 353 nm corresponds to
a single impulse, and the second at 260 nm corresponds to the mixture of several
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Figure 4.18: Simulated Orbitals for [Re(MeTzPyCHO)Cl] corresponding to
transitions listed in Table 4.3. Orbitals are spaced vertically
relative to their energy and the HOMO-LUMO spacing has been
reduced for clarity.
impulses. Comparison of the data in Table 4.3 to the orbitals seen in Figure 4.18
indicates the lowest energy transition at 353 nm is an MLLCT transition and
the high energy band is a mixture of pi-pi∗ and MLLCT transitions. The 353
nm band highlights the relatively low energy of this transition in comparison to
[Re(tBuTzPy)Cl], and relative orbital energies shown in Figure 4.18 imply that
this is primarily a result of the stabilisation of the LUMO.
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Figure 4.19: Simulated absorption spectrum for [ReTzPyTpy]3. Limited to
the 250 nm to 800 nm range. Impulses correspond to transitions
listed in Table 4.3.
Table 4.4: Simulated transitions with relatively large oscillator strength for
[Re(TzPyTpy)]3.
Species Wavelength Intensity Levels Character Assignment
[Re(TzPyTpy)]3 313.08 0.05 HOMO−1 → LUMO 44 % MLLCTa
297.58 0.124 HOMO−2 → LUMO 31 % MLLCTa
293.33 0.164 HOMO−4 → LUMO+1 25 % MLLCTa
291.15 0.079 HOMO−6 → LUMO 28 % MLLCTa
288.29 0.125 HOMO−9 → LUMO+1 37 % ILa
282.70 0.176 HOMO → LUMO+12 26 % MLLCTa
280.42 0.057 HOMO−1 → LUMO+14 27 % MLLCTa
269.90 0.293 HOMO−7 → LUMO+1 28 % ILa
269.36 0.529 HOMO−10 → LUMO 22 % MLLCTa
269.34 0.442 HOMO−8 → LUMO 28 % ILa
aAssignments for [ReTzPyTpy]3 are labelled as generic MLLCT and IL, as
orbitals are dispersed across multiple metal centres and TzPyTpy− ligands.
For [ReTzPyTpy]3, the simulated absorption spectrum can be found in Fig-
ure 4.19 and Table 4.4 contains calculated transition data. Figure 4.19 shows
a series of impulses that convolute to give what appears to be a broad absorp-
tion band, which displays agreement with the experimental absorption spectrum
(Figure 4.14). The simulated absorption spectrum indicates that the absorption
band is a mixture of many different MLLCT and IL transitions, which involve the
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Figure 4.20: Simulated orbitals for [ReTzPyTpy]3 corresponding to lower
energy (≥ 293 nm) transitions listed in Table 4.4. Orbitals are
spaced vertically relative to their energy and the HOMO-LUMO
spacing has been reduced for clarity.
three Re(I) centres and three tetrazolate ligands. For the lower energy transitions
(λ ≥ 293 nm) the contours of the orbitals involved are illustrated in Figure 4.20.
These fronteir orbitals for [ReTzPyTpy]3 are shown to have a larger gap than
for [Re-TzPhTpy] and [Re-TzPyTpy], this is in agreement with the blue-
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shifted MLLCT transition. In comparison to the orbital energies of [ReTzPy]3,
[ReTzPyTpy]3 exhibits a stabilisation of the HOMO and LUMO levels, with
the extended conjugation of the ligand lowering the LUMO energy to a rela-
tively greater extent. This reduced energy gap is consistent with the red-shifted
MLLCT transition of [ReTzPyTpy]3 compared to [ReTzPy]3.
The emission spectra of [Re-TzPhTpy] and [Re-TzPyTpy], shown in Fig-
ure 4.21a, demonstrate similar emission bands centred at 585 nm. The emission
bands are broad and structureless, indicating that the transition is primarily
MLLCT in character. The increase in emission lifetime and quantum yield going
from air-equilibrated to degassed conditions (Table 4.1) suggests phosphorescent
emission. The identical properties of [Re-TzPhTpy] and [Re-TzPyTpy] is in
agreement with the calculations. This indicates that changing between a phenyl
and pyridyl group in the ligand has no significant effect on the HOMO, and hence
the MLLCT transitions are the same.
The emission spectrum of [Re(MeTzPyCHO)Cl] displays a broad and struc-
tureless band centred at 645 nm, consistent with a MLLCT transition. This
MLLCT is red-shifted by ca. 50 nm in comparison to [Re(tBuTzPy)Cl]. The
lifetime of this complex is 92 ns in degassed solution and the quantum yield of the
emission is very low. The short lifetime and low quantum yield for this red-shifted
emitting complex are consistent with the energy gap law.
The emission spectrum of [ReTzPyTpy]3 displays a structureless MLLCT band
centred at 518 nm, with a quantum yield and lifetime of 0.216 and 2430 ns,
respectively. The decay constants are shown in Table 4.5 and illustrate that in
comparison to that of [ReTzPy]3, the non-radiative decay has reduced by a
factor of ca. 10 and the emission has red-shifted by 20 nm. The reduction in
non-radiative decay could suggest that the emissive state of [ReTzPy]3 may be
affected by thermally accessible quenching states, possibly of MC nature.270,271
Table 4.5: Decay constants of the emission for complexes in degassed DCM
solutions.
Complex kr/10
5[s−1] knr/105[s−1]
[ReTzPyTpy]3 0.89 3.23
[ReTzPy]3 2.45 38.5
All complexes display a blue-shifted emission at 77 K, a behaviour that is ascribed
to rigidochromism. The emission profiles of [Re-TzPhTpy] and
[Re-TzPyTpy] remain broad and structureless, and the decay lifetime values
increase to 4.99 and 3.97 µs, respectively. This is consistent with the ascribed
MLLCT nature of the transition involved and the broadness implies that there is
minimal mixing of IL character with the charge transfer transition. The emission
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.21: Emission spectra of dilute (10−5 M) DCM solution excited at 375
nm. a) r.t. solutions. b) 77 K frozen solutions.
of [Re(MeTzPyCHO)Cl] also remains broad and structureless, and the decay
lifetime becomes biexponential and increases with components of 0.48 µs (88 %)
and 0.12 µs (12%). On the other hand, the emission of [ReTzPyTpy]3 at 77
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K has become structured, indicating some involvement of IL transitions. The
emission lifetime has elongated and become biexponential with components of
34.37 µs (59 %) and 0.92 µs (41 %).
4.4 Electrochemical properties of the synthesised
complexes
A summary of the electrochemical properties of the complexes, obtained in
C6mim[FAP], are shown in Table 4.6 and voltammograms displaying oxidation
and reduction regions are shown in Figure 4.22.
Table 4.6: Summary of electrochemical data for ca. 10 mmol/L solutions of
complexes in C6mim[FAP]. Potentials are relative to
ferrocene/ferrocinium+ couple.
Complex Oxidation Reduction
Ep vs Fc/Fc
+ (V) ∆Epp (mV) Ep vs Fc/Fc
+ (V) ∆Epp (mV)
[Re-TzPhTpy] 1.19 -a -1.60 70
[Re-TzPyTpy] 1.18 -a -1.60 72
[Re(MeTzPyCHO)Cl] 1.10 -a -0.88 -a
aCould not be obtained due to irreversible nature.
The oxidation peaks for [Re-TzPhTpy] and [Re-TzPyTpy] are at 1.04 and 1.03
V, respectively, and have no reversible character. From investigations involving
other mononuclear fac-[Re(CO)3(phen)L] complexes,
249 this peak is attributed
to oxidation occurring on the Re(I) centre as Re(I) → Re(II) + e−. The lack of
reversibility indicates that any follow-up chemistry occuring to these complexes
is relatively fast on the electrochemical timescale of 100 mVs−1. The reduction
peaks for [Re-TzPhTpy] and [Re-TzPyTpy] are at -1.61 and -1.60 V, respec-
tively, and display reversible character. This is assigned to a reduction of the
diimine ligand, and the reversible character indicates that follow-up chemistry
after reduction is slow on the electrochemical timescale of 100 mVs−1. The peak-
to-peak separation of 110 mV is in line with a moderately fast electrochemical
step in comparison to that of ferrocene of 90 mV, which has very fast kinet-
ics. The similarities of [Re-TzPhTpy] and [Re-TzPyTpy] demonstrate that
there is very little difference in the complexes when changing the ancillary ligand
between TzPhTpy− and TzPyTpy−. The negligible difference in elecrochem-
ical behaviour of [Re-TzPhTpy] and [Re-TzPyTpy] is well reflected in the
photophysical and computational investigations.
[Re(MeTzPyCHO)Cl] displays an oxidation peak at 1.10 V and reduction at
-0.88 V, both of which are irreversible. This indicates that the follow-up chem-
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.22: Voltammograms of ca. 10−3 M solutions of complexes in
C6mim[FAP] with potentials reported relative to Fc/Fc+ couple.
a) Oxidation region of voltammogram. b) Reduction region of
voltammogram.
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istry of the oxidised/reduced compound is relatively fast on the electrochemi-
cal timescale. The reduction peak appears relatively lower than that seen for
[Re(tBuTzPy)Cl], suggestive that the LUMO is lower in energy. This is in
agreement with the conclusions drawn from the computationally derived orbital
energies and the red-shift in the MLLCT transition.
Attempts to obtain voltammograms of [ReTzPyTpy]3 were not successful, as it
was not sufficiently soluble in ionic liquids and voltammograms in common polar
solvents did not give reproducible results, attributed to fouling at the surface of
the electrode.
4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, the successful syntheses of [Re-TzPhTpy], [Re-TzPyTpy],
[ReTzPyTpy]3, and [Re(MeTzPyCHO)Cl] were reported. [Re-TzPhTpy]
and [Re-TzPyTpy] demonstrate the use of tetrazole functionalised terpyridines
as ancillary ligands, similar to previous literature reports of Re(I) tetrazolato
complexes.1 The successful synthesis of [ReTzPyTpy]3 illustrates that the tri-
angular metallacalix[3]arene structure is conserved when changing the ligand from
HTzPy to HTzPyTpy. [Re(MeTzPyTpy)Cl] could not be synthesised in this
investigation.
The photophysical and electrochemical properties of the mononuclear complexes,
[Re-TzPhTpy] and [Re-TzPyTpy], were similar to previously reported Re(I)
tetrzaolato complexes.1,2 [ReTzPyTpy]3 displayed properties similar to that of
[ReTzPy]3 in terms of emission wavelength, however, there has been a significant
increase in quantum yield (0.06 to 0.22) and lifetime (244 ns to 2430 ns) of the
3MLCT emission.
The next stage in the investigation is to employ the synthesised complexes and
ligands as sensitisers for lanthanides, to determine if they can be utilised for such
an application.
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Chapter 5
Sensitisation of red-emitting
Eu3+ and NIR-emitting Yb3+
5.1 Introduction
5.1.1 f-block metals
Since the discovery of the optical properties of lanthanides (Ln) in the 1800s,272
the investigations into their luminescent properties quickly became a vast and
intricate field of research.273 Such investigations led to the discovery that the
trivalent lanthanide ions are luminescent, except La3+ and Lu3+, and each of
them has a characteristic line-like spectrum that is largely independent of the
surrounding ligand environment. The knowledge gained about the spectroscopic
and chemical nature of the Ln3+ cations has resulted in applications in the fields
of light emitting devices, lasers, optical glasses, and biological probes.123,272,274–277
5.1.2 Photophysical properties and spectra of trivalent
lanthanide ions
The 4f-orbitals of Ln3+ ions are considered ”inner-core” as they are well shielded
from external interactions by the 5s25p6 electrons.80 The electrons in the 4fn shell
are those involved in the electronic transitions of Ln3+ ions, and this shielding
causes the emission spectra of the lanthanide ions to remain consistent in different
coordination environments.
Lanthanides can also potentially undergo 4f-5d transitions and ligand to metal
charge transfer (LMCT) transitions, which are affected by changes in the ligand
field.80 In this chapter only the 4f-4f transitions are of significance and will be
discussed primarily.
A free Ln3+ ion can be described spectroscopically according to the number and
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Figure 5.1: Energy level diagram for Ln3+ aqueous ions, data taken from
Carnall et al.278–281
arrangement of electrons in the 4f-orbitals. The terms that describe the vari-
ous configurations of electrons within these orbitals, known as the spectroscopic
terms, are given as 2S+1ΓJ . S represents the total spin number, Γ represents the
combined orbital angular momenta number which takes on a character (S, P, D,
F, ...) corresponding to the value of L. J represents the total angular momentum
number ranging from |L+ S|, |L+ S − 1|, down to |L− S|. The ground term for
a lanthanide is determined by Hund’s rules:
1. Highest multiplicity (2S + 1)
2. For the terms with highest multiplicity, the largest orbital angular momen-
tum (Γ)
3. For an electronic sub-shell less than half filled
(a) The total angular momentum (J) is taken as J = Jmin = |L− S|
4. For an electronic sub-shell more than half filled
(a) The total angular momentum (J) is taken as J = Jmax = |L+ S|
In Figure 5.1, the ground terms are given for each of the lanthanides and the
excited states of interest for Eu3+ and Yb3+ are highlighted in red. Each of
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these terms can further be split into a maximum of 2J+1 states by the effective
ligand/electrostatic field.272 This splitting is known as the Stark effect and is not
illustrated in Figure 5.1.
The 4f-4f transitions occur between states of the same parity, and are considered
to be forbidden as described by Laporte’s selection rule. This selection rule can
be relaxed under the influence of the ligand-field, perturbing the system from
a centrosymmetric environment. Further to Laporte’s selection rule, the spin
selection rule forbids some lanthanide transitions when they result in a change
in spin multiplicity, i.e. the D5 0 → F7 J transition of Eu3+. This selection rule
is somewhat relaxed by the heavy atom effect, originating from the Ln3+ cation
itself. Importantly for these lanthanides, these selection rules mean that direct
excitation of the lanthanides is highly inefficient (e.g ε values ≤ 10 M−1cm−1
with very few exceptions).272 Therefore a different approach to obtaining emissive
lanthanides is needed.
5.1.3 Sensitisation of lanthanides
To circumvent the forbidden nature of direct lanthanide excitations, energy trans-
fer mechanisms from appropriate ligands have been utilised.173,272,276,282 The en-
ergy transfer to lanthanides from ligated chromophores is known as the ”antenna
effect”, and a simple illustration of this effect is shown in the Jablonski diagram
in Figure 5.2.
In Figure 5.2, a typical case is presented where an organic chelator with pi −
pi∗ transitions is utilised to undergo energy transfer to the lanthanide. In this
mechanism, the ligand absorbs incident photons and is excited to the manifold
of singlet excited states 1(pi− pi∗)1 ... 1(pi− pi∗)n. The ligand will quickly relax to
the lowest excited state via internal conversion, according to Kasha’s rule.71 The
presence of the lanthanide ion increases the rate of inter-system crossing (ISC)
and the ligand relaxes to the triplet excited state, 3(pi − pi∗). From this state,
energy transfer occurs to the lanthanide, which then decays to the ground state
via emission of the characteristic spectrum and non-radiative deactivation. This is
the generally accepted mechanism for lanthanide sensitisation, however the singlet
excited state can also undergo energy transfer to the lanthanide ion.72,272,283 The
energy transfer mechanism can be Fo¨rster (dipole-dipole)131 or Dexter (electron-
exchange).131,272
As can be seen in Figure 5.2, the energy level of the sensitising state, 3(pi − pi∗),
must be higher than the accepting state of the Ln3+ cation. Importantly, research
into the cases of Eu3+ and Tb3+ has shown that the optimum energy gap between
the donating and accepting excited states is 2,500 to 3,000 cm−1.133,140 This is due
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Figure 5.2: Generalised sensitisation pathways for lanthanides via the antenna
effect.
to the competition of two pathways, the rate of energy transfer to the lanthanide
and the rate of back transfer to the 3(pi − pi∗). Hence, the sensitising state must
be sufficiently far to reduce the rate of back transfer, but be sufficiently close to
enable fast forward energy transfer.
High energy vibrations are a potential problem for lanthanide luminescence, as
multi-phonon deactivation by NH and OH for visible emitters, and also CH for
near infra-red (NIR) emitters, can lead to a reduction of the quantum yield.
Therefore, coordinated molecules such as a sensitiser or solvent that place such
groups in close proximity to the lanthanide will enhance the non-radiative decay
of the lanthanide.
The ratio of the number of photons absorbed by the chromophore to those emitted
by the lanthanide is known as the overall quantum yield (φLLn) and is given by
Equation 5.1 (under the assumption of a photophysical mechanism displayed in
Figure 5.2, where emission originates solely from the lanthanide).
φLLn =
photons emitted
photons absorbed
(5.1)
The overall quantum yield (φLLn) relates to the intrinsic quantum yield of the
lanthanide (φLnLn) by Equation 5.2, where ηsens is the sensitisation efficiency of the
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ligand.
φLLn = ηsensφ
Ln
Ln (5.2)
The intrinsic quantum yield is obtained from the ratio of the experimentally
observed lifetime (τobs) and the radiative lifetime (τrad), via Equation 5.3.
φLnLn =
τobs
τrad
(5.3)
Judd-Ofelt theory enables the calculation of the radiative lifetime of a lanthanide
in a given electronic field from the emission spectrum.272,284 For Eu3+, the D5 0 →
F7 1 transition has pure magnetic dipole origin and allows a simple calculation of
τrad by Equation 5.4,
1
τrad
= AMD,0.n
3
(
Itot
IMD
)
(5.4)
where τrad is the radiative lifetime, AMD,0 is a constant of 14.65 s
−1, n is the
refractive index of the solvent, and (Itot/IMD) is the ratio of the total integrated
emission spectrum from the D5 0 level to the F
7
J manifold (J = 0 − 6) to the
integrated intensity of the magnetic dipole transition D5 0 → F7 1.
5.1.4 Methodology for the assessment of Eu3+ and Yb3+
sensitisation.
Changes in the photophysical properties of the investigated Re(I) complexes will
be firstly performed in the presence of Gd3+, which will also be useful to estimate
the energy of the triplet sensitising state. Then, the addition of Eu3+ or Yb3+ will
allow observation of any occurring sensitisation. Optically dilute solutions of the
complexes (A375 ≤ 0.05) and ligands (A310 ≤ 0.05) will be used with an excess of
the chosen Ln3+ as DMSO solvated nitrate salts [Ln(NO3)3(DMSO)n]. The ad-
dition of excess Ln3+ is expected to result in occupation of all available chelating
sites, as the addition of insufficient lanthanide will result in the presence of mul-
tiple species which would complicate the energy transfer study. This method was
chosen to favour the formation of [Ln(NO3)3(N
∧N∧N)] where (N∧N∧N) represents
the chelating ligand.
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5.2 Photophysical properties of ligands in the
presence of Ln3+
5.2.1 Emission from ligands in the presence of Gd3+
The preliminary step in the investigation of the sensitisation of lanthanides is to
determine the triplet energy level of the sensitising ligand. To enhance emission
from the triplet state, Gd3+ is added. The excited state of Gd3+ ( P6 7/2) is too high
in energy (32,000 cm−1) to be sensitised by the ligands, which will be prompted
to emit from their 3(pi − pi∗) excited state.
Figure 5.3: Emission of dilute (10−5 M) acetonitrile solutions of ligands with
excess Gd3+ frozen at 77 K, excited at 310 nm. Point of curves
taken for 3(pi − pi∗)1 0-0 transition are denoted by a star. CH3CN
was utilised as the solvent due to poor solubility of compounds in
ethers and alcohols.
Figure 5.3 illustrates the emission from the ligands in the presence of Gd3+ at 77
K in acetonitrile. In each case, an emission peak is observed at approximately 370
nm. However, the most intense emission occurs in the range 430 - 700 nm. The
emission at 370 nm is attributed to residual fluorescence from the singlet excited
state of the ligands. This is determined on comparison with the emission spectra
at room temperature of the free ligands, shown in Chapter 2. The emission peak
430 - 700 nm is considered to be from the 3(pi − pi∗) state.
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Table 5.1: Estimation of 3(pi − pi∗) 0-0 energy of the ligands and energy gap to
Eu3+( D5 0) and Yb
3+( F2 5/2).
Ligand + Gd3+ λ3(0−0)[cm−1] ∆λ (3(0−0)− D5 0)[cm
−1] ∆λ (3(0−0)− F2
5/2
)[cm
−1]
HTzPhTpy 21,052 3,552 10,652
HTzPyTpy 22,222 4,722 11,822
MeTzPhTpy 21,052 3,552 10,652
MeTzPyTpy 22,222 4,722 11,822
Table 5.1 displays the estimated energy of the 3(pi − pi∗) state and a comparison
of the 3(pi − pi∗) 0-0 transition of the ligands to the lowest excited state of Eu3+
and Yb3+. The 0-0 transition is taken for HTzPhTpy and MeTzPhTpy at 475
nm, and for HTzPyTpy and MeTzPyTpy at 448 nm. These values are higher
than the required 17,500 cm−1 for the F7 0 → D5 0 excitation of europium. The
energy of the 3(pi−pi∗) excited state is also much higher than the required 10,400
cm−1 for the F2 7/2 → F2 5/2 excitation of ytterbium.
5.2.2 Sensitisation of Eu3+ emission by the ligands.
Table 5.2: Summary of photophysical properties of dilute (10−5 M)
air-equilibrated acetonitrile solutions of ligands with Eu3+.
Absorption Emission, 298 K
Ligand + Eu3+
λmax(10
4ε) λmax τ
a
obs φ
L
Ln τ
b
rad (φ
Ln
Ln)
c ηdsens
[nm][M−1cm−1] [nm] [ms] [ms]
HTzPhTpy 290(2.19) 580, 590, 618, 1.225 0.239 2.802 0.437 0.545
327(0.99) 650, 690-720
HTzPyTpy 290(3.21) 580, 590, 618, 1.194 0.208 2.749 0.434 0.478
327(1.10) 650, 690-720
MeTzPhTpy 280(3.45) 580, 590, 618, 1.087 0.249 2.747 0.396 0.630
310(2.34) 650, 690-720
MeTzPyTpy 280(2.80) 580, 590, 618, 1.263 0.214 2.806 0.450 0.476
327(1.10) 650, 690-720
aLifetime measured at λem = 618 nm.
bCalculated according to Equation 5.4.
cCalculated according to Equation 5.3. dCalculated according to Equation 5.2.
Quantum yield measured against an air-equilibrated aqueous solution of
[Ru(bpy)3]Cl2 (φ = 0.028).
From the absorption spectra in Figure 5.4, it can be seen that, after the addition
of Eu3+ or Yb3+, a new band at 320 nm appears. This lower energy transition is
similar to that observed during acid addition to the free ligand, and is suggestive
that the terpyridine moiety has chelated the Ln3+ ion. This causes the ring
system to become coplanar, giving access to red-shifted pi − pi∗ transitions.
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The emission spectra of the ligands in solution with europium is shown in Fig-
ure 5.5. Each of the ligands successfully sensitises europium and the spectra are
superimposable. Residual emission from the ligand is not observed. The emission
peak values of europium appear in Table 5.2 and correspond to the D5 0 → F7 J
(J = 0− 4) transitions. The D5 0 → F7 0 transition is visible in these spectra and
information about the coordination sphere of Eu3+ can be obtained from it. The
D5 0 → F7 0 peaks are superimposable. The peaks are symmetrical, and the full
width half maximum for each of these peaks is ≤ 59 cm−1. These properties are
suggestive of similar emitting Eu3+ species.285
Utilising Equation 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4, the radiative lifetime of Eu3+, the intrinsic
quantum yield, and the sensitisation efficiency of each of the ligands have been
determined. The values are shown in Table 5.2, and the overall quantum yield
(φLLn) and observed lifetime are similar to those reported for terpyridine complexes
of Eu3+.173,274,275,286,287 The intrinsic quantum yield values are all very similar,
indicating that the non-radiative decay pathways for Eu3+ in these environments
are very similar. The data seems to suggest that, in all the solutions, the emissive
species is [(RTpy)Eu(NO3)3] (R = MeTzPh, MeTzPy, HTzPh, HTzPy).
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Figure 5.4: Absorption of dilute (10−5 M) acetonitrile solutions of ligands
with addition of excess Ln3+(Ln = Eu, Yb).
Figure 5.5: Emission spectra of dilute (10−5 M) acetonitrile solutions of
ligands in the presence of excess Eu3+, under excitation at 310 nm.
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5.2.3 Sensitisation of Yb3+ by the synthesised ligands.
The synthesised ligands HTzPhTpy, HTzPyTpy, MeTzPhTpy, and
MeTzPyTpy were also tested for their sensitising ability in solution with Yb3+.
Table 5.3: Summary of photophysical properties of dilute (10−5 M)
air-equilibrated acetonitrile solutions of ligands in the presence of
excess Yb3+.
Emission, 298 K
Ligand + Yb3+
λmax τobs
[nm] [µs]
HTzPhTpy 980 10.07
HTzPyTpy 980 10.62
MeTzPhTpy 980 9.64
MeTzPyTpy 980 8.48
The changes seen for the absorption spectra shown in Figure 5.4 are analogous to
those for the addition of Yb3+, as expected by the similar coordination properties
of Ln3+ ions. The addition of excess Yb3+ causes the emission profiles of the
ligands to drastically decrease in intensity (Figure 5.6). The reduction in intensity
implies that the ligands are possibly being quenched via energy transfer to Yb3+.
Although the energy difference between the 3(pi − pi∗) and F2 5/2 excited states is
quite high (Table 5.1), sensitisation of Yb3+ by organic chromophores with 3(pi−
pi∗) excited states of similar energy have been reported in literature.39 The Yb3+
excited state may also be populated via electron transfer or through a LMCT
state.72,128,288,289,289,290 Figure 5.7 shows the emission profiles in the 900 to 1300
nm range and illustrates that the spectra are superimposable. Each spectrum
displays a peak at 980 nm for the F2 5/2 → F2 7/2 transition of Yb3+. Importantly,
there is no observed peak at 1275 nm corresponding to emission from 1O2, this is
suggestive that the Yb3+ excited state is populated rapidly. The emission lifetime
in each case is ca. 10 µs, Table 5.3. This value is slightly lower than many reported
excited state lifetime of Yb3+ in solution chelated by N-donor ligands (ca. 15
µs).39,134,291 The excited state lifetimes of Yb3+ with HTzPhTpy or HTzPyTpy
are very similar. This is also seen with MeTzPhTpy or MeTzPyTpy. This
illustrates a similar environment for Yb3+ in each case, as observed previously
for Eu3+.272
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Figure 5.6: Visible emission (normalised according to absorbance value) of
dilute (10−5 M) acetonitrile solutions, without Yb3+(solid line),
with Yb3+ (dashed).
Figure 5.7: NIR emission of dilute (10−5 M) acetonitrile solutions in the
presence of excess Yb3+, excitation at 310 nm.
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5.3 Photophysical properties of the Re(I) com-
plexes in the presence of Ln3+
5.3.1 Absorption and emission properties of the synthe-
sised complexes in the presence of Gd3+.
Table 5.4 lists the photophysical properties for each of the complexes before and
after the addition of gadolinium. Figure 5.8 illustrates the absorption spectra of
solution of complexes [Re-TzPhTpy], [Re-TzPyTpy], and [ReTzPyTpy]3 in
the presence of Gd3+. It can be seen that the major difference between the spectra
of the free complexes and those with Gd3+ is the appearance of an absorption
band at 340 nm, similar to the case for the free ligands. Each of the complexes
still appear to exhibit an absorption band at 360 − 440 nm, attributed to the
MLLCT absorption.
Table 5.4: Summary of photophysical properties of dilute (10−5 M) DCM
solutions.
Absorption Emission, 298 K
Species λmax(10
4ε)[nm][M−1cm−1] λmax[nm] τaMLLCT [ns] φ
a
MLLCT τ
b
MLLCT [ns] φ
b
MLLCT
[Re-TzPhTpy] 278(4.81) 587 252 0.026 607 0.054
360(0.49)
[Re-TzPhTpy] + Gd3+ 290(4.22) 590 276 0.029 764 0.069
333(2.88)
375(0.53)
[Re-TzPyTpy] 276(4.23) 580 284 0.025 564 0.053
360(0.39)
[Re-TzPyTpy]+ Gd3+ 291(3.73) 560 519 0.048 923 0.093
326(2.21)
375(0.32)
[ReTzPyTpy]3 280(8.80) 520 524 0.039 2430 0.216
325(3.77)
[ReTzPyTpy]3 + Gd
3+ 293(9.10) 570 238 0.033 295 0.036
330(4.07)
aAir-equilibrated solution. bDeoxygenated solution. Quantum yield measured
against an air-equilibrated aqueous solution of [Ru(bpy)3]Cl2 (φ = 0.028).
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Figure 5.8: Absorption spectra of dilute (ca. 10−5 M) DCM solutions with
excess Ln3+ (Ln = Gd, Eu, Yb).
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.9: Emission properties of a deoxygenated DCM solution (ca. 10−5
M) of [Re-TzPhTpy] alone and in the presence of excess Gd3+
under 375 nm excitation. a) Emission spectra normalised to
absorbance value, under excitation at 375 nm. b) TCSPC decay of
3MLLCT emission, excited at 375 nm.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.10: Emission properties of a deoxygenated DCM solution (ca. 10−5
M) of [Re-TzPyTpy] alone and in the presence of excess Gd3+
under 375 nm excitation. a) Emission spectra normalised to
absorbance value, under excitation at 375 nm. b) TCSPC decay
of 3MLLCT emission, excited at 375 nm.
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Figure 5.9 illustrates the difference in emission profiles between deoxygenated
solutions of [Re-TzPhTpy] alone and in the presence of excess Gd3+. The peak
maximum does not change position upon the addition of Gd3+ indicating that
its presence does not significantly alter the energy level of the emissive 3MLLCT
state. The quantum yield slightly increases in comparison to [Re-TzPhTpy],
and the decay of the emission at 590 nm under 375 nm excitation for the complex
alone and in the presence of Gd3+ is shown in Figure 5.9b. The two decay profiles
appear similar, where the lifetime has slightly increased after the addition of
Gd3+. This can potentially be ascribed to increased rigidity by chelation of
Gd3+ at the terpyridine site, as also suggested by the slight decrease in knr upon
addition of Gd3+ (Table 5.5).
Table 5.5: Decay constants in deoxygenated solution.
Species kr[10
5s−1] knr[105s−1]
[Re-TzPhTpy] 0.89 15.57
[Re-TzPhTpy] + Gd3+ 0.90 12.18
Figure 5.10a illustrates the difference in emission properties of a deoxygenated
solution of [Re-TzPyTpy] in the absence and presence of excess Gd3+. The
peak maximum has blue-shifted by ca. 20 nm to 560 nm and the quantum yield
has increased from 0.025 to 0.048, as seen in Table 5.4. The decay profiles for the
emission from [Re-TzPyTpy] with and without Gd3+ are shown in Figure 5.10b
and illustrates an increase in lifetime from 564 to 923 ns.
Table 5.6: Decay constants in deoxygenated solution.
Species kr[10
5s−1] knr[105s−1]
[Re-TzPyTpy] 0.95 16.77
[Re-TzPyTpy] + Gd3+ 1.01 9.82
Table 5.6 shows the calculated decay constants for [Re-TzPyTpy] after the ad-
dition of Gd3+. The combination of the blue-shift of emission, elongated lifetime,
increase quantum yield and decrease in non-radiative decay is consistent with the
energy gap law.36
Comparison of the structures of [Re-TzPhTpy] and [Re-TzPyTpy] indicates
that, in the case of [Re-TzPyTpy], there is a second site available for the
coordination of Gd3+, as shown in Figure 5.11. It can be seen that the Gd3+
cation can coordinate to the 5-(2-pyridyl)-tetrazolate site. At this position, the
Lewis acidity of Gd3+ would reduce the σ donation strength of the tetrazole, and
hence stabilise the 5d orbitals. This results in the stabilisation of the HOMO and
the net effect is an increase in the energy of the MLLCT transition. This effect has
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.11: Chelation sites available for Ln3+ ions for complexes. a)
[Re-TzPhTpy]. b) [Re-TzPyTpy].
been observed in other research efforts into the protonation and methylation of
similar rhenium tetrazolato complexes, where a positively charged electrophile is
attached to the N4 atom of the tetrazolate ligand.196,292 This is further suggestive
that the Gd3+ species is localising at the tetrazolate moiety inducing a similar
change in the electronic properties.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.12: Emission properties of a DCM solution (ca. 10−5 M) of
[ReTzPyTpy]3 alone and in the presence of excess Gd
3+ under
375 nm excitation. a) Emission spectra normalised to absorbance
value, under excitation at 375 nm. b) TCSPC decay of 3MLLCT
emission, excited at 375 nm.
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Figure 5.12 illustrates the change in emission properties for [ReTzPyTpy]3 after
the addition of Gd3+. The emission maximum has red-shifted by 50 nm to 570
nm, the quantum yield of this emission has decreased by six-fold as shown in
Table 5.4. The decay profile for the emission from [ReTzPyTpy]3 with and
without the presence of Gd3+, under 375 nm excitation, is shown in Figure 5.12b
and illustrates a decrease in lifetime from 2.4 µs to 295 ns as given in Table 5.4.
Table 5.7: Decay constants in deoxygenated solution.
Species kr[10
5s−1] knr[105s−1]
[ReTzPyTpy]3 0.89 3.23
[ReTzPyTpy]3 + Gd
3+ 1.21 32.68
The calculated decay constants for [ReTzPyTpy]3 with and without the pres-
ence of Gd3+ are shown in Table 5.7 and illustrate that the non-radiative decay
constant has increased by a factor of 10.
Gd3+ is likely to localise at the terpyridine moieties of [ReTzPyTpy]3 as there
are no other chelation sites available in the molecule. This localisation of Gd3+
will likely increase the conjugation of the terpyridine ligand, by locking it into a
planar configuration, and stabilising the pi∗ system of the ligand. These effects
lower the LUMO in the MLLCT transition, causing a red-shift of the emission
and increase of the non-radiative decay constant, consistent with the energy gap
law.
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5.3.2 Computational Investigation
To gain further information about changes to energy levels upon Ln3+ addition, a
computational investigation was performed using the complexes [Re-TzPhTpy]
and [ReTzPyTpy]3 chelating Ca
2+ at the terpyridine site, and [Re-TzPyTpy]
chelating H+ at the terpyridine and tetrazole sites. These models were chosen as
they will simulate the presence of a Lewis acid at the chelation sites. Ca2+ and
H+ were chosen as Lewis acids as simulations attempted with heavier Lewis acids
(e.g. Ln3+) did not lead to optimised geometries.
Figure 5.13: Simulated absorption spectrum for [Re-TzPhTpyCa]2+.
Limited to the 250 nm to 800 nm range. Impulses correspond to
transitions listed in Table 5.8.
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Figure 5.14: Simulated absorption spectrum of [Re-TzPyHTpyH]2+.
Limited to the 250 nm to 800 nm range. Impulses correspond to
transitions listed in Table 5.8.
Figure 5.15: Simulated absorption spectrum for [ReTzPyTpyCa]6+3 . Limited
to the 250 nm to 800 nm range. Impulses correspond to
transitions listed in Table 5.8.
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Figure 5.16: Simulated orbitals for [Re-TzPhTpyCa]2+ corresponding to
transitions listed in Table 5.8. Orbitals are spaced vertically
relative to their energy and the HOMO-LUMO gap has been
reduced for clarity.
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Figure 5.17: Simulated orbitals for [Re-TzPyHTpyH]2+ corresponding to
transitions listed in Table 5.8. Orbitals are spaced vertically
relative to their energy and the HOMO-LUMO gap has been
reduced for clarity.
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Figure 5.18: Simulated orbitals for [ReTzPyTpyCa]6+3 corresponding to
transitions listed in Table 5.8. Orbitals are spaced vertically
relative to their energy and the HOMO-LUMO gap has been
reduced for clarity.
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Table 5.8: Simulated transitions with relatively large oscillator strength.
Species Wavelength [nm] Intensity Levels Character Assignment
[Re-TzPhTpyCa]2+ 333.41 0.15 HOMO → LUMO+2 84 % MLLCT(Re → phen)
310.47 1.12 HOMO−3 → LUMO 33 % MLLCT(Re → TzPhTpy) + IL(TzPhTpy)
HOMO → LUMO 43 % MLLCT(Re → TzPhTpy)
298.18 0.54 HOMO−5 → LUMO 84 % IL (TzPhTpy)
[Re-TzPyHTpyH]2+ 317.90 0.04 HOMO−1 → LUMO+1 53 % MLLCT(Re → phen)
HOMO → LUMO+1 39 % MLLCT(Re → phen)
317.24 0.64 HOMO−3 → LUMO 86 % IL(TzPyTpy)
316.23 0.16 HOMO−1 → LUMO+1 39 % MLLCT(Re → phen)
HOMO → LUMO+1 52 % MLLCT(Re → phen)
283.35 0.28 HOMO−4 → LUMO+1 42 % MLLCT(Re → phen) + IL(phen)
HOMO−1 → LUMO+3 19 % MLLCT (Re → phen)
283.17 1.02 HOMO−6 → LUMO 40 % IL(TzPyTpy)
HOMO → LUMO 22 % MLLCT(Re → TzPyTpy)
[ReTzPyTpyCa]6+3 310.37 0.12 HOMO−2 → LUMO+1 31% MLLCTa
HOMO−2 → LUMO+7 24 % MLLCTa
HOMO−2 → LUMO+6 12 % MLLCTa
306.35 0.11 HOMO−3 → LUMO 26 % MLLCTa
HOMO−3 → LUMO+6 20 % MLLCTa
300.81 0.17 HOMO−4 → LUMO+2 21 % MLLCTa
HOMO−4 → LUMO+8 23 % MLLCTa
300.03 0.56 HOMO−9 → LUMO+2 75 % ILa
299.09 0.58 HOMO−10 → LUMO+1 63 % ILa
298.86 0.62 HOMO−11 → LUMO 68 % ILa
aAssignments for [ReTzPyTpyCa]6+3 are labelled as generic MLLCT and IL, as orbitals are dispersed across multiple metal centres and
TzPyTpy− ligands.
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Figure 5.13, Figure 5.14, and Figure 5.15 show the simulated absorption spectra
for [Re-TzPhTpyCa]2+, [Re-TzPyHTpyH]2+, and [ReTzPyTpyCa]6+3 , re-
spectively. The relevant simulated orbitals are found in Figure 5.16, Figure 5.17,
and Figure 5.18. Table 5.8 shows the significant transitions observed in the sim-
ulated absorbance plots.
It can be seen that in comparison to the neutral complex [Re-TzPhTpy],
[Re-TzPhTpyCa]2+ displays a larger peak at 330 nm. The orbital contours
show that the LUMO is now localised on the terpyridine system. The simu-
lated spectrum agrees well with what is seen in Figure 5.8, with a significantly
pronounced peak at 330 nm, which is attributed to mixing of IL(TzPhTpy) tran-
sitions with the MLCT(Re → TzPhTpy). Table 5.8 illustrates that the energy
of the MLLCT(Re → phen) transition has not been significantly altered by the
presence of a Lewis acid, and remains the lowest energy transition of appreciable
oscillator strength, in agreement with the photophysical investigation.
In the case of [Re-TzPyHTpyH]2+, the simulated absorption spectrum (Fig-
ure 5.14) agrees well with the experimental spectrum of [Re-TzPyTpy] in the
presence of Gd3+. It can be seen that there is overlap of low energy MLLCT(Re
→ phen) (317.90 nm) with an IL(TzPyHTpyH) (317.24 nm) transition. In
relation to the transitions seen for [Re-TzPyTpy], the MLLCT(Re → phen)
remains the lowest energy transition, however, it has blue-shifted, as a result of
the stabilisation of the HOMO, and a red-shift of the IL(TzPyHTpyH) transi-
tion, caused by increased conjugation and stabilisation of the pi∗ orbitals. This is
in agreement with the observed blue-shift of the 3MLLCT emission band under
the addition of Gd3+.
In the case of [ReTzPyTpyCa]6+3 , the overall absorption band is seen to red-shift
in comparison to [ReTzPyTpy]3. The localisation of Ca
2+ causes stabilisation
of the pi∗ orbitals with a net effect of lowering the HOMO-LUMO gap. Further
to this, the IL transitions become lower in energy and are overlapping with the
MLLCT transitions in the 290 - 310 nm region. This is in agreement with the
experimentally observed shoulder which appears in the absorption spectrum and
the red-shift of the 3MLLCT emission band.
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5.3.3 Determination of triplet state energy of the com-
plexes in the presence of Gd3+
Figure 5.19: Gaussian fit for 3MLLCT emission from [Re-TzPhTpy] with
Gd3+.
Figure 5.20: Gaussian fit to the 3MLLCT emission from [Re-TzPyTpy] with
Gd3+.
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Figure 5.21: Gaussian fit for 3MLLCT emission from [ReTzPyTpy]3 with
Gd3+.
Table 5.9: Gaussian analysis of complexes with Gd3+ and energy gap to
Eu3+( D5 0) and Yb
3+( F2 5/2) excited states.
Complex + Gd3+ λ3MLLCT (0−0)[cm−1] Eu3+ ∆ (λ3MLLCT (0−0) − λ D5 0)[cm−1] Yb3+ ∆ (λ3MLLCT (0−0) − λ F2 5/2)
[Re-TzPhTpy] 18,096 596 7,696
[Re-TzPyTpy] 18,823 1,323 8,423
[ReTzPyTpy]3 18,821 1,322 8,421
For each of the emission spectra, deconvolution with Gaussian functions has been
performed to determine the approximate energy of the 0-0 transition and are
shown in Figure 5.19, Figure 5.20 and Figure 5.21. The Gaussian function that
corresponds to the higher wavenumber for each fitting is taken as the energy
of the 0-0 transition and labelled as 3MLLCT(0-0) in Table 5.9. The energy
difference between the 3MLLCT(0-0) and the D5 0 state of Eu
3+ indicates that
energy back transfer to the 3MLLCT excited state might be expected. The energy
gap between the 3MLLCT(0-0) and the F2 5/2 state of Yb
3+ is sufficiently high
for energy transfer. However, the sensitisation of Yb3+ may occur via a proposed
LMCT pathway, forming Yb2+.290,293
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5.3.4 Sensitisation of Eu3+ by the Re(I) complexes.
Table 5.10: Summary of photophysical properties of dilute (10−5 M) DCM
solutions.
Emission, 298 K
Species λmax[nm] τ
a
3MLLCT [ns] φ
a τ b3MLLCT [ns] φ
b τaEu[ms] τ
b
Eu[ms]
[Re-TzPhTpy] + Gd3+ 590 276 0.029 764 0.069
[Re-TzPhTpy] + Eu3+ 590, 618 244 0.080 473 0.102 1.38 1.40
650, 690
[Re-TzPyTpy] + Gd3+ 560 519 0.048 923 0.093
[Re-TzPyTpy] + Eu3+ 560, 590 388 0.088 682 0.153 1.26 1.34
618, 650
690
[ReTzPyTpy]3 + Gd
3+ 570 238 0.033 295 0.036
[ReTzPyTpy]3 + Eu
3+ 560, 590 27 0.204 29 0.275 1.37 1.49
618, 650, 690
aAir-equilibrated solution, bdeoxygenated solution, Gd3+ data taken from
Table 5.4 for reference. Quantum yield values for entire emission spectrum (400
- 800 nm) measured against an air-equilibrated aqueous solution of
[Ru(bpy)3]Cl2 (φ = 0.028).
Changes in the absorption spectra of the complexes after addition of Eu3+ are
analogous to those observed in Figure 5.8, indicating complexation of Eu3+ at
the terpyridine site.
Figure 5.22a illustrates the difference in emission spectra in dichloromethane of
[Re-TzPhTpy] alone and with the addition of Eu3+ or Gd3+. Comparing the
spectra of [Re-TzPhTpy] with and without Eu3+ shows that the emission from
the 3MLLCT has not shifted, and the emission intensity is similar when nor-
malised to the absorbance. This effect is similarly seen under the addition of
Gd3+. Accurate calculation of the intrinsic quantum yield, radiative lifetime,
and sensitisation efficiency of Eu3+ cannot be performed due to convolution of
the 3MLLCT emission and the D5 0 → F7 J (J = 0− 4) transitions. The emission
decay at 560 nm in deoxygenated solution was measured to compare the lifetime
for [Re-TzPhTpy] alone and with Gd3+ or Eu3+ (Figure 5.22b). The decay
lifetime alters from 764 ns with Gd3+ to 473 ns with Eu3+. This change might
suggest the presence of energy transfer occurring from the 3MLLCT to Eu3+. The
data for air-equilibrated solutions, when moving from Gd3+ to Eu3+, display a
relatively smaller change of lifetime. This may suggest that the rate of quenching
in the presence of 3O2 is competing with the rate of energy transfer, from the
3MLLCT to Eu3+.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.22: Emission properties of a deoxygenated DCM solution (ca. 10−5
M) of [Re-TzPhTpy] alone and in the presence of Eu3+ under
375 nm excitation. a) Emission spectra normalised to absorbance
value, under excitation at 375 nm. b) TCSPC decay of 3MLLCT
emission, excited at 375 nm.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.23: Emission properties of a deoxygenated DCM solution (ca. 10−5
M) of [Re-TzPyTpy] alone and in the presence of Eu3+ under
375 nm excitation. a) Emission spectra normalised to absorbance
value, under excitation at 375 nm. b) TCSPC decay of 3MLLCT
emission, excited at 375 nm.
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In the case of [Re-TzPyTpy] (Figure 5.23), the emission wavelength has blue-
shifted from 580 nm to 560 nm when Eu3+ is added, as seen in Figure 5.23a. This
effect is similar to the addition of Gd3+, where the pyridyl-tetrazole moiety is
also complexed. In deoxygenated solutions, the lifetime of the 3MLLCT emission
changes from 923 ns with Gd3+ to 682 ns with Eu3+. This change might suggest
the presence of energy transfer occurring from the 3MLLCT to Eu3+. The data
for air-equilibrated solutions illustrates there is a significant change in 3MLLCT
decay lifetime when moving from Gd3+ (923 nm) to Eu3+ (682 ns). This may
suggest that the rate of energy transfer from the 3MLLCT of [Re-TzPyTpy] to
the D5 0 state of Eu
3+ is competing more efficiently with the rate of quenching by
3O2, than in the case of [Re-TzPhTpy].
It would be expected in the case of [Re-TzPyTpy] that having two Eu3+ ions
available for sensitisation the emission of Eu3+ would exhibit a bi-exponential
decay, however, a mono-exponential decay was recorded for this complex. Further
analysis would be required to accurately determine the speciation in solution and
also determine the nature of the emission from Eu3+.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.24: Emission properties of a deoxygenated DCM solution (ca. 10−5
M) of [ReTzPyTpy]3 alone and in the presence of Eu
3+ under
375 nm excitation. a) Emission spectra normalised to absorbance
value, under excitation at 375 nm. b) TCSPC decay of 3MLLCT
emission, excited at 375 nm.
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Figure 5.24a shows the difference in emission profiles of [ReTzPyTpy]3 alone
and with the addition of Eu3+ or Gd3+. With the addition of Eu3+, the 3MLLCT
emission is significantly reduced in intensity, even further than that measured in
the presence of Gd3+, and red-shifted by 50 nm. The lifetime decay in deoxy-
genated solutions at 560 nm was also measured (Figure 5.24b). With the addition
of Eu3+, the lifetime of the 3MLLCT reduces by a factor of 10 from 295 ns, with
Gd3+, to 29 ns in the presence of Eu3+. This change seems to suggest efficient
energy transfer to the D5 0 excited state of Eu
3+. Looking at the 3MLLCT decay
lifetime in air-equilibrated solutions, it can be seen that there is a similar reduc-
tion in lifetime when moving from Gd3+ (295 ns) to Eu3+ (29 ns). This may
suggest that the rate of energy transfer, from the 3MLLCT of [ReTzPyTpy]3
to the D5 0 state of Eu
3+, is significantly faster than quenching by 3O2.
The rate of energy transfer (kEnT ) and the quantum efficiency of energy tranfer
(φEnT ) can be calculated according to Equation 5.5 and Equation 5.6, respec-
tively:
kEnT = 1/τq − 1/τu (5.5)
φEnT = 1− τq/τu (5.6)
where τq is the
3MLLCT decay lifetime in the presence of a quencher (Eu3+),
and τu is the
3MLLCT decay lifetime in the absence of a quencher, which is
assumed to be very similar to that of the analogous Gd3+ complex in the same
condition.118,119,124,131,146 The rate of energy transfer may contain a deduction for
energy back transfer due to the energy difference between the 3MLCT and the
Eu3+ ( D5 0) excited state.
Table 5.11: Rate and quantum efficiency of energy transfer of complexes to
Eu3+.
Sensitiser τau [ns] τ
b
q [ns] kEnT [10
5s−1] φEnT
[Re-TzPhTpy] 764 473 8.05 0.381
[Re-TzPyTpy] 923 682 3.83 0.261
[ReTzPyTpy]3 295 27 336.47 0.908
Lifetime data taken from Table 5.10 for deoxygenated solutions in the presence
of aGd3+ and bEu3+.
Table 5.11 illustrates the energy transfer rate and energy transfer quantum ef-
ficiency for the sensitisation of Eu3+. The rate and quantum efficiency of en-
ergy transfer (3MLLCT → Eu3+) appears to decrease in the following order,
[ReTzPyTpy]3  [Re-TzPhTpy] > [Re-TzPyTpy]. Interestingly, this re-
sult suggests that energy transfer from [ReTzPyTpy]3 to Eu
3+ is very efficient.
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Figure 5.25: Excitation spectra of Eu3+ (617 nm) emission in dilute (10−5 M)
DCM solutions.
Figure 5.26: Emission spectra of acetonitrile solutions of Eu3+, alone and in
presence of MeTzPyTpy, under excitation at 375 nm.
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The excitation scans of the D5 0 → F7 2 emission from Eu3+ are shown in Fig-
ure 5.25. The similarity of the excitation spectra to the absorption spectra is
suggestive that the sensitisation of Eu3+ is occurring from the 3MLLCT excited
state of the Re(I) complex. There appears to be a contribution from the MLLCT
excitation (375 nm) to the emission from Eu3+. This may indicate involvement
of the MLLCT in sensitisation of Eu3+. However, it may also reflect the presence
of residual 3MLLCT emission at 618 nm.
Figure 5.26 displays the emission spectra of Eu3+, as a DMSO solvated nitrate
salt, alone and in the presence of MeTzPyTpy. As can be seen at 375 nm
excitation, the emission of Eu3+ in solution alone and in the presence of MeT-
zPyTpy are almost identical. This suggests that 375 nm wavelength excitation
does not access (pi − pi∗) excited states of the ligand and emission from Eu3+ is
the result of direct excitation. The comparison of these spectra, and the evidence
from excitation spectra, may suggest that when Eu3+ is in the presence of the
synthesised complexes, excitation at 375 nm results in population of primarily
the MLLCT excited state, with some possible minor contribution from direct
excitation to the higher energy excited states ( G5 4, G
5
6) of Eu
3+.
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5.3.5 Sensitisation of Yb3+ by the synthesised complexes.
Table 5.12: Summary of photophysical properties in dilute (10−5 M) DCM
solutions.
Emission, 298 K
Species λmax[nm] τ
a
MLLCT [ns] φ
a
MLLCT τ
b
MLLCT [ns] φ
b
MLLCT τ
a
Y b[µs] τ
b
Y b[µs]
[Re-TzPhTpy] + Gd3+ 590 276 0.029 764 0.069
[Re-TzPhTpy] + Yb3+ 588, 980 274 0.036 530 0.051 11.28 11.26
[Re-TzPyTpy] + Gd3+ 560 519 0.048 923 0.093
[Re-TzPyTpy] + Yb3+ 565, 980 491 0.053 883 0.105 13.08 10.91
[ReTzPyTpy]3 + Gd
3+ 570 238 0.033 295 0.036
[ReTzPyTpy]3 + Yb
3+ 580, 980 24 0.006 24 0.006 10.61 10.27
aAir-equilibrated solution, bdeoxygenated solution, Gd3+ data taken from
Table 5.4 for reference. Quantum yield values for visible emission spectrum (400
- 800 nm) measured against an air-equilibrated aqueous solution of
[Ru(bpy)3]Cl2 (φ = 0.028).
The addition of Yb3+ to solutions containing the different Re(I) complexes causes
analogous changes to the absorption spectra, as those observed in Figure 5.8.
The emission for these complexes is separated into two regions based on the
detector used, the visible region (400 - 800 nm) to detect 3MLLCT emission and
the near infra-red (NIR) region (900 - 1300 nm) to detect emission from Yb3+.
The spectra in the visible region are normalised to reflect the quantum yield of
the 3MLLCT emission. The emission intensity of the NIR region is arbitrarily
normalised.
The visible and NIR emission spectra for [Re-TzPhTpy] alone and with Gd3+
or Yb3+, are shown in Figure 5.27a. In comparison to the solution with Gd3+, the
3MLLCT has reduced in quantum yield from 0.069 to 0.051, and the lifetime has
reduced from 764 to 530 ns in deoxygenated conditions. This is suggestive that
there may be partial energy transfer from the 3MLLCT to the F2 5/2 or LMCT
excited states of Yb3+. In air-equilibrated solutions, the 3MLLCT lifetime decay
does not change significantly when in the presence of Gd3+ or Yb3+. Further to
this, the NIR spectrum in air-equilibrated conditions displays a peak at 1275 nm
corresponding to emission from 1O2. This may suggest that the rate of sensitisa-
tion of Yb3+ emission is competing with quenching by 3O2.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.27: Emission properties of DCM solutions (ca. 10−5 M) of
[Re-TzPhTpy] alone and in the presence of Yb3+ under 375 nm
excitation. a) Visible (deoxygenated) and NIR (air-equilibrated)
emission spectra under excitation at 375 nm. Visible spectra
normalised to absorbance value, NIR spectra arbitrarily
normalised. Peak corresponding to emission from 1O2 denoted by
a star. b) TCSPC decay of 3MLLCT emission, excited at 375 nm.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.28: Emission properties of DCM solutions (ca. 10−5 M) of
[Re-TzPyTpy] alone and in the presence of Yb3+ under 375 nm
excitation. a) Visible (deoxygenated) and NIR (air-equilibrated)
emission spectra under excitation at 375 nm. Visible spectra
normalised to absorbance value, NIR spectra arbitrarily
normalised. Peak corresponding to emission from 1O2 denoted by
a star. b) TCSPC decay of 3MLLCT emission, excited at 375 nm.
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The emission spectra for [Re-TzPyTpy] alone and with Gd3+ or Yb3+ is shown
in Figure 5.28a, and the decay profiles are shown in Figure 5.28b. It can be
seen that, upon the addition of Yb3+, the quantum yield and lifetime change to
resemble those under the addition of Gd3+, as shown in Table 5.12. This similarity
is rationalised again by the energy gap law. This complex is still able to sensitise
Yb3+, however, the 3MLLCT does not appear to be an efficient sensitiser as the
emission decay lifetime and quantum yield have not appreciably changed. In air-
equilibrated solution, the NIR emission from this complex also displays a band of
low intensity at 1275 nm corresponding to emission from 1O2. This is suggestive
that quenching of the 3MLLCT excited state by 3O2 is competing efficiently with
the rate of sensitisation of Yb3+.
It is noted for [Re-TzPhTpy] and [Re-TzPyTpy] that quenching by 3O2 is
competing with the energy transfer process. There are occurrences of 3O2 depen-
dent lanthanide luminescence reported in literature.72,125 This may suggest these
complexes can be exploited as ratiometric sensors for the presence of 3O2. This
aspect will require further investigation.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.29: Emission properties of DCM solutions (ca. 10−5 M) of
[ReTzPyTpy]3 alone and in the presence of Yb
3+ under 375 nm
excitation. a) Visible (deoxygenated) and NIR (air-equilibrated)
emission spectra under excitation at 375 nm. Visible spectra
normalised to absorbance value, NIR spectra arbitrarily
normalised. N.B. absence of peak at 1275 nm for emission from
1O2. b) TCSPC decay of
3MLLCT emission (deoxygenated),
excited at 375 nm.
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[ReTzPyTpy]3 displays dramatically different emission properties when Yb
3+
is added to the solution. Figure 5.29a shows that, in the presence of Yb3+, the
emission from the complex red-shifts to approximately 580 nm, analogous to the
addition of Gd3+, and decreases significantly in intensity. The emission lifetime
of the 3MLLCT reduces from 295 ns (Gd3+) to 24 ns (Yb3+), as illustrated in
Figure 5.29b. This dramatic reduction in lifetime and quantum yield suggests
there is quenching of the 3MLLCT excited state for the sensitisation of Yb3+.
The lifetime and quantum yield of 3MLCT emission in air-equilibrated solutions
change significantly when moving from the presence of Gd3+ to the presence of
Yb3+. The rate of energy transfer 3MLLCT → Yb3+ ( F2 5/2)/LMCT appears
to be dominating over the rate of quenching by 3O2. This is further suggested
when measurements are taken in air-equilibrated solution, a band at 1275 nm,
corresponding to emission from 1O2, is absent in the NIR emission spectrum of
[ReTzPyTpy]3.
Table 5.13: Rate and quantum efficiency of energy transfer of complexes to
Yb3+.
Sensitiser τau [ns] τ
b
q [ns] kEnT [10
5s−1] φEnT
[Re-TzPhTpy] 764 530 5.77 0.306
[Re-TzPyTpy] 923 883 -c - c
[ReTzPyTpy]3 295 24 382.77 0.919
Lifetime data taken from Table 5.12 for deoxygenated solutions in the presence
of aGd3+ and bYb3+. cValues could not be accurately determined as lifetime
values are within instrument uncertainty of ± 8 %.
Table 5.13 illustrates the energy transfer rate and quantum efficiency for the com-
plexes, calculated from Equation 5.5 and Equation 5.6. The rate and quantum
efficiencies of energy transfer for [Re-TzPhTpy] to Yb3+ appear similar to those
seen in Table 5.11 for Eu3+.
The quenching of the lifetime of [Re-TzPyTpy] in the presence of Yb3+ is too
low for accurate calculation of energy transfer rate and efficiency. Previously
reported data (Table 5.11) suggested that sensitisation of Eu3+ by
[Re-TzPyTpy] involves the 3MLLCT excited state. The sensitisation of Yb3+
by [Re-TzPhTpy] appears to involve the 3MLLCT (Table 5.13), which suggests
that [Re-TzPyTpy] may perform similarly. Literature reports the sensitisation
of Yb3+ can occur via the triplet excited state of the donor depending on Fo¨rster
and Dexter overlaps or via the singlet excited state of the donor depending on
the thermodynamic feasibility of the associated redox mechanism.288,289,293 It is
speculated that the low rate and quantum efficiency of the (3MLLCT) → Yb3+
( F2 5/2) energy transfer, from [Re-TzPyTpy], may be due to the presence of two
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chelated Yb3+ ions reducing the Fo¨rster or Dexter overlap.
The rate of energy transfer by [ReTzPyTpy]3 is 10 times slower than litera-
ture examples of the sensitisation of Yb3+ by Re(I) diimine complexes (kEnT =
3 × 108 s−1). However, in comparison to such literature reports, this complex
appears to be the highest in quantum efficiency, where typical reports are (ca.
0.3).124,129,141,142,144–147,294
Figure 5.30: Excitation of Yb3+ (980 nm) emission in dilute (10−5 M) DCM
solutions.
The excitation spectra of Yb3+ (980 nm emission) in solution with the complexes
and alkylated tetrazole containing ligands are shown in Figure 5.30. The ex-
citation spectra for Yb3+ in the presence of HTzPhTpy and HTzPyTpy are
similar to MeTzPhTpy and MeTzPyTpy and are not shown for clarity. The
spectra illustrate that the excitation of Yb3+ in the presence of each of the metal
complexes [Re-TzPhTpy], [Re-TzPyTpy], and [ReTzPyTpy]3 contains the
MLLCT excitation band at (370 - 440 nm). This is indicative that, for each
complex, excitation to the 1MLLCT results in a sensitisation process. This is
an interesting result for [Re-TzPyTpy], where excitation to the 1MLLCT re-
sults in sensitisation of Yb3+, however, the 3MLLCT does not appear to sensitise
Yb3+. These results suggest that sensitisation of Yb3+ by [Re-TzPyTpy] may
be occurring directly from the 1MLLCT excited state. This is in agreement with
literature reports by Faulkner et al where this mechanism is also suggested.124
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5.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, the previously synthesised terpyridine containing ligands and
complexes have been shown to sensitise Eu3+ and Yb3+. The complexes
[Re-TzPhTpy] and [Re-TzPyTpy] appear to sensitise Eu3+ via the 3MLLCT,
where [Re-TzPhTpy] appears to be the more efficient sensitiser. In the case
of sensitisation of Yb3+, [Re-TzPhTpy] appears to involve the 3MLLCT to a
similar rate and quantum efficiency as for the sensitisation of Eu3+. However, in
the case of [Re-TzPyTpy] the sensitisation of Yb3+ via the 3MLLCT appears
to be negligible, which may be a result of multiple chelation sites inhibiting
the sensitisation process. Both [Re-TzPhTpy] and [Re-TzPyTpy] appear to
sensitise Eu3+ at a faster rate and with greater efficiency than Yb3+.
It would appear that [ReTzPyTpy]3 is the best performer of the metal com-
plexes. It is able to sensitise both Eu3+ and Yb3+ efficiently via the 3MLLCT
excited state. It also appears that the rate (ca. 3× 107) and quantum efficiency
(ca. 0.90) of the energy transfer processes are very similar for Eu3+ and Yb3+.
Literature reports of Yb3+ sensitisation by Re(I) complexes have sensitisation
efficiencies ca. 0.30 with few at ca. 0.74, placing [ReTzPyTpy]3 among the
most efficient. The large value for quantum efficiency of sensitisation of Eu3+
by [ReTzPyTpy]3 (0.908) suggests that Eu
3+ sensitisation by Re(I) complexes
may be an important avenue of research. In fact, this study reports the first
investigation of mononuclear and multinuclear Re(I) complexes as sensitisers for
Eu3+.
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Conclusions and future work
The research presented in this thesis was intended to explore the properties of a
variety of mononuclear and multinuclear Re(I) tetrazolato complexes where the
chelating ligand was an aryl-tetrazole, then modify the ligand structure so that
analogous complexes would coordinate Ln3+ cations in an attempt to sensitise
their emission. This aim follows some interesting structures published recently
around Re(I) tetrazolato complexes, and also the recent series of investigations
into sensitisation of Ln3+ cations by Re(I) complexes. This type of investigation
is of interest as inorganic complexes can be electronically excited by photons of
energy in the visible region, making them very attractive in optical imaging.
The synthesis of Re(I) complexes with various aryl-tetrazole ligands appear to
indicate that simple ligand modification can produce diverse structures. Of the
synthesised complexes, a triangular structure was obtained from the combination
of Re(I) with 5-(2-pyridyl)-1H-tetrazole which displayed emission at 490 nm. This
interesting result was expanded on by forming an analogous triangular structure
by using 4′-(5-(tetrazol-5-yl)-2-pyridyl-2,2′:6′2′′-terpyridine as the ligand. This
complex displayed a slightly red-shifted 3MLCT transition (510 nm) which was
accompanied by a large increase in luminescence quantum yield and lifetime. Al-
though there is precedence in literature of self-assembled multi-nuclear complexes
of Re(I), these results suggests that diimine type ligands which contain anionic
groups (e.g. TzPy− and TzPyTpy−) will form neutral triangular complexes
of Re(I) with relatively blue-shifted emission in comparison to most literature
examples of neutral Re(I) complexes. This type of structure also appears to be
rigid, which could contribute to the improved photophysical properties.
The synthesised triangular complex [ReTzPyTpy]3 successfully sensitises lumi-
nescence of both Eu3+ and Yb3+ with rates of ca. 3×107 and quantum efficiencies
of ca. 0.91. Although the rate is not as high as some literature examples of Ln3+
sensitisation by Re(I), the efficiency appears relatively high in comparison, which
typical efficiencies range from 0.20 to 0.95. The ability to sensitise Eu3+ by
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a Re(I) complex, let alone a multinuclear Re(I) complex, has not been reported
previously in literature. This may indicate that some reported complexes of Re(I)
which sensitise NIR-emitting lanthanides, particularly those with emission ≤ 560
nm may display a similar sensitisation of visible emitting lanthanides.
Mononuclear Re(I) complexes with tBuTzPy as a chelating ligand were success-
fully formed, and their photophysical properties were found to be similar to liter-
ature reports of neutral Re(I) diimine complexes.60 However, when attempting to
form an analogous complex with MeTzPyTpy, the presence of the terpyridine
moiety may have competed for chelation, and hence the target complex could
not be formed this way. During the attempt to form a terpyridine containing
analogue of [Re(tBuTzPy)Cl], which was unsuccessful, [Re(MeTzPyCHO)Cl]
was formed. This complex displayed a red-shifted emission (λem = 645 nm) along
with low quantum yield and lifetime in comparison to [Re(tBuTzPy)Cl].
The expansion of the ligand library successfully formed tetrazole functionalised
4’-aryl-2,2′:6′2′′-terpyridines and their alkylated derivatives. These ligands on
their own displayed fluorescent properties which responded to changes to the
acidiy/alkalinity of their environment, and successfully sensitise emission from
Eu3+ and Yb3+ in solution.
The expansion of previously reported Re(I) tetrazolato complexes to attach the
synthesised tetrazole functionalised 4’-aryl-2,2′:6′2′′-terpyridine ligands was suc-
cessful, and the photophysical properties of these new Re(I) complexes appear
similar to the literature examples.1,2
The sensitisation of Eu3+ and Yb3+ in solution was observed for all synthesised
terpyridine containing complexes. Although it was expected that sensitisation
of Yb3+ would be more efficient than Eu3+ due to the relative energies of the
excited states, this only proved true for [ReTzPyTpy]3. It is interesting to note
that the sensitisation of Eu3+ by [Re-TzPhTpy] and [Re-TzPhTpy] appears
to have similar efficiency and energy transfer rate to some reports of Yb3+ sensiti-
sation by Re(I) complexes (φEnT ≈ 0.30).124,147 Further, sensitisation of Yb3+ by
[Re-TzPyTpy] does not appear to involve the 3MLLCT excited state, however,
excitation to the 1MLLCT excited state (λex = 375 nm) sensitises emission from
Yb3+. These results indicates that pursuing research to understand this 3MLCT
→ Ln3+ sensitisation mechanism may be very important, particularly in the case
of Yb3+. Although this study focused only on solution state sensitisation in the
presence of excess Eu3+ and Yb3+ by three Re(I) complexes, the results may
suggest that limiting investigations to sensitising only NIR-emitting Ln3+ cations
by Re(I) complexes should be avoided, as it is possible there is much more to
discover.
The diverse structures obtained in Chapter 2 suggest further investigation is nec-
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essary. This study was limited to two aryl-tetrazoles and their N2 alkylated
derivatives, there may be many more diverse structures obtainable with modifi-
cations of these ligands. Slight modifications to the ligands are possible, such as
utilising pyrimidine or pyrazine groups instead of pyridine. These ligand modifi-
cations may also result in other interesting structures with electronic properties
that can be investigated.
The results obtained when synthesising complexes utilising derivatives of 5-(2-
pyridyl)-1H-tetrazole suggest that ligands containing this moiety have versatile
uses. The alkylated derivative tBuTzPy readily chelated Re(I) to form mononu-
clear complexes, of which further derivatisation of the ligand may yield interesting
properties, or potential applications. The 5-(2-pyridyl)-1H-tetrazole moiety ap-
pears to encourage the formation of triangular structures with ”blue” emission
and high quantum yields and lifetimes. Further investigation is warranted to
discover how photophysical properties can be modulated in this type of structure
and its potential applications. It may be particularly interesting to investigate
application in light emitting devices as the thermal stability of this complex may
indicate that vacuum sublimation is possible. The pyridyl group can also be sub-
stituted for pyrazine or pyrimidine groups to determine how more chelation sites
may alter structures and properties.
The interesting structures formed with TzPh− and tBuTzPh may require fur-
ther investigation. This study was limited to pursue stable complexes that dis-
played interesting photophysical properties. Stable Re(I) diazine complexes have
been reported in literature, and this may suggest a similar capacity could be ob-
tained with Re(I) complexes of tBuTzPh derivatives.236 The ”propeller” type
complex, [Re2(TzPh)3]
−, may also be exploited in some electrochemical process
due to the presence of a reversible oxidation peak, substitution on the phenyl ring
may lead to the formation of metallo-organic framework type structures, and fur-
ther substitutions to obtain luminescent derivatives of this type of structure may
lead to compounds usable in electrochemiluminescent devices.
Re(I) complexes utilising alkylated tetrazole ligands as chelating groups also also
have room for investigation. Substitution of other functional groups may lead to
interesting tuning properties, as seen for [Re(MeTzPyCHO)Cl].
The use of terpyridine containing ligands to detect cations in solution is also an
area of interest. Literature progress has suggested that functionalised 2,2’:6’,2”-
terpyridines can be fluorescent sensors of different cations in solution.260 The in-
vestigations in this thesis suggested that the synthesised tetrazole functionalised
terpyridines may behave as fluorescent sensors of acidic or alkali conditions of
solutions. Although this investigation only explored acidic and alkali conditions,
the presence of multiple chelation sites in ligands such as TzPyTpy− may en-
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able selective sensing of specific cations, or multiple cations in solution. Further
investigations into the sensing ability for these ligands should be performed by
monitoring the UV-vis and emission spectra during titration with cations such as
zinc, calcium, cadmium, and nickel. Further, combinations of such cations would
also determine if ratiometric sensing is possible.
The synthesised complexes that have shown an ability to sensitise luminescence of
Ln3+ cations may also have further interesting properties. The terpyridine moiety
has been established as a possible sensor for cations in solution,260 and Re(I)
tetrazolato complexes of 5-(2-pyridyl)-1H-tetrazole have luminescent responses
to dissolved species.46 The investigation in this thesis did not explore the use
of these complexes as chemosensors, thus expanding the research into cation
recognition utilising [Re-TzPhTpy] and [Re-TzPyTpy] may be of interest.
Sensitisation of Ln3+ cations was achieved by the synthesised mononuclear and
multinuclear complexes containing terpyridine ligands. The extension of the
study area to include the full emissive Ln3+ library may help understand the
sensitisation mechanisms. Further, there may be multiple different changes that
are possible in future studies. Modification of the ligands to include derivatives
of 1,3,5-triazine, or ligands containing β-diketone structures may lead to different
sensitisation capabilities. These modifications could be applied to the chelating
ligand in mononuclear complexes, the ancillary ligand in mononuclear complexes,
the bridging ligand in multinuclear complexes, and charged versions of these
species. The results in this thesis also suggest that further research efforts could
include sensitisation of Eu3+ as efficient sensitisation of Eu3+ by an Re(I) com-
plexes appears to be possible. Further research into the difference in sensitisation
when a Ln3+ cation coordinates to a chelating or ancillary ligand of Re(I) could
help to further elucidate sensitisation mechanisms. Further, this investigation
could be extended to include solid state studies, where crystallisation experi-
ments could help elucidate coordination sites of Ln3+ cations, and photophysical
studies may help investigate potential applications in light emitting devices.
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Experimental
General experimental
All reagents and solvents were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used as re-
ceived without further purification. 2- (1H-Tetrazol-5-yl)pyridine and 5-phenyl-
1H-tetrazole were synthe- sized according to previously published procedures.148
2-(2-tert- Butyltetrazol-5-yl)pyridine and 5-phenyl-2-tert-butyltetrazole were also
synthesized according to published procedures.190,225
6-cyanopyridine-3-carboxaldehyde was synthesised and characterised consistent
with published data.266 Acidic alumina for column chromatography was of Brock-
mann I activity. Nuclear magnetic resonance spectra, consisting of 1H and 13C,
were recorded using a Bruker Avance 400 spectrometer (400.1 MHz for 1H, 100
MHz for 13C) at 300 K. 1H and 13C chemical shifts were referenced to residual
solvent signals. Infrared spectra were recorded in the solid state, using an at-
tenuated total reflectance Perkin-Elmer Spectrum 100 FT-IR, equipped with a
diamond stage. Compounds were scanned from 4000 to 650 cm−1. The intensities
of the IR bands are reported as strong (s), medium (m), or weak (w). Melting
points were determined Using a BI Barnstead Electrothermal 9100 apparatus. El-
emental analyses were obtained at the Central Science Laboratory, University of
Tasmania, using a Thermo Finnigan EA 1112 Series Flash, or by Robert Herman
at the Department of Chemistry, Curtin University.
Photophysical results
Absorption spectra were recorded at room temperature using a Perkin Elmer
Lambda 35 UV/Vis spectrometer. Uncorrected steady state emission and exci-
tation spectra were recorded on an Edinburgh FLSP980 spectrometer equipped
with a 450 W Xenon arc lamp, double excitation and double emission monochro-
mators and a Peltier cooled Hamamatsu R928P photomultiplier tube (185-850
nm). Emission and excitation spectra were corrected for source intensity (lamp
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and grating) and emission spectral response (detector and grating) by a calibra-
tion curve supplied with the instrument. According to the approach described
by Demas and Crosby,295 luminescence quantum yields (φem) were measured in
optically dilute solutions (O.D. < 0.1 at excitation wavelength) obtained from
absorption spectra on a wavelength scale [nm] and compared to the reference
emitter by the following equation:
φx = φr
[
Ar(λr)
Ax(λx)
Ir(λr)
Ix(λx)
n2x
n2r
Dx
Dr
]
(7.1)
where A is the absorbance at the excitation wavelength (l), I is the intensity of
the excitation light at the excitation wavelength (l), n is the refractive index of
the solvent, D is the integrated intensity of the luminescence and is the quantum
yield. The subscripts r and x refer to the reference and the sample, respectively.
The quantum yield determinations were performed at identical excitation wave-
length for the sample and the reference, therefore cancelling the Ir/Ix term in
the equation. All Re(I) complexes were measured against an air-equilibrated wa-
ter solution of [Ru(bpy)3]Cl2 used as reference (φr = 0.028), and organic ligands
measured against an air-equilibrated water solution of quninie sulphate in 0.1 M
H2SO4 (φr = 0.546).
296 Emission lifetimes (τ) were determined with the single
photon counting technique (TCSPC) with the same Edinburgh FLSP920 spec-
trometer using pulsed picosecond LEDs (EPLED 295 or EPLED 360, FHWM <
800 ps) as the excitation source, with repetition rates between 10 kHz and 1 MHz,
and the above-mentioned R928P PMT as detector. Emission lifetimes (τ) of Ln3+
cations were determined with a microsecond flash-lamp. The goodness of fit was
assessed by minimising the reduced χ2 function and by visual inspection of the
weighted residuals. To record the 77 K luminescence spectra, the samples were
put in glass tubes (2 mm diameter) and inserted in a special quartz dewar filled
up with liquid nitrogen. The solvents used for the preparation of the solutions
for photophysical investigations was of spectrometric grade. The prepared solu-
tion was filtered through a 0.2 mm syringe filter before measurement. Deaerated
samples were prepared by the freeze-pump-thaw technique. Experimental uncer-
tainties are estimated to be ±8% for lifetime determinations, ±20 % for quantum
yields, ±2 nm and ±5 nm for absorption and emission peaks, respectively.
Electrochemical measurements
A gold microelectrode (made in house and kindly donated by the group of Pro-
fessor Richard Compton at Oxford University, UK) was polished and modified
with a section of disposable micropipette tip into which microlitre quantities of
the ionic liquid solvent can be placed. The electrode was then inserted into a
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T-cell apparatus as described elsewhere.2,297 A silver wire (0.5 mm diameter) was
inserted from the top and acted as a combined counter and reference electrode.
The T-cell was placed inside an aluminium Faraday cage and connected to a
vacuum pump (Edwards ES50). The samples for electrochemistry were prepared
by dissolving the required amount of rhenium complex in a minimal amount
of dichloromethane and then adding this solution to the ionic liquid, 1-hexyl-
3-methylimidazolium tris(pentafluoroethyl)trifluorophosphate (C6mim)[FAP], in
order to obtain a final concentration of the order of 1 - 10 mM. The solution was
left in an open container to allow the dichloromethane to evaporate. 40 L of this
sample was transferred into the T-cell with the use of a micropipette. Experi-
ments requiring the use of ferrocene followed the above procedure, however 10 L of
a 10 mM solution of ferrocene in acetonitrile was added into the T-cell apparatus
along with the ionic liquid containing the rhenium complex. Cyclic voltammetry
experiments were performed using a PGSTAT302N potentiostat (Eco-Chemie,
Netherlands) interfaced to a PC with GPES (General Purpose Electrochemical
System) software. The step potential was fixed at 0.01 V. The potentials are ref-
erenced to an internal reference Ferrocene/Ferrocenium redox couple according
to IUPAC recommendations and established in ionic liquids.298–300 Scans were
performed using a potential window within the range of -1.7 to 2.5 V reliant on
the compound investigated. Reported potentials were obtained from a scan rate
of 100 mVs−1.
Computational method
Time-dependent density functional theory calculations were performed with Gaus-
sian 09301 in order to calculate the absorption spectra of all compounds. Prior
to these calculations the structures were relaxed at the CAM-B3LYP level of
theory. Re atoms were treated with the StuttgartDresden (SDD) effective core
potential,302 and the 6-311G** basis set for other atoms. The effect of the solvent
was mimicked with the PCM solvation model.303 The low-lying singletsinglet ex-
citation energies were calculated at the same level of theory, and the spectra were
reproduced as the superposition of Gaussian functions with heights proportional
to the calculated intensities and a variance of 11 nm.
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Synthesis of [Re(tBuTzPy)Cl]
[Re(CO)5Cl] (100 mg, 0.27 mmol) and 2-(2-tertbutyl-tetrazol-5-yl)pyridine (100
mg, 0.54 mmol) were combined in toluene (15 mL) and stirred at reflux for 6
hours. The mixture was cooled and the solvent removed under reduced pressure
giving a suspension of yellow solid in an oil. The compound was recovered by
crystallisation from DCM by the addition of pet spirits, the mixture was filtered
and washed with pet spirits giving a bright yellow solid. Single crystals suitable
for X-ray diffraction were grown by layering hexanes on a dilute dichloromethane
solution of the compound. Yield: 0.145 g (99 %) m.p. 210 - 215 ◦C.
IR υmax/cm
−1: 2990 w, 2021 s (CO), 1884 s (CO). 1618 w, 1453 w, 1176 w.
UV-Vis (CH2Cl2) λmax/nm (10
4ε/M−1cm−1): 271(2.90), 353(0.45).
1H NMR (δ, ppm, CDCl3): 9.08 (1H, d, J = 5.4 Hz, H6(py)), 8.28 (1H, d, J =
8.1 Hz, H(py)), 8.16-8.11 (1H, m, H(py)), 7.65-7.60 (1H, m, H(py)), 1.88 (9H, s,
(CH3)3).
13C NMR (δ, ppm, CDCl3): 196.5 (CO), 194.7 (CO), 188.5 (CO), 166.1 (CN4),
153.9, 145.2, 139.8, 128.3, 124.0, 68.4, 29.2.
Anal. Calcd (%) for [Re(tBuTzPy)Cl]·(CH2Cl2) : C 28.31, H 2.55, N 11.79.
Found: C 28.53, H 2.53, N 12.05.
Synthesis of [Re(tBuTzPy)Br]
[Re(CO)5Br] (100 mg, 0.27 mmol) and 2-(2-tertbutyl-tetrazol-5-yl)pyridine (100
mg, 0.54 mmol) were combined in toluene (15 mL) and stirred at reflux for 6
hours. The mixture was cooled and the solvent removed under reduced pressure
giving a yellow oil. The compound was recovered by crystallisation from DCM
by the addition of pet spirits, the mixture was filtered and washed with pet
spirits giving a bright yellow solid. Single crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction
were grown by layering hexanes on a dichloromethane solution of the compound.
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Yield: 0.098 g (65 %) m.p. 207 - 209 ◦C.
IR υmax/cm
−1: 2990 w, 2020 s (CO), 1881 s (CO), 1620 w, 1452 w, 1176 w.
UV-Vis (CH2Cl2) λmax/nm (10
4ε/M−1cm−1): 268(2.48), 358(0.31).
1H NMR (δ, ppm, CDCl3): 9.09 (1H, d, J = 4.8 Hz, H6(py)), 8.29 (1 H, d, J =
7.8 Hz, H3(py)), 8.15-8.10 (1H, m, H(py)), 7.64-7.59 (1H, m, H(py)), 1.88 (9H, s,
(CH3)3).
13C NMR (δ, ppm, CDCl3): 196.1 (CO), 194.3 (CO), 188.0 (CO), 166.2 (CN4),
154.8, 145.4, 139.7, 128.2, 124.0, 68.5, 29.5.
Anal. Calcd (%) for [Re(tBuTzPy)Br]·1.2(CH2Cl2) : C 26.08, H 2.37, N 10.73.
Found: C 25.82, H 2.22, N 11.12.
Synthesis of [HNEt3][Re2(TzPh)3]
[Re(CO)5Br] (100 mg, 0.25 mmol), 5-phenyl-1H-tetrazole (53 mg, 0.36 mmol)
and triethylamine (50 µL, 0.36 mmol) were combined in toluene and stirred at
reflux for 12 . The mixture was cooled and the solvent removed under reduced
pressure. The residue was added to dichloromethane, and the white solid formed
was filtered, washed with dichloromethane, and recrystallized from water, yielding
the title compound. Yield: 60 mg (45%). m.p. 258 ◦C dec.
IR υmax/cm
−1: 3650 w, 2024 s (CO), 1901 s (CO), 1610 w, 1449 w, 1140 w, 1062
w.
UV-Vis (CH2Cl2) λmax/nm (10
4ε/M−1cm−1): 253(6.85), 312(0.60).
1H NMR (δ, ppm, acetone-d6): 8.15-8.10 (6H, m H(ph)), 7.53-7.43 (9H, m, H(ph)),
3.42 (6H, q, J = 7.2 Hz, NCH2CH3), 1.39 (9H, t, J = 7.2 Hz, NCH2CH3); solvent
peak at 2.80 (s, H2O).
13C NMR (δ, ppm, acetone): 196.6 (CO), 167.0 (CN4), 130.6, 129.7, 129.0, 127.5,
46.90, 9.0.
Anal. Calcd (%) for [HNEt3][Re2(TzPh)3]·2(H2O) : C 35.58, H 3.17, N 16.34.
Found: C 35.82, H 2.89, N 16.32.
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Synthesis of [ReTzPy]3
[Re(CO)5Cl] (300 mg, 0.83 mmol) and 2-(1H-tetrazol-5-yl)pyridine (120 mg, 0.83
mmol) were combined in toluene (25 mL). Triethylamine (114 µL, 0.83 mmol) was
added and the mixture was stirred at reflux for 12 hours. The mixture was then
cooled to room temperature and the solvent was removed under reduced pressure.
The resulting solid was dissolved in dichloromethane (50 mL) and sequentially
washed with 25 mL of saturated sodium carbonate solution, water, and eventu-
ally brine. The organic phase was collected, dried over MgSO4 and the solvent
was reduced to a minimal amount (ca. 2-3 mL). The solution was then charged
on an alumina-packed column and dichloromethane was used as the eluent. The
first fraction was collected and the solvent was removed to yield a white powder.
Single crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction were grown by layering hexanes on a
dichloromethane solution of the complex. Similar results were obtained starting
from [Re(CO)5Br]. Yield: 123 mg (36 %). m.p. > 350
◦C.
IR υmax/cm
−1: 2027 s (CO), 1917 s (CO) 1898 s (CO), 1621 m, 1568 w, 1449 m,
1288 w, 1254 w, 1158 w, 1105 w, 1047 w, 792 w, 754 w, 724 w.
UV-Vis (CH2Cl2) λmax/nm (10
4ε/M−1cm−1): 252(5.26), 283(3.88), 310(2.01).
1H NMR (δ, ppm, acetone-d6): 9.28 (1H, d, J = 5.8 Hz, H2(py)), 9.23 (1H, d,
J = 5.6 Hz, H2(py)), 9.13 (1H, d, J = 5.2 Hz, H2(py)), 8.53-8.43 (4H, m, H(py)),
8.32-8.25 (1H, m, H(py)), 7.89-7.76 (3H, m, H(py)), 7.63 (1H, d, J = 8.1 Hz, H(py)).
13C NMR (δ, ppm, acetone-d6): nine CO peaks expected but due to low inten-
sity and overlapping nature only six could be clearly distinguished; some signals
belonging to the tertiary C atoms in the pyridine ring are also overlapping: 198.0
(CO), 197.7 (CO), 195.1 (CO), 194.8 (CO), 194.2 (CO), 193.6 (CO), 168.1
(CN4), 167.8 (CN4), 166.3 (CN4), 155.5, 155.4, 155.3, 149.3, 149.0, 148.2, 142.3,
141.9, 128.6, 128.5, 128.4, 124.0, 123.9, 123.4.
Anal. Calcd (%) for [ReTzPy]3 : C 25.96, H 0.97, N 16.82. Found: C 26.12, H
0.96, N 16.74.
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Synthesis of HTzPhTpy
To toluene (50 mL) in an ice bath, triethylamine (0.8 mL, 5.8 mmol) and HCl(aq)
(0.70 mL, 5.8 mmol) were combined and stirred until fuming subsided. NCPhTpy
(1.93 g, 5.8 mmol) and NaN3 (0.4 g, 5.8 mmol) were added and the mixture was
stirred at reflux overnight. The solvent was evaporated under reduced pressure
and the solid recrystallised from water (50 mL) and then washed with (3×20mL)
DCM. Yield: 0.750 g (35 %) m.p. 280 ◦C dec.
IR υmax/cm
−1: 3046 m, 2444 m, 1683 w, 1605 w, 1593 s, 1581 s, 1542 s, 1470 m,
1393 s, 1295 w, 1113 w, 1076 w, 1008 s, 890 w, 842 w, 793 s.
UV-Vis (CH3CN) λmax/nm (10
4ε/M−1cm−1): 295(2.06), 253(1.15), 231(1.51).
1H NMR (δ, ppm, DMSO-d6): 8.78-8.75 (4H, m, H3′,5′ & H6,6′′), 8.66 (2H, d, J
= 8 Hz, H3,3′′), 8.26 (2H, d, J = 8.8 Hz, Ho), 8.82 (2H, m, J = 2.4 Hz, H4,4′′),
7.97 (2H, d, J = 8.4Hz, Hm), 7.54-7.49 (2H, m, H5,5′′).
13C NMR (δ, ppm, DMSO-d6): 160.3 (N4C), 155.7, 155.0, 149.4, 149.2, 137.4,
135.8, 133.6, 127.0, 126.7, 124.5, 120.9, 117.6.
Anal. Calcd (%) for HTzPhTpy·0.2(H2O) : C 69.35, H 4.02, N 25.73. Found:
C 69.54, H 3.85, N 25.60.
Synthesis of MeTzPhTpy
HTzPhTpy (0.25 g, 0.66 mmol) was combined with K2CO3 in acetonitrile (15
mL) and stirred for 1 minute. CH3I (44 µL, 0.66 mmol) was added and the
mixture was stirred at reflux. The mixture was filtered and the solvent removed
under reduced pressure. The solid was loaded onto Brockmann II basic alumina
and eluted with DCM. The first fraction was recovered and identified as the
product. Yield: 0.075 g (30 %) m.p. 227 ◦C dec.
IR υmax/cm
−1: 3062 w, 1601 w, 1582 w, 1565 m, 1543 m, 1479 m, 1465 m, 1423
m, 1388 w, 1263 w, 1139 w, 918 w, 845.
UV-Vis (CH3CN) λmax/nm (10
4ε/M−1cm−1): 283(3.93), 255(2.51), 232(1.66).
1H NMR (δ, ppm, CDCl3): 8.79 (2H, s, H3′,5′), 8.74 (2H, d, H6,6′′), 8.68 (2H, d,
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J = 8 Hz, H3,3′′), 8.28 (2H, d, J = 8.4 Hz, Ho), 8.04 (2H, d, J = 8.4Hz, Hm),
7.89 (2H, m, J = 2.4 Hz, H4,4′′), 7.39 - 7.35 (2H, m, H5,5′′), 5.29 (3H, s, CH3).
13C NMR (δ, ppm, CDCl3): 165.0 (N4C) 156.2, 156.1, 149.5, 149.2, 140.4, 137.1,
128.0, 128.0, 127.5, 124.1, 121.6, 119.0, 39.7 (CH3)
Anal. Calcd (%) for MeTzPhTpy·0.2(CH2Cl2): C 68.23, H 4.29, N 24.01.
Found: C 68.27, H 3.98, N 24.14.
Synthesis of HTzPyCHO
To toluene (40 mL) in an ice bath, triethylamine (0.52 mL, 3.7 mmol) and HCl(aq)
(0.41 mL, 3.7 mmol) were combined and stirred until fuming subsided. NCPy-
CHO (0.5 g, 3.7 mmol) and NaN3 (0.24 g, 3.7 mmol) were added and the mixture
was stirred at reflux overnight. The mixture was extracted with water and the
aqueous phase was acidified and filtered. The solid was discarded and the solu-
tion was acidified further and extracted with ethyl acetate. The organic phase
was collected and dried over magnesium sulphate and the solvent was removed
under reduced pressure giving an off-white solid. Yield: 0.32 g (40 %) m.p. 220
◦C dec.
IR υmax/cm
−1: 2592 m br., 1705 s, 1605 s, 1575 m, 1370 m, 1263 m, 1205 w, 1178
w, 1116 w, 1039 w, 1016 w, 845 w.
1H NMR (δ, ppm, DMSO-d6): 10.20 (1H, s, CHO), 9.27 (1H, s, H(py)2), 8.50
(1H, d, J = 6.4 Hz, H(py)5), 8.42 (1H, d, J = 8 Hz, H(py)4), 1.90 (CH3COOH).
13C NMR (δ, ppm, DMSO-d6): 191.8 (CHO), 154.6 (N4C), 151.7, 147.6, 138.3,
132.3, 123.0.
Anal. Calcd (%) for HTzPyCHO·0.1CH3COOH): C 47.74, H 3.00, N 38.66.
Found: C 47.49, H 2.76, N 38.76. A signal corresponding to acetic acid is ob-
served in the 1H NMR spectrum, and is expected to come from extraction of
acidic aqeuous phase with ethyl acetate.
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Synthesis of MeTzPyCHO
HTzPyCHO (0.45 g, 2.5 mmol) was combined with K2CO3 in acetonitrile (25
mL) and stirred for 1 minute. CH3I (0.20 mL, 3 mmol) was added and the mixture
was stirred at reflux. The mixture was filtered and the solvent removed under
reduced pressure. The solid was loaded onto silica and eluted with a mixture of
hexanes:ethyl-acetate 1:1. The first fraction was recovered and identified as the
N1 isomer and the second fraction was identified as the N2 product. Yield: 0.157
g (33 %) m.p. 178-179 ◦C
IR υmax/cm
−1: 2865, 1692 s, 1677 s, 1592 s, 1525 w, 1443 w, 1391 m, 1206 m,
1051 m, 840 m.
1H NMR (δ, ppm, CDCl3): 10.18 (1H, s, CHO), 9.20 (1H, s, H(py)2), 8.41 (1H,
d, J = 6.4 Hz, H(py)5), 8.33 (1H, d, J = 6 Hz, H(py)4), 4.48 (3H, s, CH3.
13C NMR (δ, ppm, CDCl3): 190.1 (CHO), 164.2 (N4C), 152.5, 151.2, 137.3,
131.9, 122.7, 40.0 (CH3).
Anal. Calcd (%) for MeTzPyCHO·0.1(CH3COOCH2CH3) : C 50.90, H 3.89,
N 35.91. Found: C 51.27, H 2.96, N 35.65.
Synthesis of HTzPyTpy
2-acetylpyridine (0.37 mL, 3.32 mmol) was added to a solution of HTzPyCHO
(0.2 g, 1.1 mmol) in EtOH (20 mL). KOH pellets (0.2 g, 3.3 mmol) and NH4OH(aq)
(0.5 mL, 3.3 mmol) were then added to the solution which was stirred overnight
at room temperature. The mixture was filtered and the solid left to dry under
vacuum for 5 minutes. The solid was then dissolved in minimal water. The water
was acidified to yield an off-white solid which was filtered and collected. Yield:
0.13 g (40 %) m.p. 282 ◦C dec.
IR υmax/cm
−1: 3370 m, 2701 m, 1618 w, 1597 s, 1563 w, 1530 s, 1497 w, 1435 w,
1338 w, 1300 w, 1278 w, 1239 w, 1172 w, 1007 w, 993 w, 791 w.
UV-Vis (CH3CN) λmax/nm (10
4ε/M−1cm−1): 295(3.32), 253(2.31), 230(2.16).
1H NMR (δ, ppm, DMSO-d6): 9.18 (1H, s, H(py)2), 8.79-8.78 (4H, m, H3′,5′ &
H6,6′′), 8.68 (2H, d, J = 8 Hz, H3,3′′), 8.39 (1H, d, J = 8 Hz, H(py)5), 8.24 (1H,
d, J = 8.4Hz, H(py)4), 8.05 (2H, m, H4,4′′), 7.57-7.53 (2H, m, H5,5′′).
13C NMR (δ, ppm, DMSO-d6): 161.1 (N4C), 156.0, 155.0, 151.8, 149.5, 147.6,
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146.9, 137.8, 135.3, 131.6, 124.8, 121.9, 121.2, 118.0.
Reproducible elemental analysis could not be obtained due to hygroscopic nature
of this molecule.
Synthesis of MeTzPyTpy
2-Acetylpyridine (0.2 mL, 1.6 mmol) was added to a solution of MeTzPy-
CHO (0.15 g, 0.8 mmol) in EtOH (10 mL). KOH pellets (0.1 g, 1.8 mmol)
and NH4OH(aq) (0.24 mL, 2.2 mmol) were then added to the solution which was
stirred overnight at room temperature. The mixture was filtered and the solid
washed with EtOH (4 mL) and the solid was then collected. Yield: 0.1 g (31 %)
M.p. 273 ◦C
IR υmax/cm
−1: 3054 w, 1603 m, 1585 s, 1566 s, 1467 s, 1440 w, 1404 s, 1120 w,
1041 w, 1015 w, 836 m.
UV-Vis (CH3CN) λmax/nm (10
4ε/M−1cm−1): 282(2.76), 253(2.44).
1H NMR (δ, ppm, CDCl3): 9.26 (1H, s, H(py)2), 8.79 (2H, s, H3′,5′), 8.74 (2H, d,
J = 4.4 Hz, H6,6′′), 8.68 (2H, d, J = 8 Hz, H3,3′′), 8.41-8.34 (2H, m, H(py)4,(py)5),
7.92-7.88 (2H, m,H4,4′′), 7.40-7.37 (2H, m, H5,5′′), 4.49 (3H, s, CH3).
13C NMR (δ, ppm, CDCl3): 164.8 (N4C) 156.5, 155.9, 149.3, 149.0, 147.1, 146.7,
137.2, 136.0, 135.6, 124.3, 122.5, 121.6, 119.0, 39.9 (CH3)
Anal. Calcd (%) for (3-comp : 1-DCM): C 63.76, H 3.99, N 26.63. Found: C
63.15, H 3.47, N 26.59.
Synthesis of [Re-TzPhTpy]
[Re(CO)3(phen)Cl] (0.1 g, 0.22 mmol) was combined with AgCF3SO3 (0.06 g,
0.22 mmol) in acetonitrile (20 mL). The mixture was shielded from light and
stirred at reflux overnight. The mixture was cooled and filtered through celite and
the solution was collected. A separate solution was made of HTzPhTpy (0.073 g,
0.22 mmol) and Et3N (1.0 mL) in acetonitrile (10 mL) and the two solutions were
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combined and stirred at reflux overnight. The solvent was then removed under
reduced pressure and the resulting solid was loaded onto Brockmann II basic
alumina and eluted with DCM. The first fraction was collected and identified as
the product. Yield: 0.102 g (60 %) m.p. 180 ◦C dec.
IR υmax/cm
−1: 3400 w, 3060 w, 2021 s (CO), 1893 s (CO), 1632 w, 1603 w, 1583
m, 1567 w, 1543 w, 1467 m, 1428 m, 1390 m, 1035 m, 841 m.
UV-Vis (CH2Cl2) λmax/nm (10
4ε/M−1cm−1): 278(4.81), 360(0.49).
1H NMR (δ, ppm, CDCl3): 9.47 (2H, d, 5.2 Hz, Ha,h), 8.70 (2H, d, J = 8 Hz,
H6,6′′), 8.64 (2H, s, H3′,5′), 8.60 (2H, d, J = 8 Hz, H3,3′′), 8.45 (2H, d, J = 8.2 Hz,
Hc,f ), 7.88 (2H, s, Hd,e), 7.87-7.75 (8H, m, Hb,g & Ho & Hm & H4,4′′), 7.33-7.30
(2H, m, H5,5′′)
13C NMR (δ, ppm, CDCl3): 196.7 (CO), 193.7 (CO), 162.9 (N4C), 156.0, 155.8,
153.7, 149.8, 149.0, 147.6, 138.6, 137.9, 137.2, 130.7, 130.5, 127.6, 127.3, 126.9,
126.0, 124.0, 121.5, 118.7.
Anal. Calcd (%) for [Re-TzPhTpy]·0.5(CH2Cl2) : C 51.81, H 2.67, N 14.50.
Found: C 51.96, H 2.31, N 14.58.
Synthesis of [Re-TzPyTpy]
[Re(CO)3(phen)Cl] (0.1 g, 0.22 mmol) was combined with AgCF3SO3 (0.07 g,
0.22 mmol) in acetonitrile (20 mL). The mixture was shielded from light and
stirred at reflux overnight. The mixture was cooled and filtered through celite and
the solution was collected. A separate solution was made of HTzPyTpy (0.074
g, 0.22 mmol) and Et3N (1.0 mL) in acetonitrile (10 mL) and the two solutions
were combined and stirred at reflux overnight. The solvent was then removed
under reduced pressure and the resulting solid was loaded onto Brockmann II
basic alumina and eluted with a mixture of DCM and ethyl acetate in a 1:1 ratio.
The first fraction was collected and identified as the product. Yield: 0.102 g (53
%) m.p. 190 ◦C dec.
IR υmax/cm
−1: 3385 w, 3059 w, 2024 s (CO), 1898 s (CO), 1599 m, 1521 w, 1469
m, 1428 m, 1258 m, 1145 m, 1031 w, 847 m.
UV-Vis (CH2Cl2) λmax/nm (10
4ε/M−1cm−1): 276(4.23), 360(0.39).
1H NMR (δ, ppm, CDCl3): 9.50 (2H, d, 5.2 Hz, Ha,h), 8.99 (1H, s, H(py)2), 8.67-
8.60 (6H, m, H6,6′′ & H3′,5′ & H3,3′′), 8.54 (2H, d, J = 8.2 Hz, Hc,f ), 8.08 (1H, d,
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J = 8.2 Hz, H(py)5), 7.95 (2H, s, Hd,e), 7.89-7.80 (5H, m, Hb,g & H(py)4 & H4,4′′),
7.33-7.30 (2H, m, H5,5′′)
13C NMR (δ, ppm, CDCl3): 163.6 (N4C), 156.3, 156.1, 154.1, 149.8, 149.3, 148.3,
147.7, 147.3, 138.5, 137.0, 135.2, 133.3, 130.6, 127.7, 126.1, 124.1, 122.0, 121.5,
118.8.
Anal. Calcd (%) for [Re-TzPyTpy]·0.5(CH2Cl2) : C 50.37, H 2.55, N 16.09.
Found: C 50.19, H 2.37, N 16.39.
Synthesis of [ReTzPyTpy]3
[Re(CO)5Br](0.1 g, 0.25 mmol) was combined with HTzPyTpy (0.1 g, 0.26
mmol) and Et3N (1 mL) in toluene (15 mL) and stirred at reflux overnight.
The solvent was removed under vacuum and the solid dissolved in minimal DCM
and loaded onto Brockmann II basic alumina and eluted with DCM. The first
fraction was collected and identified as the product. Yield: 0.062 g (39 %) m.p.
230 ◦C dec.
IR υmax/cm
−1: 3383 w, 3060 w, 2029 s, 1901 s, 1605 m, 1585 m, 1566 m, 1466
m, 1439 m, 1394 m, 1353 w, 1257 m, 1125 w, 845 w.
UV-Vis (CH2Cl2) λmax/nm (10
4ε/M−1cm−1): 280(8.80), 325(3.77).
1H NMR (δ, ppm, CDCl3): 9.54 (1H, s, Ha(py)2), 9.44 (1H, s, Hb(py)2), 9.33 (1H,
s, Hc(py)2), 8.90-8.57 (23H, m, Habc(3′,5′) & Habc(6,6′′) & Habc(3,3′′) & Habc(py5) &
Hbc(py4)), 8.05 (6H, m, Habc(4,4′′)), 7.89-7.80 (1H, d, J = 8.4 Hz, Ha(py4)), 7.33-
7.30 (6H, m, Habc(5,5′′)).
13C NMR (δ, ppm, CDCl3):
13C-NMR could not be obtained for this complex
due to poor solubility in common solvents.
Anal. Calcd (%) for [ReTzPyTpy]3·0.5(CH2Cl2) : C 43.86, H 2.03, N 16.96.
Found: C 43.71, H 1.75, N 16.89.
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Synthesis of [Re(MeTzPyCHO)Cl]
[Re(CO)5Cl] (0.1 g, 0.25 mmol) was combined with MeTzPyTpy (0.07 g, 0.37
mmol) in toluene (10 mL) and stirred at reflux overnight. The solvent was re-
moved under vacuum and the solid dissolved in minimal DCM and loaded onto
sillica and eluted with a 1:1 mixture of DCM and ethyl acetate. The first fraction
was collected and identified as the product. Yield: 0.109 g (88 %) m.p. 240 ◦C
dec.
IR υmax/cm
−1: 3042 w, 2024 s, 1882 s, 1698 m, 1618 m, 1566 m, 1574 m, 1454
m, 1433 w, 1395 w, 727 m.
UV-Vis (CH2Cl2) λmax/nm (10
4ε/M−1cm−1): 288(2.62), 403(0.37).
1H NMR (δ, ppm, CDCl3): 10.23 (1H, s, CHO), 9.46 (1H, s, H2), 8.61 (1H, d, J
= 8 Hz, H5), 8.33 (1H, d, J = 8 Hz, H4), 4.62 (3H, s, CH3).
13C NMR (δ, ppm, CDCl3): 187.0 (CHO), 166.2 (N4C), 155.9, 148.7, 139.4,
134.5, 124.4, 42.0 CH3.
Reproducible elemental analysis could not be obtained for this complex.
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Table 7.1: Crystal data and structure refinement for [Re(tBuTzPy)Cl].
Identification code [Re(tBuTzPy)Cl]
Empirical formula C14H15Cl3N5O3Re
Formula weight 593.86
Temperature 100(2) K
Wavelength 0.71073 A˚
Crystal system Monoclinic
Space group P21/n
Unit cell dimensions a = 10.8488(5) A˚
b = 11.4278(4) A˚
c = 16.6365(4) A˚
β = 106.769(4)◦
Volume 1974.85(12) A˚3
Z 4
Density (calculated) 1.997 Mg/m3
6.583 mm−1
Crystal size 0.58 × 0.35 × 0.26 mm3
θ range for data collection 3.77 to 37.61◦.
Index ranges -18<=h<=18, -19<=k<=19
-28<=l<=28
Reflections collected 64078
Independent reflections 10156 [R(int) = 0.0324]
Completeness to θ = 37.00◦ 99.5 %
Absorption correction Analytical
Max. and min. transmission 0.366 and 0.128
Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F2
Data / restraints / parameters 10156 / 0 / 268
Goodness-of-fit on F2 1.176
Final R indices [I> 2σ(I)] R1 = 0.0293, wR2 = 0.0583
R indices (all data) R1 = 0.0331, wR2 = 0.0596
Largest diff. peak and hole 2.907 and -3.251 e.A˚
−3
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Table 7.2: Selected bond lengths [A˚] and angles[◦] for [Re(tBuTzPy)Cl].
Re(1)-C(1) 1.911(2)
Re(1)-C(2) 1.920(3)
Re(1)-C(3) 1.938(3)
Re(1)-N(4) 2.1585(19)
Re(1)-N(52) 2.214(2)
Re(1)-Cl(1) 2.4605(6)
C(1)-Re(1)-C(2) 88.42(11)
C(1)-Re(1)-C(3) 90.37(11)
C(2)-Re(1)-C(3) 90.83(11)
C(1)-Re(1)-N(4) 171.28(9)
C(2)-Re(1)-N(4) 99.18(9)
C(3)-Re(1)-N(4) 93.77(10)
C(1)-Re(1)-N(52) 97.61(9)
C(2)-Re(1)-N(52) 173.10(9)
C(3)-Re(1)-N(52) 92.49(10)
N(4)-Re(1)-N(52) 74.57(7)
C(1)-Re(1)-Cl(1) 93.32(8)
C(2)-Re(1)-Cl(1) 92.82(8)
C(3)-Re(1)-Cl(1) 174.88(8)
N(4)-Re(1)-Cl(1) 82.10(6)
N(52)-Re(1)-Cl(1) 83.51(5)
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Table 7.3: Crystal data and structure refinement for [Re(tBuTzPy)Br].
Identification code [Re(tBuTzPy)Br]
Empirical formula C14H14BrCl3N5O3Re
Formula weight 672.76
Temperature 100(2) K
Wavelength 0.71073 A˚
Crystal system Monoclinic
Space group P21/c
Unit cell dimensions a = 8.6560(2) A˚
b = 18.0418(2)) A˚
c = 13.2050(4) A˚
β = 92.829(3)◦
Volume 2071.13(8) A˚3
Z 4
Density (calculated) 2.158 Mg/m3
µ 8.208 mm−1
F(000) 1272
Crystal size 0.53 × 0.43 × 0.09 mm3
θ range for data collection 3.65 to 41.07◦.
Index ranges -15<=h<=15, -33<=k<=31
-24<=l<=24
Reflections collected 53110
Independent reflections 13425 [R(int) = 0.0382]
Completeness to θ = 40.00◦ 99.9 %
Absorption correction Analytical
Max. and min. transmission 0.451 and 0.065
Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F2
Data / restraints / parameters 13425 / 0 / 247
Goodness-of-fit on F2 0.921
Final R indices [I> 2σ(I)] R1 = 0.0229, wR2 = 0.0388
R indices (all data) R1 = 0.0400, wR2 = 0.0403
Largest diff. peak and hole 1.455 and -1.200 e.A˚
−3
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Table 7.4: Selected bond lengths [A˚] and angles[◦] for [Re(tBuTzPy)Br].
Re(1)-C(3) 1.8998(17)
Re(1)-C(2) 1.9145(16)
Re(1)-C(1) 1.9240(16)
Re(1)-N(4) 2.1396(13)
Re(1)-N(52) 2.2159(12)
Re(1)-Br(1) 2.62869(18)
C(3)-Re(1)-C(2) 89.38(7)
C(3)-Re(1)-C(1) 86.99(7)
C(2)-Re(1)-C(1) 88.41(6)
C(3)-Re(1)-N(4) 97.86(6)
C(2)-Re(1)-N(4) 96.92(6)
C(1)-Re(1)-N(4) 172.81(6)
C(3)-Re(1)-N(52) 95.00(6)
C(2)-Re(1)-N(52) 170.23(6)
C(1)-Re(1)-N(52) 100.51(5)
N(4)-Re(1)-N(52) 73.86(5)
C(3)-Re(1)-Br(1) 177.90(5)
C(2)-Re(1)-Br(1) 92.41(5)
C(1)-Re(1)-Br(1) 91.97(5)
N(4)-Re(1)-Br(1) 83.01(4)
N(52)-Re(1)-Br(1) 83.40(3)
Table 7.5: Hydrogen bonds for [Re(tBuTzPy)Br] [A˚ and ◦].
D-H...A d(D-H) d(H...A) d(D...A) <(DHA)
C(0)-H(0)...Br(1) 1.00 2.79 3.7385(16) 157.9
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Table 7.6: Crystal data and structure refinement for [Re2(
tBuTzPh)Br2].
Identification code [Re2(
tBuTzPh)]Br2]
Empirical formula C18H16Br2Cl2N4O6Re2
Formula weight 987.47
Temperature 100(2) K
Wavelength 0.71073 A˚
Crystal system Monoclinic
Space group P21/n
Unit cell dimensions a = 10.7387(2) A˚
b = 16.7806(2)) A˚
c = 14.5656(2) A˚
β = 104.820(2)◦
Volume 2537.43(7) A˚3
Z 4
Density (calculated) 2.585 Mg/m3
µ 12.934 mm−1
Crystal size 0.35 × 0.23 × 0.075 mm3
θ range for data collection 3.65 to 34.00◦.
Index ranges -16<=h<=16, -26<=k<=26
-22<=l<=22
Reflections collected 63567
Independent reflections 10334 [R(int) = 0.0393]
Completeness to θ = 34.00◦ 99.9 %
Absorption correction Analytical
Max. and min. transmission 0.383 and 0.070
Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F2
Data / restraints / parameters 10334 / 0 / 310
Goodness-of-fit on F2 1.079
Final R indices [I> 2σ(I)] R1 = 0.0209, wR2 = 0.0404
R indices (all data) R1 = 0.0267, wR2 = 0.0417
Largest diff. peak and hole 1.037 and -1.154 e.A˚
−3
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Table 7.7: Selected bond lengths [A˚] and angles[◦] for [Re2(tBuTzPh)]Br2].
Re(1)-C(12) 1.899(2)
Re(1)-C(11) 1.913(2)
Re(1)-C(13) 1.915(2)
Re(1)-N(1) 2.2067(19)
Re(1)-Br(2) 2.6414(2)
Re(1)-Br(1) 2.6499(2)
Re(2)-C(21) 1.899(2)
Re(2)-C(22) 1.907(2)
Re(2)-C(23) 1.919(3)
Re(2)-N(2) 2.185(2)
Re(2)-Br(2) 2.6390(2)
Re(2)-Br(1) 2.6411(2)
C(12)-Re(1)-C(11) 88.83(10)
C(12)-Re(1)-C(13) 87.73(10)
C(11)-Re(1)-C(13) 87.63(10)
C(12)-Re(1)-N(1) 96.76(9)
C(11)-Re(1)-N(1) 96.07(8)
C(13)-Re(1)-N(1) 174.22(9)
C(12)-Re(1)-Br(2) 92.61(7)
C(11)-Re(1)-Br(2) 178.24(7)
C(13)-Re(1)-Br(2) 93.44(7)
N(1)-Re(1)-Br(2) 82.75(5)
C(12)-Re(1)-Br(1) 174.25(7)
C(11)-Re(1)-Br(1) 96.92(7)
C(13)-Re(1)-Br(1) 92.18(7)
N(1)-Re(1)-Br(1) 82.98(5)
Br(2)-Re(1)-Br(1) 81.656(7)
C(21)-Re(2)-C(22) 89.99(10)
C(21)-Re(2)-C(23) 87.54(10)
C(22)-Re(2)-C(23) 87.61(10)
C(21)-Re(2)-N(2) 94.89(9)
C(22)-Re(2)-N(2) 92.66(9)
C(23)-Re(2)-N(2) 177.55(8)
C(21)-Re(2)-Br(2) 175.08(7)
C(22)-Re(2)-Br(2) 94.51(7)
C(23)-Re(2)-Br(2) 94.63(7)
N(2)-Re(2)-Br(2) 82.93(5)
C(21)-Re(2)-Br(1) 93.47(7)
C(22)-Re(2)-Br(1) 173.82(7)
C(23)-Re(2)-Br(1) 97.65(7)
N(2)-Re(2)-Br(1) 81.94(5)
Br(2)-Re(2)-Br(1) 81.867(7)
Re(2)-Br(1)-Re(1) 88.617(7)
Re(2)-Br(2)-Re(1) 88.841(7)
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Table 7.8: Crystal data and structure refinement for [Re2(TzPh)2]
−.
Identification code [Re2(TzPh)2]
−
Empirical formula C33H35N13O8Re2
Formula weight 1114.14
Temperature 100(2) K
Wavelength 0.71073 A˚
Crystal system Monoclinic
Space group C2/n
Unit cell dimensions a = 20.5571(5) A˚
b =12.1245(2) A˚
c = 16.5533(4) A˚
β = 105.931(3)◦
Volume 3967.36(15) A˚3
Z 4
Density (calculated) 1.865 Mg/m3
µ 6.162 mm−1
Crystal size 0.37 × 0.22 × 0.11 mm3
θ range for data collection 3.44 to 30.00◦.
Index ranges -28<=h<=28, -17<=k<=17
-23<=l<=23
Reflections collected 41968
Independent reflections 5755 [R(int) = 0.0366]
Completeness to θ = 30.00◦ 99.7 %
Absorption correction Analytical
Max. and min. transmission 0.589 and 0.292
Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F2
Data / restraints / parameters 5755 / 0 / 290
Goodness-of-fit on F2 0.971
Final R indices [I> 2σ(I)] R1 = 0.0180, wR2 = 0.0420
R indices (all data) R1 = 0.0234, wR2 = 0.0428
Largest diff. peak and hole 3.567 and -0.809 e.A˚
−3
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Table 7.9: Selected bond lengths [A˚] and angles[◦] for [Re2(TzPh)2]−.
Re(1)-C(2) 1.916(2)
Re(1)-C(3) 1.926(3)
Re(1)-C(1) 1.927(2)
Re(1)-N(23) 2.1748(19)
Re(1)-N(22)1 2.1792(19)
Re(1)-N(12) 2.209(2)
C(2)-Re(1)-C(3) 88.58(11)
C(2)-Re(1)-C(1) 89.85(10)
C(3)-Re(1)-C(1) 89.87(10)
C(2)-Re(1)-N(23) 177.42(8)
C(3)-Re(1)-N(23) 92.84(9)
C(1)-Re(1)-N(23) 92.31(9)
C(2)-Re(1)-N(22)1 93.52(9)
C(3)-Re(1)-N(22)1 92.57(9)
C(1)-Re(1)-N(22)1 175.89(8)
N(23)-Re(1)-N(22)1 84.27(7)
C(2)-Re(1)-N(12) 91.90(9)
C(3)-Re(1)-N(12) 178.90(8)
C(1)-Re(1)-N(12) 91.13(9)
N(23)-Re(1)-N(12) 86.64(7)
N(22)1-Re(1)-N(12) 86.42(7)
O(1)-C(1)-Re(1) 178.8(2)
O(2)-C(2)-Re(1) 179.2(2)
O(3)-C(3)-Re(1) 178.9(2)
Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms:1 1-x,y,3/2-z
Table 7.10: Hydrogen bonds for [Re2(TzPh)2]
−. [A˚ and ◦].
D-H...A d(D-H) d(H...A) d(D...A) <(DHA)
N(1)-H(1)...O(4) 0.93 1.81 2.729(7) 169.4
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Table 7.11: Crystal data and structure refinement for [ReTzPy]3.
Identification code [ReTzPy]3
Empirical formula C29H16Cl4N15O9Re3
Formula weight 1418.97
Temperature 180(2) K
Wavelength 0.71073 A˚
Crystal system Monoclinic
Space group P21/n
Unit cell dimensions a = 10.2409(2) A˚
b =24.9665(5) A˚
c = 17.3333(3) A˚
β = 91.082(2)◦
Volume 4430.98(15) A˚3
Z 4
Density (calculated) 2.127 Mg/m3
µ 8.480 mm−1
Crystal size 0.37 × 0.03 × 0.03 mm3
θ range for data collection 2.84 to 28.00◦.
Index ranges -13<=h<=13, -32<=k<=32
-22<=l<=22
Reflections collected 83582
Independent reflections 10698 [R(int) = 0.0733]
Completeness to θ = 28.00◦ 99.9 %
Absorption correction Analytical
Max. and min. transmission 0.784 and 0.261
Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F2
Data / restraints / parameters 10698 / 0 / 569
Goodness-of-fit on F2 1.320
Final R indices [I> 2σ(I)] R1 = 0.0801, wR2 = 0.1642
R indices (all data) R1 = 0.0839, wR2 = 0.1659
Largest diff. peak and hole 4.094 and -1.964 e.A˚
−3
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Table 7.12: Selected bond lengths [A˚] and angles[◦] for [ReTzPy]3
Re(1)-C(12) 1.887(13)
Re(1)-C(11) 1.915(13)
Re(1)-C(13) 1.959(13)
Re(1)-N(34) 2.145(10)
Re(1)-N(12) 2.181(10)
Re(1)-N(352) 2.199(11)
Re(2)-C(21) 1.905(13)
Re(2)-C(22) 1.908(16)
Re(2)-C(23) 1.929(15)
Re(2)-N(14) 2.171(10)
Re(2)-N(22) 2.176(11)
Re(2)-N(152) 2.213(12)
Re(3)-C(33) 1.890(18)
Re(3)-C(31) 1.924(15)
Re(3)-C(32) 1.930(14)
Re(3)-N(24) 2.145(12)
Re(3)-N(252) 2.190(12)
Re(3)-N(32) 2.195(10)
C(12)-Re(1)-C(11) 90.0(5)
C(12)-Re(1)-C(13) 90.7(5)
C(11)-Re(1)-C(13) 89.2(6)
C(12)-Re(1)-N(34) 95.6(4)
C(11)-Re(1)-N(34) 96.6(5)
C(13)-Re(1)-N(34) 171.4(5)
C(12)-Re(1)-N(12) 177.3(4)
C(11)-Re(1)-N(12) 89.4(5)
C(13)-Re(1)-N(12) 92.0(5)
N(34)-Re(1)-N(12) 81.8(4)
C(12)-Re(1)-N(352) 92.4(5)
C(11)-Re(1)-N(352) 170.5(5)
C(13)-Re(1)-N(352) 100.0(5)
N(34)-Re(1)-N(352) 74.0(4)
N(12)-Re(1)-N(352) 87.6(4)
C(21)-Re(2)-C(22) 87.3(6)
C(21)-Re(2)-C(23) 89.3(6)
C(22)-Re(2)-C(23) 90.9(5)
C(21)-Re(2)-N(14) 100.5(5)
C(22)-Re(2)-N(14) 95.4(5)
C(23)-Re(2)-N(14) 168.6(5)
C(21)-Re(2)-N(22) 92.0(5)
C(22)-Re(2)-N(22) 173.1(5)
C(23)-Re(2)-N(22) 95.9(5)
N(14)-Re(2)-N(22) 78.0(4)
C(21)-Re(2)-N(152) 174.3(5)
C(22)-Re(2)-N(152) 94.8(5)
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C(23)-Re(2)-N(152) 95.9(5)
N(14)-Re(2)-N(152) 74.1(4)
N(22)-Re(2)-N(152) 85.3(4)
C(33)-Re(3)-C(31) 89.1(7)
C(33)-Re(3)-C(32) 90.6(7)
C(31)-Re(3)-C(32) 86.9(5)
C(33)-Re(3)-N(24) 169.4(6)
C(31)-Re(3)-N(24) 100.2(5)
C(32)-Re(3)-N(24) 95.0(5)
C(33)-Re(3)-N(252) 96.1(6)
C(31)-Re(3)-N(252) 174.5(5)
C(32)-Re(3)-N(252) 95.0(5)
N(24)-Re(3)-N(252) 74.5(4)
C(33)-Re(3)-N(32) 95.9(6)
C(31)-Re(3)-N(32) 92.4(5)
C(32)-Re(3)-N(32) 173.5(5)
N(24)-Re(3)-N(32) 78.8(4)
N(252)-Re(3)-N(32) 85.1(4)
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Table 7.13: Crystal data and structure refinement for [Re-TzPhTpy].
Identification code [Re-TzPhTpy]
Empirical formula C40H25Cl9N9O3Re
Formula weight 1184.94
Temperature 100(2) K
Wavelength 0.71073 A˚
Crystal system Triclinic
Space group P1¯
Unit cell dimensions a = 10.8953(3) A˚
b = 11.2245(3) A˚
c = 18.6620(4) A˚
α = 85.806(2)◦
β = 82.125(2)◦
γ = 82.588(2)◦
Volume 2238.27(10) A˚3
Z 2
Density (calculated) 1.758 Mg/m3
µ 3.302 mm−1
Crystal size 0.37 × 0.19 × 0.05 mm3
θ range for data collection 2.72 to 37.32◦.
Index ranges -18<=h<=18, -18<=k<=19
-31<=l<=31
Reflections collected 82022
Independent reflections 22495 [R(int) = 0.0407]
Completeness to θ = 36.00◦ 99.8 %
Absorption correction Analytical
Max. and min. transmission 0.852 and 0.410
Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F2
Data / restraints / parameters 22495 / 0 / 559
Goodness-of-fit on F2 1.065
Final R indices [I> 2σ(I)] R1 = 0.0299, wR2 = 0.0631
R indices (all data) R1 = 0.0354, wR2 = 0.0653
Largest diff. peak and hole 1.711 and -1.548 e.A˚
−3
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Table 7.14: Selected bond lengths [A˚] and angles[◦] for [Re-TzPhTpy].
Re(1)-C(1) 1.9099(17)
Re(1)-C(3) 1.9212(18)
Re(1)-C(2) 1.9359(17)
Re(1)-N(2) 2.1638(13)
Re(1)-N(11) 2.1735(14)
Re(1)-N(21) 2.1742(14)
C(1)-Re(1)-C(3) 88.88(7)
C(1)-Re(1)-C(2) 87.92(7)
C(3)-Re(1)-C(2) 87.48(7)
C(1)-Re(1)-N(2) 94.37(6)
C(3)-Re(1)-N(2) 92.68(6)
C(2)-Re(1)-N(2) 177.71(6)
C(1)-Re(1)-N(11) 172.29(6)
C(3)-Re(1)-N(11) 98.45(6)
C(2)-Re(1)-N(11) 94.74(6)
N(2)-Re(1)-N(11) 82.97(5)
C(1)-Re(1)-N(21) 96.53(6)
C(3)-Re(1)-N(21) 173.93(6)
C(2)-Re(1)-N(21) 95.43(6)
N(2)-Re(1)-N(21) 84.20(5)
N(11)-Re(1)-N(21) 76.04(5)
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Table 7.15: Crystal data and structure refinement for [Re-TzPyTpy].
Identification code [Re-TzPyTpy]
Empirical formula C36H21N10O3Re
.H2O
Formula weight 845.84
Temperature 100(2) K
Wavelength 0.71073 A˚
Crystal system Triclinic
Space group P1¯
Unit cell dimensions a = 6.6242(3) A˚
b = 12.7559(4) A˚
c = 19.4567(6) A˚
α = 102.608(3)◦
β = 90.982(3)◦
γ = 91.645(3)◦
Volume 1603.28(10) A˚3
Z 2
Density (calculated) 1.752 Mg/m3
µ 3.849 mm−1
F(000) 832
Crystal size 0.57 × 0.05 × 0.02 mm3
Reflections collected 17418
Independent reflections 8709 [R(int) = 0.0555]
Absorption correction Analytical
Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F2
Data / restraints / parameters 8709 / 17 / 454
Goodness-of-fit on F2 1.003
Final R indices [I> 2σ(I)] R1 = 0.00453, wR2 = 0.0932
Largest diff. peak and hole 1.88 and -2.35 e.A˚
−3
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Table 7.16: Selected bond lengths [A˚] and angles[◦] for [Re-TzPyTpy].
Re(1)-C(1) 1.924(5)
Re(1)-C(2) 1.917(5)
Re(1)-C(3) 1.928(6)
Re(1)-N(2) 2.183(4)
Re(1)-N(11) 2.172(3)
Re(1)-N(21) 2.179(4)
C(3)-Re(1)-C(1) 88.0(2)
C(1)-Re(1)-C(2) 89.3(2)
C(3)-Re(1)-C(2) 85.7(2)
C(1)-Re(1)-N(2) 92.7(2)
C(3)-Re(1)-N(2) 95.1(2)
C(2)-Re(1)-N(2) 177.9(2)
C(1)-Re(1)-N(11) 17.3(2)
C(3)-Re(1)-N(11) 101.2(2)
C(2)-Re(1)-N(11) 94.3(2)
N(2)-Re(1)-N(11) 83.6(1)
C(1)-Re(1)-N(21) 94.9(2)
C(3)-Re(1)-N(21) 177.1(2)
C(2)-Re(1)-N(21) 94.6(2)
N(2)-Re(1)-N(21) 84.6(1)
N(11)-Re(1)-N(21) 75.9(1)
Table 7.17: Hydrogen bonds for [Re-TzPyTpy]. [A˚ and ◦].
D-H...A d(D-H) d(H...A) d(D...A) <(DHA)
O(1)W-H(1)WA...N(82) 0.85(1) 2.01(2) 2.845(10) 169(6)
O(1)W-H(1)WA...N(82′) 0.85(1) 2.12(2) 2.963(10) 173(5)
O(1)W-H(1)WB...N(4i) 0.85(1) 2.12(2) 2.965(6) 177(6)
Symmetry code: (i) x+1,y,z.
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